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The definitive version. Ultimate performance, bespoke audiophile cable collection

Chord Company Signature, Sarum and ChordMusic form the vanguard of our cable ranges. A master collection that features our latest conductor, insulation and connector technology.

High-end audiophile quality at a realistic price and each one built to your specific requirements. Arrange a demonstration with your nearest Chord Company retailer and hear the difference for yourself.

Designed and hand-built in England since 1985 by a dedicated team of music-lovers. Find more information and a dealer locator at:

www.chord.co.uk
People expect a hi-fi system to sound large and impressive – meaning panoramic sound stage and thunderous bass – that enrolling quality of power able to move physical objects! Not something you get from headphones. And KEF’s loomingly large R7 Reference loudspeakers reviewed on p10 do just this. With relaxed ease. Founded in 1961 by the famed Raymond Cooke – who together with senior engineer Laurence Fincham told me a thing or two about loudspeaker engineering! – KEF set the stage for properly engineered loudspeakers through the 1970s. They continue that mission today with products like the R7 that quite obviously stand out in their massive ability. I hope you enjoy our insight into these loudspeakers.

Talking of yesterday, good to see another budget turntable from Pro-Ject, able to spin analogue LP in all its old glory. Our review on p83 picks out the fact modern materials and design techniques move the technology ahead: old glory yes, old fashioned sound no. Rather a bright new look at sound from LP that truly digs out the detail, rather than softening it. This is LP as it stands today, which with quiet vinyl and modern cutting lathes (often updated old ones!) is popular with the music business as well as audiophiles, and also with those who want to get closer to natural analogue sound free from digital distortions. At the price, the Debut Carbon Evo is a great starter package.

Rega are another UK brand name with heritage similar to KEF. Extraordinary in some ways that they successfully leveraged the design of a great tonearm, the RB300, to become one of Britain’s premiere hi-fi brands. On p36 Chris Frankland spends time with the latest Rega Aethos amplifier that came highly recommended by his friendly local dealer. Chris knows Rega products well and brings his long experience to a review that I hope you find informative. No Press Release regurgitation here, solid insight instead.

Mustn’t forget digital! And Melco. Their latest high-end hard drive music server, the N10 reviewed on p61 magically delivers lovely digital. Expensive yes, but also impressive.

I hope you enjoy what this month’s issue brings you, from yesterday and today.

Noel Keyword
Editor

**testing** *(see www.hi-fiworld.co.uk for full explanations of all our tests)*

To ensure the utmost accuracy in our product reviews, Hi-Fi World has extremely comprehensive in-house test facilities, and our test equipment – from big names like Richie & Schwarz and Hewlett Packard – is amongst the most advanced in the world.

Loudspeakers are measured using a calibrated Bruel & Kjaer microphone feeding a Clio-based computer analyser, using pulsed and gated sinewaves, in a large room to eliminate the room’s influence. Pickup arm vibration is measured with a Bruel & Kjaer accelerometer.

No other UK hi-fi magazine has in-house testing, and none has access to such advanced tests across all types of equipment. That’s why you can depend on Hi-Fi World reviews.
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New Stereo 40 MK IV £2499

MB90 MK IV Monoblock Power Amplifiers many features

Stereo 25 MKII from £1399

HPAB MKII £999

Simplified ST40 30W UL, HQ Headphone Socket

Stereo 30se £2499

PS1 MKII MM/MC £1549

Single Ended Pure Class A, 28W UL, 18w Triode

Outstanding Performance 80w UL, 50w Triode

Buy direct from us or through one of carefully chosen dealers or worldwide distributors:

Audio Gold
Crouch End, London
Tel: 0208 341 9007
Web: www.audiogold.co.uk

Audiolab
Northdown, Kent
Tel: 01227 782908
Web: www.audiolab.com

Audiocenter
Chatsworth House, Chesterfield
Tel: 01246 481900
Web: www.audiocenter.co.uk

Stereo 30 MKII £2399

Sublime Sound From Vintage 300B Triodes
TECHNICS AMPS IT UP!
Upmarket Technics amplifiers, notably the uber-sophisticated SU-A2/SE-A1 combo of the late 1970s, were objects of lust to those unconvinced by the ‘less-is-more’ philosophy of some U.K. manufacturers.

The vinyl revival has given parent company Panasonic the excuse they needed to bring back Technics, new versions of the SL-1200 turntables spearheading the relaunch. And now there’s a Technics uber-amp to go with the tasty turntables – and its oversized analogue output-level meters are suggestive of the SE-A1 power amp. The new “Reference Class” SU-R1000 integrated amplifier, available in the UK from November with an anticipated price tag of £6,999, is a digital design with lots of clever tech on board. It features balanced and unbalanced line inputs, an MM/MC phono stage, two USB ports for PC use and four conventional (S/PDIF) digital inputs.

The output of the advanced Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) amps hasn’t yet been specified, but the output terminals they feed are chunky – and those meters register over 300 Watts per channel! In development since 2014, the new technologies at the heart of the SU-R1000 include Active Distortion Cancelling Technology (ADCT), a battery-powered timing source, Jitter Elimination and Noise-Shaping Optimisation (JENO), a new approach to power supply design and the judicious use of high-speed GaN-FET semiconductors.

ADCT, Technics tells us, eliminates “distortion generated in the power stage by the speaker’s counter-EMF and power-supply voltage-drop.”

The phono stage is also interesting, as it boasts something called “Intelligent Phono EQ”. This harnesses the power of modern digital technology to achieve an accurate RIAA curve and improve crosstalk. A record supplied with the SU-R1000 enables the system to automatically calibrate itself for the user’s specific cartridge, thereby ensuring the flattest possible response. Clever stuff.

Further details: www.technics.com

HIGH-END HANNA
Take a deep breath! Hanna of Japan make gorgeously smooth sounding moving coil cartridges – at budget prices. Their new Umami Red comes in at £3399! This is a top-end moving coil (MC) from Hanna, priced above most else rather than below. The promise is a great sound.

The word Umami is, we are told, Japanese for “a very pleasing or delicious flavour on the palette”. Master cartridge designer Maseo Okada-san “applies this concept as he combines brilliant materials and classic Japanese techniques with modern audio engineering” Hanna say.

“The cryogenically treated MC generator features a samarium/cobalt magnet with a pure-iron square plate armature, hand-wound with high purity 30-micron copper wire. A nude Microline stylus is bonded to a solid Boron cantilever for tracing the most delicate musical nuances from the LP”. We hope to review this “delicious flavour on the palette” in our next issue!

For more information visit www.airaudio.co.uk or call +44 (0)1491 629 629.

B&W JUBILEE SILVER
To mark the 25th anniversary of its million-selling 600 series B&W has upgraded key models to “S2 Anniversary Edition” status. These are the 603 floorstanders (£1,499), the HTM6 centre (£449) and the 606 (£599) and 607 (£449) bookshelf speakers. All boast upgraded crossovers, as used in the 700 Series; these feature specially-made Mundorf bypass capacitors, for “greatly improved resolution and transparency”.

Oak has been added to the repertoire of finishes, and the tweeters of all Anniversary Edition speakers will be inscribed with a “celebratory logo”.

In other respects these new models are identical to the sixth-generation models with – depending on the model – “decoupled Double Dome” aluminium tweeters and “FST Continuum Cone” midrange/bass drivers.

Further details: www.bowerswilkins.com
IN THE GROOVE WITH IFI

The £149 ZEN Phono iFi describes as “an entry-level phono stage to surpass all others”. From the same teams responsible for the iPhono3 Black Label and PH-77 models, the MM/MC compatible ZEN Phono is iFi’s first sub-£200 phono stage. A balanced, symmetrical dual-mono design implemented with audiophile-grade surface-mounted components and internal switch-mode split-rail power supply, the ZEN Phono has gain settings – confirmed by LEDs – that range from 36dB to 72dB, a wide range of cartridges can therefore be accommodated. Also provided is a switchable subsonic filter, with proprietary ‘intelligent’ circuitry to ensure that deep-bass isn’t affected.

Unusually, the ZEN Phono features a 4.4mm Pentaconn balanced output as well as (unbalanced) phono sockets. It is compatible with devices like iFi’s ZEN CAN analogue headphone amp, although it will interface with XLR gear via adaptors.

Further details: www.ifi-audio.com, +44 (0)1279 501111 (Armour Home).

BIG MAC TO GO

Jeep is now planning to reinvigorate its ‘Grand Wagoneer’ brand, which disappeared in the early 1990s. If launched, it could cost over $100,000 in fully-loaded form. It features a plug-in-hybrid powertrain, based around – apparently – a 305hp 3.6-litre V6 engine (19-24 mpg).

What makes a luxury SUV worthy of inclusion in these pages is its sound-system. Bentley went to Naim, Lexus joined forces with Mark Levinson and Jeep have been working with – who else? – McIntosh.

The PR puffery is short on details; all we know is that “the system is exclusively-designed and custom-tuned...so that drivers and passengers enjoy an equally luxurious listening experience”. McIntosh’s “iconic styling cues with blue lights and aluminum frames” we are assured “will make the system instantly recognisable to McIntosh lovers worldwide”.

Further details: www.jeep.com, www.m McIntosh labs.com

THE STORY OF MY LIFESTYLE

Once upon a time, the ‘Citation’ brand was reserved for the cream of Harman Kardon’s hi-fi crop. Today, though, it graces a £300 smart speaker – specifically the “powerful” Citation 200, which its manufacturer describes as “designed for portability and immersive sound inside and outside the home”. Its Scandinavian styling – the device is covered by a cleanable wool fabric from Kvadrat – hides a 25mm tweeter, 120mm woofer and “two passive radiators for even deeper bass”. Features include 8-hour battery life, 50W RMS of amplification, support for Apple Music and Chromecast, Bluetooth, 2.4/5GHz Wi-fi and the ability to join forces with other Citation smart speakers for a “multi-room audio experience”.

Further details: www.harmankardon.co.uk

AS IF BY MAJIK

The “next generation” Majik DSM (£2,950.00 to you, guv) from Linn is billed as your “first step into authentic hi-fi”. A combination of network music player, pre-amp and power amp, all the buyer needs to do is “just add speakers” (Linn recommends its Majik 109 bookshelf speakers, or the full-range Majik 140 floorstanders).

However, the Majik DSM – like its predecessors – has to be installed professionally by a “Linn Specialist”.

Linn claims the new unit will handle “anything you throw at it, wired or wirelessly, via WiFi or Bluetooth... Tidal, Qobuz, Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon Music, your own stored music collection”. Other features include 24-bit 192 kHz support, customisable smart buttons, Internet radio (via Tunein), multiple inputs (including HDMI and USB), a headphone output, 100W per channel of Class-D amplification and multi-room integration. There is also an inbuilt phono stage.

Further details, Linn Products, +44(0)141 307 7777, www.linn.co.uk
HEARING THE LIGHT...

Sonus Faber’s new handmade Lumina range of bass-reflex speakers comprises three bi-wireable models. First up is the Lumina I standmount (£799), a compact bookshelf speaker that’s suitable for stereo listening or performing surround duties in a home cinema set-up. The Lumina III floorstander (£1,999) is claimed to deliver “powerful and distortion-free music, with advanced speech intelligibility for games and movies”.

Finally, we have the £649 Lumina Center I - a centre-channel speaker “aligned in both appearance and acoustics”.

The “perfectly-squared” Lumina cabinets, built from real multilayer wood and Sonus faber’s trademark leather with chrome surrounds for the drivers, have a “minimalistic look…in order to emphasise the quality of materials used”.

Inherited from the company’s Sonetto series is the Damped Apex Dome (DAD) tweeter, which features a “Kurtmueller hand-coated soft-silk 29mm diaphragm”. However, the pulp-coned 100mm (mid) and 125mm (bass) drive units were designed from scratch for the Luminas. Available finishes include Walnut, Piano Black and Wengé (a dark tropical hardwood with a distinctive pattern).

Further details: Fine Sounds UK (distributor): +44 (0)1592 744710, www.sonusfaber.com

BLUETOOTH KANN-DO

New high data rate Bluetooth 5 (2Mbps) is supported by Astell & Kern’s latest portable hi-res player, the £1,099 Kann Alpha. A third-generation Kann model, the Alpha features a headphone amplifier that has been redesigned to offer the drive of previous units (12V rms via the balanced output) in a smaller physical package; battery life is extended to 14.5 hours too.

Bluetooth 5 is claimed to “provide greater range and a more stable wireless connection to headphones” and supports the 24-bit aptX HD and LDAC codecs to maintain sound quality.

Other features include compatibility with a wide range of codecs (including MQA, 32-bit/384Hz PCM and DSD256), Android operating system, 4.1in touchscreen display, aluminium body designed for noise-suppression as well as strong ergonomics, streaming service support and 64GB of on-board memory that can be expanded up to 1TB via a microSD card. The Alpha also supports streaming services “including Amazon Music, Apple Music, Audible, BBC Radio, Bandcamp, Deezer, Qobuz, Spotify, Tidal and TuneIn”.

Further details: www.astellnkern.com

ROTEL PAYS TRIBUTE TO KEN

Musicians who left us too early were usually involved with musical projects right until their untimely deaths. Similarly, industry legend Ken Ishiwata - who died earlier this year – had been working with Rotel. The fruits of this partnership - special-editions of the A11 integrated amplifier (£499) and CD11 CD player (£399) – have been named ‘Tribute’, in Ishiwata’s honour:

“Ken was widely-admired in the hi-fi industry” Rotel CTO Daren Orth told us “for his unique ability to identify products for modification and then define the musical references, plus suggested component changes, to the engineers - in order to take the products’ performance to new levels, often with minimal price increases”.

Further details: www.rotel.com
Bright Knight

A big floorstanding loudspeaker, KEF’s R7s wow Noel Keywood with their vivid sound.

I thought, when first seeing the R7s “wow, these are big”. They certainly look a little muscular because the cabinet is deep, but KEF disarmingly describe them as a mid-size three way. Which I guess is right, but the R7 is not for limited spaces, either in physical size or acoustic design. We’re talking big sound here, including big bass, for a very reasonable £2600; it’s easy to pay more (and get less).

Readers say “what do you mean by a big room” and I’d suggest much less than 17ft or so long would be inappropriately small. An R5 would better suit. This is drawn from my own experience where my 17ft long lounge is not ideal for large loudspeakers but our very large office / listening room (6550 cf) is perfect, the point being the bass power a loudspeaker like the R7 produces will over-excite a small room causing it to boom. Heavy furnishing, notably big foam filled settees makes a big difference here so it’s impossible to be specific about what will work and what will not. My comments are necessarily general then, but I have to say something to get these loudspeakers into context, rather than flunk the issue.

In KEF tradition, the R7 is a tour-de-force in engineering. The drive units are all designed in-house, notable amongst them being the central Uni-Q drive unit with its ‘tangerine’ waveguides (fns). This is a two drive units in one. At centre is an aluminium dome 25mm (1in) tweeter. It is surrounded by an aluminium cone mid-range unit in what KEF term a co-axial arrangement.

The point they’re keen to make here is that the acoustic centres of the two units are aligned axially (front to back) to eliminate acoustic phase error between them. Putting tweeter at centre means there’s no vertical distance (gap) between the two units either, as with conventional three-way loudspeakers, so you get a totally cohesive launch of the sound wave into the room. Typically, this sort of drive unit is described as a “point-source”.

Being a technical loudspeaker, as it were, I am being a little technical here, but as KEF have ruefully told me in the past, some people think that what appears to be a single drive unit can’t be as good as two of! The Uni-Q is two drive units carefully arranged into one space.

Why do this? Because tonally sound is meant to come from one point and you do get a sense of focus and coherence I’ve found, especially noticeable when moving around: the sound stays the same.

How to describe a large shiny black cabinet? Bit like something from ‘2001 a Space Odyssey’. That dates me rather than the loudspeaker, but because the R7s stand 1062mm tall, are 200mm wide and deep at 383.5mm, they loom large, unless the lights are out. This is a big loudspeaker trying not to look it. And the reason for big is to get deep bass. If you want to go low cleanly then it’s a large drive unit to move volumes of air without distortion, and a cabinet to cope. And that’s what the R7 offers whilst trying to disguise the fact. Alternative finishes are white and a walnut veneer.

The woodwork and drivers add up to 31.4kgs (69.2lbs) per loudspeaker, so not an easy lift. KEF supply four bolt-on stabilising feet, plus adjustable spikes. No foam bungs for the ports, to damp bass down in a boomy room. These are easily obtainable and cheap – better than using a pair of old socks!

For bass duties KEF again use aluminium fronted drivers, two of them here. The all-aluminium driver array keeps character consistent; there’s no change in tonal colour, as happens when drive unit materials differ. Aluminium comes across as fast and vivid, suggesting the R7 will not sound dark or damped.

The rear panel carries ports for the upper and lower chambers and they are stagger-tuned our measurements showed, to give smoother low bass output. This also improves the loudspeaker as an amplifier load, again shown by measurement (see Measured Performance). There’s a sturdy connection panel that allows single or bi-wiring, with an unusual screw switch to choose between these modes, rather than removable links.

Build quality and finish are immaculate. The front grilles can be removed easily, being held by magnets.

SOUND QUALITY

I drove the R7s from our Creek Evolution 100A amplifier connected to an Oppo BDP-205D Universal player to spin CD. Hi-Res came from an Astell&Kern AK120 portable player hooked up digitally through an optical cable to the Oppo’s digital input, so again this puts the internal ESS 9018 DAC into play, for a smooth sound. They were given a 72 hour run-in.

Although I mention bass output a few times in this review, in use within our large listening room (26ft x 18ft x 14ft) the R7s came over as well balanced; there was no obvious or thundering bass. Yet at the same time there was laconic ease in delivering very low subsonic bass, the point here being the KEFs don’t emphasise lows for effect – which you can do from a cabinet of the size – but just

KEF’s unique Uni-Q co-axial mid-range/treble unit with Tangerine waveguides. Stiffening ribs in the mid-cone and a smooth flare into the front baffle.
zaZen (sitting meditation)

zaZen isolation platforms are the latest addition to the award winning family of isolation products from IsoAcoustics. They provide a stable isolation platform with a low noise floor, designed for turntables and audio components.

zaZen is designed for turntables, tube amps and other sensitive audio equipment. The combination of the platform mass with the integrated IsoAcoustics isolation technology allows audio gear to reveal greater acoustic clarity and detail.

The name is from Zen Buddhism and refers to sitting in peaceful meditation. zaZen features an elegant medium gloss black finish over a dense fibre construction, to provide the ideal combination of visual and acoustic design to complete the IsoAcoustics platform.

zaZen I - supports upto 11kg on a 432 x 381 mm platform
zaZen II - supports upto 18kg on a 432 x 381 mm platform
get on with being correct.

And when listing that meant almost drifting deep lows from tracks like Loreena McKennitt’s Gates of Istanbul (CD), where there was powerful presence to low bass but it did not overwhelm. The R7s came over as academically well controlled, but able to deliver cleanly. The strident bass line in Skunk Anansie’s Hedonism (CD) was easily and clearly displayed in front of me – no hesitation, no limitation. As you can hope and expect from KEF, since they came up with the way to understand and design a loudspeaker for clean bass (Thele Small parameters) long ago: the R7s are not about to get bass reproduction wrong. There is the room to consider of course, and it substantially affects what you hear – and therefore what I say – but if you have a decent sized room then the “medium sized” R7s are going to carve it well at low frequencies to give a smooth sounding bass.

Yet it wasn’t the deep and powerful bass of these loudspeakers that most captured my attention, rather than their projection of vocals. They are slightly emphasised in the upper mids and this served to push out Josephine Croeholm singing in Your Wild Garden (CD), making her vivid in front of me. The all-aluminium curve unit array and the subtle balances wrought in the R7 make it forward whilst being correct at the same time – yielding a very sophs-...
The CD-Playing and Music Streaming Player

Uniti Star

“If you still have a large CD collection, but also love streaming, the Uniti Star is virtually perfect”

“In terms of build quality and sound, this is absolutely exemplary stuff from Naim”

“Pretty perfect. Cements Naim’s reputation as the Aston Martin of the audio world”

BBC Music  Trusted Reviews  Forbes

Step up to Uniti Star to add CD playing and ripping, plus a power boost, to your music-streaming experience. Bring your treasured CDs to life with exceptional audio performance, while still enjoying the convenience of streaming, in all or any room of your house.
Here’s your chance to win an EAT E-Glo Petit hybrid valve phono stage, reviewed in our September 2019 issue. Read the review excerpt below and answer the questions.

“A high technology phono stage with valves is the best way to summarise the E-Glo Petit from EAT (European Audio Team) of Austria. Inside lie circuit boards built by robots, able to lay down micro-miniature components humans can’t cope with, yet at the same time they’ve managed to get a pair of valves in too. You get modern precision from today, with atmospheric sound from yesterday.

And for all cartridges, moving magnet (MM) to moving coil (MC), including the most exotic low output MCs. Price £1250.

To do all this in a small case is the Petit’s forte and requires quite a lot of modern electronic trickery. Whenever valves are involved big power supplies are needed – but not here. EAT have got a pair of valves working from a small external wall-wart supply that delivers in just 18V d.c. (1A). Petit offers valve sound from a small and compact unit measuring just 226mm w x 262mm d x 78mm h. Ok, it isn’t as small as possible, but it is small for a hybrid valve phono stage. ‘Hybrid’ because this is not an all-valve phono stage, it is a transistor stage with valve output line drivers, known as cathode followers. The idea isn’t uncommon, and it gives a fine result when done well, with good sound allied to small size and low noise.

The Petit has one part of phono socket inputs, and one part of phono socket outputs. It can’t switch between permanently connected MM and MC turntables, but it can be quickly set to match any cartridge – MM or MC – from a single turntable, accommodating a change of cartridge in heads nell as a most likely example.”

For a chance to win this great prize, just answer the four easy questions at right. Send your entries on a postcard only, by 6th November 2020 to:

November 2020 Competition, Hi-Fi World magazine, Studio 204, Buspace Studio, Conian Street, Notting Hill, London W10 5AP

QUESTIONS

1. EAT are -
   [a] Austrian
   [b] Australian
   [c] Amazonian
   [d] Anatolian

2. The supply is -
   [a] 250V d.c.
   [b] 1000V a.c.
   [c] 18V d.c.
   [d] 18kV a.c.

3. It uses -
   [a] digital amplifiers
   [b] transistors and valves
   [c] steam injection
   [d] nuclear fusion

4. The inputs are -
   [a] XLR
   [b] RJ45
   [c] 4mm socket
   [d] phono socket

ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED ON A POSTCARD ONLY
PLEASE ENSURE YOU PUT A TELEPHONE CONTACT NUMBER ON YOUR ENTRY

AUGUST 2020 WINNER: ENGLISH ELECTRIC 8SWITCH
Mr. Jim Connell of East Kilbride.

www.absolutesounds.co.uk

WIN
A SUPERB EAT E-GLO PETIT PHONOSTAGE WORTH £1,249 IN THIS MONTH’S GREAT GIVEAWAY!
www.absolutesounds.co.uk

2019 WINNER: PETIT
Mr. Jonathan Connell of Tiverton.
Crystal Clear

Yamaha’s top A-S3200 amplifier impresses Noel Keywood with its crystal clarity.

Last month we featured Leak going back to their stylistic roots with a wood-encased amplifier straight from the 1960s. This month I’m reviewing here the utterly gorgeous Yamaha A-S3200 amplifier that similarly harks back to this Japanese company’s style and quality standards set long ago (1970s). But where Leak comes in below £1000 this flagship from Yamaha’s latest amplifier range comes in at a not-insignificant £4,999.

And no sign of digital! You don’t even get an app. But you do get an amplifier sublimely styled, built and finished; with remote control. An amplifier so well made in fact it is a mechanical work of art. Yamaha have pulled the stops out here to make the best amplifier they know how to make (and they know how to make ‘em) with no compromises. Listening to boards of hermetically sealed miniature audio-quality relays clicking out a little tune inside every time I turned the front panel input selector told me a lot about design intent. This is the way to do it, the pure way to do it. And it’s the way the A-S3200 does it.

Unsurprisingly, the A-S3200 has a massive on-board linear power supply, its huge toroidal transformer contributing much to a weight of 24.7kg – a difficult lift I found. This is no lightweight and Yamaha admit it has been designed to be mechanically strong and rigid, so non-resonant. Measuring 435mm wide, 464mm deep and 180mm high it is still compact and will fit a classic 19in (483mm) wide rack.

Mains connection is through a normal IEC connector but there is no earth: it is, I guess insulated to meet international safety standards and lack of earth is wanted to eliminate
any possibility of hum from the high-gain MC phono stage in particular. Fascinating that Yamaha – arch experts – go down this route.

The A-S3200 has been crafted to be a lovely user experience. Switch on is met by golden illumination from its dominant power meters, an expansive display that wings out as a visual statement. Big and open, not a restrained LED display. And lovely to see. For the price I guess anyone would want and expect such visual loveliness but modern product is too barren to provide visual intrigue. Yamaha nail it here, with an amplifier that shoues its status and their history.

As a pure analogue amplifier with no on-board digital the A-S3200 comes with a wide array of analogue inputs. First point to note however is that they claim this is an all-balanced design. Going fully balanced throughout raises lots of difficulties, in keeping the circuits stable and distortion free, and in adjusting volume on four channels in perfect synchronicity.

I’ve done some balanced design work with discrete devices (not chips) in LTSpice, sweated with prototypes and spoken to designers about the servos needed to keep it all – literally – in perfect electronic balance (or distortion rises). Not easy. I don’t know how Yamaha do it, likely in chips, but it does make for a complex amplifier.

Why bother? Most manufacturers don’t. They prefer the easy route. But fully balanced, when in a state of balance, does cancel noise and distortion, making for a sense of purity in the sound.

With balanced internal circuitry balanced inputs become primary – and the A-S3200 has them. Not quite all possible I’ll note. There’s no balanced Phono input, nor a balanced power amp input that cuts out the volume control, like our Creek Evolution 160A that mates perfectly with our Oppo BDP-205D with volume-controlled balanced outputs. But this is a minor detail that’s not going to be an issue in real life for most users. Best to bear in mind though that £4,999 buys a balanced amplifier that should be used with balanced sources.

Switch on invokes a prodigious amount of activity from internal relays that chatter amongst themselves. Turn the input selector and yet more clicking sounds. Back in the 1990s, when running World Audio Design we all realised that the only way to perfectly switch low level audio signals was with super high quality Panasonic relays dedicated to the job. Quoted as good for 3 million operations, fast, filled with inert gas for zero-corrosion, and with super low contact resistance, these were the only answer. But even today they are rarely used: too expensive.

I was heartened to hear that Yamaha have gone down this purist path as the relays clicked away. Most manufacturers use simple, cheap FET switches that are silent and have a long life but introduce non-linearities and noise. It does make the A-S3200 seem a bit over-active at times, with all the clicking sounds, but that is a small price to pay for a purist approach – and Yamaha have not shied away from paying it.

Needless to say, there are oodles of analogue facilities. The meters can be switched from Peak to VU, or off. The headphone output has a switchable attenuator, there are bass and treble tone controls and a balance control. The tone controls have no bypass switch but at central click-
At Pro-Ject Audio Systems we strive to create astonishing products with impeccable value. We select the best components at the price, and manufacture our handmade goods in Europe. With an eye for future trends we are always trying to fit the needs of the market. Our vast experience with analogue technologies allows us to offer a comprehensive range of turntables suited to any taste, musical preference or budget. We also provide a complete range of compact digital and amplification devices, meaning you can build a complete stereo system to suit your needs.
stop zero measurement showed flat response.

There is a Phono stage for LP that can be switched to suit moving magnet (MM) or moving coil (MC) cartridges. Yamaha say it is an all-discrete design, avoiding the use of silicon chips. There is a basic EQ stage purposed for MM and an additional MC gain stage (usually x10). See Measured Performance for more details.

Yamaha’s website shows the amplifier in a classic setting with turntable and Yamaha loudspeakers either side: that’s the message. Back to high quality analogue – the balanced inputs purposed for high quality digital sources having balanced analogue output.

SOUND QUALITY

I used the Yamaha with our Martin Logan ESL-X hybrid electrostatic loudspeakers, connected through Chord Company Signature Reference screened cables. Sources were an Audiolab M-DAC+ and a Chord Electronics Dave DAC, fed alternately by our Oppo BDP-205D player acting as a CD transport, optically connected with QED Quartz glass cable. Hi-res came from an Astell&Kern AK120 portable player connected optically. Interconnects were Chord Company Epic balanced analogue cables. LP was delivered in from an Audio Technica OC9X SH moving coil cartridge mounted in SME309 arm, on a Timestep Evo modified Technics SL-1210 Mk2 Direct Drive turntable.

A rigid steel chassis copper plated to reduce eddy currents is made obvious in this underside view. At left and right sit heatsinks below vents, but the amplifier ran cool in normal use.

Spinning through a rake of high dynamic range CD tracks the properties of this amplifier became swiftly clear. Hand drums were very fast and irrepctful, yet there was lovely sense of tactile clarity to them. Very much a crystalline sound where properties of the crystal grow made it attractive.

If you think by “crystalline” I mean on the bright side of things, then you’re right! The A-S3200 is not a warm smoothy. It is fast and almost lacerative, but in an analogue manner where there’s no sense of edginess. John Campbell singing Down in the Hole sat on a stage with depth, a sense of icy clarity teasing out the finest details as if spotlit, tinkling sounds at track end jumping out at me.

The deep bass line at the start of Loreena McKennitt’s Gates of Istanbul fairly shook the room; there is a sense of massive bass power held under rigid control. Yamaha claim their earthing arrangement and strong chassis both contribute to bass quality. Can’t make a judgement on this bit with Safe: Duo’s Samb Adagio the strenuous synth bass was spat out with ferocious grip also.

Bass guitar behind Skin singing Hedonism was similarly stark, powerful and controlled, but the guitars of Skunk Anansie jangled hard.

It is common for readers to ask for almost-mythical “fast, tight bass with slam” — well here it is. But quite dry I’ll note, bit like Chord Electronics Ultima 6 I reviewed last month.

As CDs and hi-res slid by I became increasingly aware that the A-S3200 has a strong sound character of its own. Along with deep insight and rifle-bolt precision it has a hard character — that crystallinity I mentioned earlier. As expected, Willy DeVille’s Spanish Harlem highlighted this, where sibilants in the words “Spanish” and “It” (“It starts a fire there”) had me dive for cover. He’s close to the mic so strong sibilants are there in the recording, it’s just that
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I can’t usually get to hear them with such force.

The sense of grip and pristine cleanliness made me want to turn up volume. The A-S3200 is just sparkling clean and rigidly composed in its sound – as I cranked up the composure remained and I did use rude volume at times – although the meters rarely flicked to 50 Watts (Peak).

High volume was just a tad more amenable from LP than CD, but both were similar in basic tonality – curious considering the differences between these technologies. And as measurement had revealed, there was no hiss at all with MC, no hum either; the Phono stage is absolutely silent – and of very high quality.

But again it had a hard quality. Jackie Leven’s Young Male Suicide (Blessed by Invisible Woman) I use often and know well, and the crashing guitar intro juddered. I could hear every word from the invisible woman though – where sometimes she’s vague. However, this is from an Audio Technica OC9X SH moving coil cartridge that, with boron cantilever, is itself a bit of a cool customer. A cartridge with a warmer sound would better suit methinks.

Hugh Masekela’s Uptownship, from his album Hope (180gm) delivered powerful kick drum strikes into the ‘speakers at its start, and hand drums were etched in crystal: spectacularly fast and vivid. All the same, there was hardness of tone, a quality consistent with LP, as it was with CD; I expect differences to be greater, but that’s not what I heard here.

CONCLUSION

Yamaha’s A-S3200 has a style that was unique and admired long ago and to my eyes remains as clean and fresh today. Sharp lines, carefully chiselled and with wonderful quality of finish. The controls work with slick precision, too, to give a wonderful feel.

The new A-S3200 is a glorious technological update with advanced analogue circuitry and top quality audio components inside, terms that started appearing in the 1990s. In dependable Yamaha fashion, on the A-S3200 offers superb sound quality, if with stark clarity of a modern variety. Arguably clearer and more insightful than most else. it does at the same time have its own strong crystalline character. A fabulous amplifier though – and a ‘must hear’ I’d say, for its depth of revelation.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The Yamaha A-S3200 produced 100 Watts into 8 Ohms and 192 Watts into 4 Ohms. Yamaha quote 170 Watts into 4 Ohms so the amp meets spec. and has enough power to go very loud. The power supply, with its massive transformer, has very good regulation as power nearly doubles.

Frequency response ran flat to 70kHz, making this a wide-band amplifier, likely with MOSFET output devices. Yamaha make no mention of output stage configuration. Output noise was low considering high sensitivity/gain.

Tone controls gave +/-10dB bass variation and +/-8dB treble variation, plenty enough. Usefully small amounts of lift and cut (1dB) could be applied. The treble control, however, when used slightly reduced bass gain – a strange blemish. Bass had to be turned up slightly to compensate.

There was minimal distortion, just 0.01% in the midband (1W, 4Ω) with no rise toward full output. At 1kHz there was a minimal increase to 0.02% (1W, 4Ω) and just 0.01% -1dB below full output. So a very low distortion amplifier under all conditions.

The MM phonograph stage needed a low 3.2mV for full output (30V) and overload was sufficient at 50mV. Gain rolls down below 20Hz to -7dB at 5Hz, giving some amount of warp suppression. There is a small amount of bass lift (+0.5dB) around 40Hz, enough to ensure bass weight. MC EQ was identical, there being no less low frequency gain – as can happen with MC.

Gain values were high, MC needing just 0.17mV for full output, meaning it will suit all MC cartridges, no matter how low their output. Input noise for MC was just 0.17µV, suggesting very low hiss (0.1µV is possible). Input overload was however low at 2.5mV, where 5mV is common even for high gain stages such as this one.

The A-S3200 measured well in all areas. The Phono stage was undistinguished but in keeping with discrete design. NK

| Power | 100W |
| Frequency response (-1dB) | 10Hz-70kHz |
| Distortion (1kHz, 1V) | 0.02% |
| Separation (1kHz) | 91dB |
| Noise (IEC A) | -102dB |
| Sensitivity | 200mV |
| PHONO (MM/ MC) Frequency response (-1dB) | 20Hz-20kHz |
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Klipsch invoke heritage with their new HP-3 headphones. Noel Keywood listens.

Klipsch (USA) are a pushy company product wise, delivering in new products at low prices that challenge most else – as I found with The Fives active loudspeakers reviewed in our October 2020 issue. In contrast, here’s a new high-end headphone from them – at no low-end price – instead a massive £1295.00. Gulp. The Heritage HP-3 is a statement product.

To make a visual statement on the street you need distinctive finish – and the HP-3s have plenty of that. The ear cups are fashioned from wood Klipsch say, but have a strangely smooth external finish that, under a magnifying glass, is free of grain and artificially patterned, looking and feeling to me like artificial veneer. Looks good at a distance, unconvincing close up. There are three available finishes: Ebony, Walnut and Oak.

The ear pads are made from soft leather and held in place by magnets – a novel approach. The headband is leather covered and the slide extensions at either side even have an engraved scale so any setting can be returned to, which I suppose is handy if they are shared between people of different head size. The scale was peculiar though, being marked in millimetres – unusual for a U.S. product unless ours were an export version. Five divisions (mm) were marked as 1, 10 divisions as 2, etc. – an odd way to calibrate; I suspect Klipsch feel 5mm is a suitable step distance and there are 6 steps, so 30mm movement in all.

Each earpiece has its own electrical input – a 3.5mm mono jack socket at the end of the machined alloy earpiece cradle. The significance of this is the ‘phones can be run in balanced mode where they don’t share an earth line. However, as standard they come with cables terminated in 3.5mm stereo jack plugs that give unbalanced working – and that’s how I reviewed our samples. An 1/4in (6.3mm) adaptor is supplied. Klipsch picture a dedicated headphone amplifier with balanced output on their website, but a balanced cable is then needed which doubtless they supply. But I have run plenty of ‘phones fully balanced and it offers little improvement; the unbalanced part of the short cable (1.37m long) is only 90cms after all. A 2.5m long cable is also supplied.

The drive units use “a proprietary mixture of biocellulose and inorganic fibre” Klipsch say, and with magnets of high flux density they are efficient. However, with an impedance of just 25 Ohms, where most ‘phones are either 300 Ohms or 40 Ohms (commonly used standards), the HP-3s will draw more current than most else and will be more suited to mains powered products than mobile ‘phones but I used them with my iPhone to check compatibility.

The enclosure is open-backed behind the drive units, allowing sound to escape rearward. This gives lighter bass than enclosed ‘phones, but also less boomy sound; it’s my preference. Open backed phones do let sound escape though – not so good when commuting. These ‘phones are better off at home, where I found their 440gm weight acceptable, if not lightweight.

The HP-3s come extravagantly packaged in a large real wood case with sliding draws. The packaging exceeded the headphones in size and weight by large margin, coming in at 4.8kgs no less. I felt the packaging was excessive, both in space consumed at home and in amount of waste generated when discarded. Not sensitively packaged; much better could be done here. A headphone stand is supplied.

**SOUND QUALITY**

Initially, I drove the HP-3s from an Audiolab M-DAC+ hooked up to a recent MacMini (Mojave OS) running Audirvana to read a stored music library, as well as a Chord Electronics Dave DAC, with its massive dynamic range.

To kick off, the HP-3s have an even and natural tonal balance, being neither excessively bright nor bass heavy. Also, they have none of the cuppiness of closed-back phones, as you might hope since they are open-
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At left the unbalanced cable with large 1/4in (6.3mm) jack for home use. At right the balanced cable with four-pole jack plug.
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backs – and this does give them an airy sound.

Whilst not being bass heavy, the HP-3s were nevertheless bass strong. The pounding synth kick-drum in Safri Duo’s Samb Adagio (CD) had enormous strength, making its presence dominant in the mix. It was tight and controlled too.

Opening bodhrans in Smead O’Connor’s The Foggy Dew pounded out strongly and I caught every word as she sang, pipes trilling clearly around her. There was some slight hardiness to her vocals at times, brought out by a smidgeon of upper midrange glare I fancy. Which is to say the HP-3s are strong up top, which helps toward their clarity, but they’re not overly bright.

With some tracks, such as The Pink Panther Theme (CD) both I and my son (who’s inevitably a headphone expert!) noticed a spikiness to cymbals I’ve not heard before, but this was not obvious on other tracks. Nil’s LoFgren’s Keith Don’t Go is packed with fast transients from closely miked guitar strings and this slideshow by sounding impressive. So with CD a vivid sound with superb clarity and great balance, but treble just a tad ‘obvious’ – sufficient to draw comment.

It took a move to DSD to show how revealing these phones really are. Haydn’s Concerto for Horn No1 had strings well lit and sheenily clear; whilst the horn jumped at me sounding full bodied and rich, pulled strongly from the background. The smoothness of DSD suited these revealing ‘phones and they paid back the compliment by showing how good DSD is compared to CD.

Brahms Piano Pieces (Klavierstucke) Op118 slide by sounding lovely, with strong, well outlined key strikes making piano sound vivibly clear. Perhaps some slight hardiness of tone – but arguable! The HP-3s certainly analyse such performances and their forensic qualities were better suited to DSD than PCM I came to feel.

With Cyndee Peter’s House of the Rising Sun (DSD128) there was stark clarity – but again I was made aware of even ringing cymal tap. I got to hear it all, there’s no doubt.

Pink Floyd’s Money (DSD64) was almost frightening in its stark clarity, the drifting sax punching its way into my ears and as tempo increased (as it does in this track) the HP-3s captured every nuance of the soaring guitar work, with deep insight and cutting speed. They conveyed the dynamic excitement of Money better than I have heard over the years – by large measure. Almost frighteningly revealing.

**CONCLUSION**

The Klipsch HP-3 headphones exceeded my expectations. They are many steps up in terms of clarity and revelation than most others. With powerful bass of superb quality that did not overwhelm, a revealing mid-band and plentiful high treble. Excessive packaging and poor veneer finish are minus points to the whole offer, but as sound quality goes, amongst the best.
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Letter of the Month

**PLAUDITS FOR PIXIES**

I agree with Dave Tutt’s observations of band verbiage from CJs in his column, October 2020 issue. This was a result of “Needle Time” agreements, whereby radio stations were constrained to limited hours of music replay per day, so the CJ would fill in the enforced gaps with verbal babble.

Nowadays the CJ is a bland waffle celebrity. Daytime radio music replay is almost entirely bland familiar songs, all in 4/4 time, listened to as background music. Songs for people who don’t like challenging music. John Peel was an exception, who advocated and promoted challenging, and adventurous music.

You say “correct me if you think I’m wrong, but I have heard guitarists who arrive at my workshop who play with more talent than the Pixies will ever manage.”

“Talent” is something associated with reality TV talent shows. Perhaps you like The Voice, Britain’s Got Talent, X Factor, Eurovision Song Contest, etc.? Rather like daytime radio, certainly with no musical challenge, there is plenty of bland waffle.

Pixies composed all of their music, with the exception of a David Lynch cover “In Heaven (Lady in the Radiator Song)” and The Jesus And Mary Chain cover “Head On”.

The original incarnation of Pixies, two of the three guitarists in Pixies, Black Francis and Joey Santiago, played guitars for texture, colour, drone and effects, with dynamic outbursts. They never tried guitar strangling self-indulgent solos. The bass guitar player, Kim Deal, often played the melody. Pixies music is a dynamic challenge, using and mixing unusual time signatures. Their dynamic albums give your amplifier’s smoothing capacitors a real workout.

In a previous career I used to manage independent record shops in East Anglia (Parrot Records), those places that played and sold physical music formats. Mondays were new release day, and this was often a surprising or anticipated pleasure. Once in a while an unexpected debut album would really amaze. The Gun Club’s “Fire Of Love” in 1981 was the most unexpected and killer debut record. Where did those warped musical ideas come from?

I remember one Monday in 1987 when we unboxed Pixies debut “Come On Pilgrim.” This was an amazing day.

Pixies debut album “Come On Pilgrim.” “This record was played on and off all day. We all agreed it was something special” says Dr Russell Sceats.

A PAIR KEF Q150 LOUDSPEAKERS are on their way to ROBERT PARSONS, Letter of the Month winner in our October 2020 issue.
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This record was played on and off all day.

Talking to other record shop staff, in other stores, we all agreed this was something special. The eight tracks were part of Pixies’ demo recording, “The Purple Tape”, recorded by the great Gary Smith at Fort Apache, and so good were these demo tracks that AAD just put the eight straight to vinyl record.

When my long-time girlfriend and I combined our record and CD collections, we have duplicates of many albums, including all of Pixies’ albums and 12” singles. It’s good to have some.

I’m sorry that this Pixies pleasure is not yours too Dave.

Kind regards,

Dr Russell Scents.

Hi Russell. I have nothing against the Pixies as such – although like all things the matter of taste in music arises here.

My point was that, had it been a DJ like Peel or Harris we would have had a little two line note that would have told us all we needed to know about said Pixies and that would have been it. Move on to the next tune and the next little snippet of information. No waffle, no wittering.

The BBC seems to have it in mind that we need to hear what the DJ says because it’s important – when it is the exact opposite.

I well remember Nicky Horne on Capital Radio and staying up to listen when he played such diverse music as tracks from Consequences by Godley and Creme but during the same programme we had Polystyrene. The Buzzcocks and Led Zeppelin. That spread of music on any station doesn’t exist anywhere – a loss to us all.

I feel the BBC doesn’t do music of any type justice, as the DJ is more important since they are supposed to be celebrities.

Oh – and I love odd time signatures so in The Dead of Night by UK ranks very highly with me – but again not everyone’s taste. DT

Hi Russell. Thank you very much for your informed explanation about Needle Time agreements. Fascinating to find out what lies behind irksome entertainment. NK

LEAK AFFAIR

Reading John Pickford’s review of the Leak Stereo 130 and the CD transport (October 2020 issue) took me back to the 1968 audio fair at the Hotel Russell in London, when as an eighteen year old audio enthusiast I went into the Leak demo room. Who should be in there non other than Harold J Leak himself!

The demonstration was the promotion of the Stereo 70 amplifier. The demonstration was the promotion of the Stereo 70 amplifier, by 1968 the Stereo 30 was well established. Hannah Leak was pushing the buttons – dressed in a Melinex miniskirt.

I’m sure there were some people actually not interested in the Stereo 70!

It is hard to believe that the 1968 audio fair was an all analogue affair, the major sound sources being discs, open spool tape recorders and FM radio.

Audio life was a lot simpler in those days, with none of the complexities of streaming and computer audio.

Here is a list of the exhibitors at the 1968 fair (https://worldradiohistory.com/idx2/IDX-Audio/Archive-Studio-Sound-IDX/IDX60s/Studio-Sound-1968-05-OCR-Page-0022.pdf)

I eventually owned a Leak Delta 70 amplifier, which essentially was a Stereo 70 amplifier made when Leak was owned by Rank. I also had the matching Delta FM tuner, which I have to add compared very well the new Audiolab 8000i in a local dealer’s demo room - much to the surprise of the staff.

The Leak valve amplifiers are very much sought after today, exchanging hands for serious amounts of cash. As John said in his review, the Leak transistor amps are ‘60s ornaments these days.

A book worth reading – if you can get it – is Firsts in High Fidelity by Stephen Spicer, published by Audio Amateur Press. The book is an incredible insight of a company from a bygone world. It is full of technical documents and letters confirming appointments of some of the staff, and recollections from the staff who worked for old I J as he was known. Those times will never return, but it’s nice to wallow in nostalgia and they were – to me – the good old days of audio reproduction.

Mike Bickley.

Hi Mike. That’s a wonderfully vivid picture you paint of the Leak Stereo 70 demonstration. I’m sure I would’ve enjoyed the audio fair ‘68 show, which ran from 18th - 21st April 1968, however I missed it by a whisker as I wasn’t born until the following weekend!

Fascinating to read through the list of exhibitors and see so many names still going strong today. I use vintage equipment from Thorens, Goldring, Tannoy, Rogers, Mullard and, of course, Leak, all of whom were doing great business back in ‘68.

Interesting to see so many brands associated with the pro-audio industry at the show too – AKG, Beyer, Sennheiser and Shure still produce world-class microphones today, as well as the headphones they would’ve undoubtedly been demonstrating to 1960s audiophiles.

Stephen Spicer’s Firsts In High

Demonstration of the Leak Stereo 70 amplifier in 1968 had Hannah Leak pushing the buttons – dressed in a Melinex miniskirt Mike Bickley recalls.

Copyright permission courtesy of Leak UK.

Leak Stereo 70 amplifier, visible at left in our picture of Hannah leak. Released 1968 it was powerful and sold well but by then Japanese amplifiers were starting to dominate. Copyright permission courtesy of Retrotech Audio

www.retrotechaudio.co.uk
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Fidelity is a hard book to track down, having been out of print for many years, but it is on my radar so thanks for reminding me to keep searching.

JK

Hi Mike. And oh my goodness! Your mention of Firsts in High Fidelity caught my attention – I have that book and had forgotten all about it. Shame on me. It is indeed a definitive history of H.J. Leak & Co, complete with the amplifiers built before WW2 (i.e. 1939), including a full page reproduction of an advertisement for “the standard 13 Watt chassis introduced at Olympia 1936-37”. Better still (!) there is a picture of Hannah Leak in a Melinex cress, sitting in front of a Leak hi-fi system, dated 1968, taken from Leaks literature.

This is an enormously comprehensive book, full of advertisements, product shots and circuit diagrams even. It also covers Leak through the later Rank years, as part of Rank Leak Wharfedale. First printed in 2000 by Audio Amateur Press, USA, ISBN 1-882580-31-1. Black-and-white only and well worth having, but not now in print. NK

GET IT SERVICED

A house move across the water to the Isle of Wight and a change of employment has given me the right place to set up my old hi-fi and more time to enjoy it.

Sadly, my Meridian 506 CD died for the 2nd time and Meridian could not offer help so I turned to the internet and found meridian-unplugged www.meridianunplugged.com and Mr Tech Guy www.mrtechguy.co.uk. Pleasingly, one of the guys at Mr Tech Guy, Russ, had fixed my CD the first time it went wrong and it went back to the factory. This time round, however, it was terminal and not even a cache of spares tracked down in Australia could solve the issue.

Back to the Meridian forum to research a possible replacement and found some recommendations for the 396 – their CD/DVD player Aha! That would let me junk my budget DVD and free up an input on the amp. “I wonder” led me to eBay and there was one for sale. Clicky-clicky and it arrived a few days later. The game was afoot.

I read the manual for my Meridian A500 speakers to check I had positioned them correctly. That was a mistake as it mentioned they could be bi-amped using a 551 integrated plus 555 power amp. Another “I wonder” and some more clicky-clicky got me a 555 on eBay followed by a Meridian Director DAC to handle my Intel NUC / JRiver media server.

Over the next few months, I had all my Meridian units serviced and re-capped by Mr Tech Guy. It seemed a shame to leave my LP12 out and it was years since it was last serviced. Linn’s own help desk was very helpful with suggestions and that led me to Nick at Audio I in Portsmouth for a service, upgrade with Cirkus and Stack Audio’s Serene platform and new AI WM9S stylus for the K9 cartridge. Nick also recommended Meze 99 Classics and very nice they sound too, whether direct from the main stack or when on the laptop, via my Meridian Explorer DAC. I should also give an honourable mention to the friendly and helpful Linn Sandek LP12 group on Facebook.

All of this was topped off, or rather, underpinned by a Stands Unique: another eBay find and another Meridian Unplugged recommendation. I was lucky enough to find the original designer, Rod Keith, still supplying accessories so now have a set of his Carbon Fibre isolators under each unit (and some Herbies Audio Gliders under the A500 speakers).

Alongside this, my indulgent half got me a birthday subscription to Hi-Fi World which further inspired me and is helping me get up to speed with what’s happening in today’s, er, hi-fi world. I used to buy it back in the day so good to see Noel K still doing his excellent stuff. Plus two other names that rang bells. In an earlier incarnation, I was with the satellite operator, Astra and that was trying to launch Astra Digital Radio which was a digital baseband subcarrier multiplexed under the analogue FM audio for each transponder. Can’t remember the tech details but it sounded good and I arranged for a test receiver / dish to be installed at Martin Pipe’s house back in the 90s. It would be interesting to hear his opinion of how that compares to today’s digital offerings.

Chris Frankland’s by-line intrigued me as I knew the name but simply couldn’t cajole the memory into action. Back to the internet and aha! In an earlier incarnation, I had been at Kawasaki when Chris launched his motorcycle magazine. I may even have got him onto a press launch or on the press fleet list. Hi Chris, shiny side up! Didn’t know you were also a hi-fi writer – but do now.

So what have I learnt from this, admittedly self-indulgent hi-fi journey? Why didn’t I just junk this equipment and join the streaming generation? It would have been a lot cheaper!

I had never had my system set up in a proper orientation. Being in a new home let me correct that and hear it as the designer intended. With a proper layout, it sounded great. As a general rule, I prefer to get stuff working properly rather than junk I replace so that led to the service / upgrades. With each step, I found the sonic improvements discernible and since every change made the whole system sound better, I just kept going. It stopped me ditching my LPs and moving to all digital. I am hearing new layers of sound on albums I thought I knew well. The soundstage is more open and clear and I can hear deeper into the mix, getting closer to what the bands and producers intended which is sort of the point of hi-fi.

I’ve reached a plateau for now and the time has come to give my unashamedly retro analogue system
(to with a deal of digital as well) a
good listening to. It’s time to enjoy it and
revisit my LP and CD collection. The new
setup sounds glorious and I am really
enjoying my listening That’s also the
point of hi-fi.

It has been a great deal of fun.
I’ve learnt a lot and found some great
online friends. Read every issue of your
favourite hi-fi publication: interesting
opinions from experts and fellow-
readers, a lot of eye-candy, and helps
you keep up-to-date (plus reading about
kit you’re never going to afford I buy is
great fun).

To those who have older r retro
kit, I thoroughly recommend getting it
serviced and, where relevant, upgraded.
There’s a world of specialists and
specialist advice for pretty much every
audiophile brand And, unless, you’re
strong-willed, don’t idly browse through
eBay just to see if there’s one for sale.
Happy listening!

Mike Bickley,

Hi Mike. I have to say that we
are poorly served by the BBC in
our radio requirements now. The
National channels are no longer
providing the sort of coverage that
engages those that want to listen. I
am sure it was the same in the ‘60s
when so much new music could only
be heard by tuning into the
pirates. With such a large resource
of content, be it music or spoken word,
the BBC seems pretty much locked
into a pattern that doesn’t please
anyone at any time of the day and
the independent and commercial stations
are playing catch up on something
that no one wants to hear. Shame.

Mike Lock, Freshwater,
Isle of Wight.

I do indeed remember you from
your Kawasaki days, Mike. And you
did lend me some very nice bikes,
including a ZX10 that I took on
test down to the south of France,
a GTR1000 tourer I rode down to
the south of Spain and a GPZ290R
sportster I took to Rimini in Italy
where I had a date with an exotic
Italian (motorcycle, that is).

At that time, I was also editing
Hi-Fi Review, for which Hi-Fi World
tutor Noel Keywood was one of
my main contributors, but I never
knew you were into hi-fi too. Thanks
for lending me so many interesting
motorcycles back in the day – and
for being such a great supporter
of Motorcycle Review. Hope you
continue to enjoy your music.

CF

Hi Mike, I can fully reveal that Chris
Frankland now drives something with
four wheels (oh shame!) and also
reveals in the wonders of an Audio
Note valve amplifier (no shame).
Since he also knows and enjoys
Naim, Rega and Creek products (plus
more) and spins LP as well – who
better to write reviews for Hi-Fi
World (I tell him!).

Nik

LISTEN TO 3

Dave Tut’s piece on Radio 2 and
some of its DJs was spot on I find Ken
Bruce’s programme listenable and enjoy
Popmaster. I en joys Sounds of the 60s
when the great Brian Matthew was at
the helm, but when Tony Blackburn took
over, that was the end for me (sorry
Dave!) When I start my day, I always
listen to Morning on 3, on Radio 3.

One thing I cannot abide is the
pop and prattle at say 7am which
inhabits a lot of radio programming
these days, especially on local radio
Local radio Radio WM used to be a
mine of information for listeners. Some
of you may of heard of Ed Doolan. He
had a 3 hour weekday programme
devoted to fighting for the consumers
and their rights. I’ve heard him take on
councillors numerous times. More than
ever now, we could do with the return
of something similar.

Mike Bickley.

VACUUM YOUR STATIC.

I invested in a pair of Martin Logan
PuriTys 10 years ago and once they
were run in they just seemed to get better
and better! They are powered by a pair
of valve amps, Audion Black Shadows
which do a very good job.

I also have a Michell Orbe with a
Techno arm and an Ortofon Cadenza
Blue moving coil cartridge, plus an
Arcam CD transport with an Arcam
Black Box D/A converter.

For VHF I use a Leak Troubline 3
tuner which has been rebuilt.

All these feed in to an Exposure
XVII preamp. Over the last few months
I was feeling that the sound was getting
a little ‘lozzy’ – not so well defined

"When I start my day, I always
listen to Morning on 3, on
Radio 3” says Donald Hawkins.

Try Internet Radio

I wholeheartedly agree with your
comments in your ‘Opinion’ slot
regarding the BBC as a National
Broadcaster The inane chatter from both
male and female so called DJs without
decent music is you really depressing
– apart from being a disgrace. The sad
fact is that they think that they are
good but I suppose a lot of this is down
to the BBC with their Svivu culture of
celebrities and paying them indecent
amounts of money to be inflicted on us
the listener.

To me, I think that the ‘60s
probably represented one of the greatest
periods for good music, I mean just look
at the bands and singers who are still
very much up there at the top of their
game! Today, many of these get rich
quick people are here today but gone
tomorrow, they never had to work at
their craft for many years before gaining
recognition and then success, although
there are a few exceptions.

As you say, there are good DJs, Bob
Harris, Tony Blackburn and in the past
I fondly remember the great Kenny
Everett, Pete Murray and Jack Jackson.
At least they made it interesting – but

You must vacuum your Martin
Logan electrostatics regularly,
says Michael Clemence.
as it was. I checked through all the interconnects and the mains connections to no avail.

In extremis, I read through the user manual for the ‘speakers where I found an item about vacuuming the ‘speakers on front and back. Also, under another heading, about dust “It is a good idea to vacuum the electrostatic portion of each ‘speaker three or four times a year” I did this and the sound was fully restored.

After ten years the Martin Logans must have got rather dusty and I’ll now vacuum them regularly. So now you know!

I have a copy of the Syd Lawrence Orchestra LP which you mention occasionally. It’s really something outstanding! I hope my neighbours like it too! Have you heard the Clare Teal recording with the Syd Lawrence Orchestra on the same label, also recorded direct to disc? I reckon this is rather good!

Michael Clemence
Wendover

Hi Michael – and thanks for the reminder. We can now add a vacuum cleaner to our list of hi-fi accessories! There are plenty of hand-held, portable re-chargeable types nowadays that suit this purpose; I use a small Hoover at home, cost around £120.

GET IT RIGHT

In your review of Klipsch The Fives, you commented on the power socket being located in the right hand loudspeaker, ideally requiring the wall mains socket to be located on the right. If this isn’t the case, the right hand loudspeaker could be swapped with the left one, thus reversing the sound stage, and this wouldn’t be a big issue for most users.

Well I don’t fall into “most users” with this issue. Using as example a symphony orchestra where there is an industry standard regarding layout, to me it would be unlistenable for serious listening.

Now, I am not an imagery freak, not being fussy about image depth etc., but I do like right and left to be right and left. If I were in the market for The Fives, I wouldn’t buy them. I hope that the HFW readership debates this in the letters section. I am surprised that this issue with The Fives, didn’t appear under Against in the review summary box.

Regards

Mike Bickley.

Hi Mike. You make a very good point about the need to get Left and Right right, if you see what I mean. Not so important for Rock, but important for classical. The excellent diagram from www.daviddarling.info reproduced here shows an audience (sitting below) will hear the higher frequencies of violins to left but lower frequencies of cellos and double-basses to right – and this is how it should turn out in a hi-fi.

Since the loudspeakers will be 2-3m apart it only means a short power extension may be needed, should the right speaker be far from a mains outlet. The 3m long mains cable supplied is sufficient for most domestic situations I suspect.

Please accept my apologies for not understanding classical sensibilities; I should know better.

NK

CARTRIDGE CHOICE

In the last month or so I have realised that my prime cartridge, a Benz Micro Ace L moving coil, has done quite a few miles and is not sounding its best, so I have started looking for what to buy to replace it – and maybe go up a notch.

As an interim measure I pulled out my backup Goldring Eroica L moving coil. I reckon it is too!

Andrew Burtchaell

Orchestras traditionally have asymmetric layout, violins at left, double-basses at right, from the perspective here of an audience sitting below the conductor. “I do like right and left to be right and left” says Mike Bickley.

Reproduced by permission from www.daviddarling.info

Hi Andrew. We have not tested the Goldring Ethos so cannot comment.

We have tested the Hana M+ and ML cartridges though (March 2019 issue) and they were notably smooth and even in their sound – well engineered and good value. If at £999 they are the top end of your price range, perhaps consider an Audio Technica OC9X SH at around £560. Not quite as easy going as a Hana, nor with the bass and space of the Cadenza Bronze, but great value all the same, with a superb stylus that is very analytical. You get to hear it all with this cartridge – and just look at that price! NK
DECENT AUDIO
SOUND DISTRIBUTION
ANSONIC - TRANSFIGURATION - USHER - VAN DEN HUL - VELA AUDIO
Aethical Considerations

Chris Frankland checks out the powerful new Aethos integrated amplifier from Rega.

When I borrowed one of Rega’s Elicit-R amplifiers some time ago I found it a tad lacklustre. And so when a retailer friend of mine suggested I ought to hear their new Aethos I was initially a little sceptical – but I trust his ears and decided to do so.

During a brief phone chat with Terry Bateman, Rega’s electronics guru, he told me that the Aethos is based around the same basic core circuitry used in many of its amps, such as the Brio, Elex-R and Elicit-R, but with a better regulated power supply, better quality transistors and discrete circuitry throughout. It also has an Alps RK27 Blue Velvet motorised volume control as opposed to the standard item found in the Elex-R amp – because it sounds better, said Bateman.

The 125 Watt dual-mono design uses a fully discrete FET-based line amplifier with polypropylene capacitors...
throughout the signal path, K-Power reservoir capacitors in the regulated power supply and a high current (16 Amp) output stage using four 160 Watt Sanken Darlington output transistors per channel. It is rated at 125 Watts into 8 Ohms and 156 Watts into 6 Ohms.

The Aethos is pretty solid, weighing in at 17.5kg and measuring 95mm high by 433mm wide by 360mm deep. It uses a combined feedback with passive volume control plus line amplifier, originally developed for the Elex-R, but with discrete FET input op amps using Linear Systems LSK389 FETs.

It also – somewhat unusually these days – has a headphone output, but despite plenty of inputs (five line inputs plus tape), there are no balanced inputs or outputs.

Controls are minimal, the front panel sporting a simple row of buttons for record, mute and input selection. On the far right is the large motorised volume control knob.

SOUND QUALITY

To listen to the Rega amp, I hooked it up to my Audio Note TT3/PSU-3/Arm2/iol turntable fed through an Audio Note S9 transformer and Puresound P10 valve phono stage. Speakers were the Audio Note AN-J LX Hemp. For CD I used an Audio Note CD4.1x, while hi-res files were played from a Pro-Ject Stream Box Ultra and Pre-Box Digital RS2.

I love the style and sound of guitarist Jonathan Butler, so I was keen to hear how the Aethos would portray his guitar prowess. On the title track from his Deliverance CD, from the first few bars I breathed a sigh of relief, simply relaxed into the music and enjoyed the detail, tunefulness and dynamics of this great little amp. Percussion and drums were detailed, articulate and had good snap and power, while the note shape and body of Butler’s guitar were beautifully conveyed.

Enthused, I reached for the Days Like This CD from Van Morrison. On the title track, I was very pleased with how clean and intelligible his vocals were, how well separated the backing vocals were and the bite and power of the horn section without the stridency that can plague some components. Percussion and drums were again excellent and had plenty

Large heat sinks at either side and a massive toroidal transformer (centre) of the linear power supply can be seen here.
The VINYL ADVENTURE

Purveyors of audiophile quality vinyl & accessories

Waiting for the Sun
The Doors
200g 45rpm 2LP Vinyl

The Raven
Rebecca Pidgeon
200g 45rpm 2LP Vinyl

The Pink Panther
Henry Mancini
200g 45rpm Vinyl

Phoebe Snow
Phoebe Snow
200g 45rpm 2LP Vinyl

Couldn’t Stand The Weather
Stevie Ray Vaughan
Mofi Ultradisc 180g 45rpm 2LP Box Set

Blow By Blow
Jeff Beck
200g 45rpm 2LP Vinyl

Helen Merrill
Helen Merrill
200g Vinyl (Mono Version)

Business as Usual
Men at Work
Mofi Vinyl

Belafonte Sings The Blues
Harry Belafonte
200g Analogue Productions Vinyl

NO NEED TO BUY FROM ABROAD, BUY LOCALLY INSTEAD

www.thevinyladventure.com  01422 250590
Always rock solid, never overpowering or flabby.

**CONCLUSION**

The Aethos is detailed and tuneful throughout the entire frequency band. It is dynamically stronger than the Elicit-R I mention earlier — by large margin — yet subtle and well balanced at the same time. For the money, the Aethos is difficult to fault. Well worth an audition.

---

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

The Rega Aethos produced 136 Watts into 8 Ohms and a massive 240 Watts into 4 Ohms. That comes out at 170 Watts into 6 Ohms, which most modern loudspeakers nominally are, meaning the Aethos will go very loud indeed.

**FREQUENCY RESPONSE**

Frequency response ran flat to 80kHz, making this a wide-band amplifier, courtesy of Sanken Darlington-configuration output transistors. At the low end there is a roll off of subsonic output below 8Hz.

Distortion was very low at all outputs and frequencies, measuring 0.003% in the midband (1W, 4Ω) with no rise toward full output. At 10kHz there was a minimal increase to 0.01% (1W, 4Ω) as shown here and just 0.01% 1dB below full output. So a very low distortion amplifier under all conditions.

Sensitivity was high, just 230mV of input being needed for full output (33V), giving a voltage gain of x143 (43dB). Noise was low at -96dB, considering high gain.

The Aethos measured well all round, having no weaknesses. It has massive power and low distortion. NK

**DISTORTION**

**Power** 136W

Frequency response (-1dB) 8Hz-80kHz

Distortion (1kHz, 1W) 0.01%

Separation (1kHz) 90dB

Noise (IEC A) -98dB

Sensitivity 230mV

---

**NOEL SAYS -**

I had to have a quick listen to Rega’s Aethos amplifier. Chris Frankland recommended we get it in after he and his local dealer had both been impressed.

The Aethos has massive bass power, making it dynamically strong, plus a wonderfully dark and deep midrange. I heard some upper mid-band glare through our Martin Logan ESL-X electrostatics, but was uncertain whether this was simply treble revelation, bearing in mind that digital treble commonly has “glare”, or running in was needed. Whatever, the Aethos was both punchy and revealing, that’s for sure. NK

---

**REGA AETHOS INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER £2999**

**OUTSTANDING - amongst the best.**

**VERDICT**

Powerful, well balanced, tuneful, dynamic and enjoyable.

**FOR**

- will drive even tricky speakers to high levels
- detailed, dynamic and tuneful sound
- well balanced throughout frequency band

**AGAINST**

- no balanced inputs
- no phono stage

Rega Research
+44 (0)1702 333071
www.rega.co.uk
A LITTLE AUTUMN
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SAVE

...up to 26%
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■ 12 issues a year delivered straight to your door.
■ Be first to grab a bargain in our “Free Reader Classified Ads” section.
■ Run by dedicated hi-fi engineers and enthusiasts.
■ Subscribers receive a minimum 10% Discount annually.
■ HI-FI World has become famous for its informative reviews and radical kit designs.
■ PLUS! Subscribe by Direct Debit and receive a 16.5% discount on a yearly subscription (UK only).
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Great-looking, superb-sounding hi-fi doesn’t have to cost a fortune. Our M3s range offers an elegance of design, quality of build and standard of finish you’d associate with products costing twice as much. Performance is equally impressive at the price, with a natural, highly musical delivery that shames many more costly rivals. The M3CD slot-loading CD player and M3 integrated amplifier combine to offer an excellent example of our commitment to technically exceptional products that let you hear more from your music.

CD PLAYERS PROMO
Get 2 famous Anthony Michelson CD’s for FREE with your Musical Fidelity CD Player purchase

**M3SI**

- Integrated Amplifier
- Excellent technical performance
- Powerful 85W per-channel output
- Wide-range of useful inputs
- Built-in DAC and phono stage
- Excellent build quality and convenient size

**M3SCD**

- CD player and digital hub
- Exceptional CD pick-up design
- Full-function 24-bit/96kHz DAC built-in
- Three (3) digital inputs
- Designed to match any M series product
- Excellent build quality and convenient size

*T&C’s apply. Visit www.henleyaudio.co.uk/cd-promo for full details.
Frank Murphy was one of the great personalities of pre-war British radio. With pipe in mouth, he featured prominently in advertisements for his Welwyn Garden City-based firm Murphy Radio. Their products were revered for their good performance, attention to detail, cabinet appearance, high standards of construction and ease of use.

Murphy inspired loyalty from his staff at a time of severe economic depression and personally waged a war on seasonal unemployment in the industry that was his calling. “Murphy Dealers are People You Can trust” – and they received copies of the fortnightly magazine Murphy News, in which the firm’s charismatic founder often used to stimulate discussion on topics as varied as pacifism and industrial relations. By 1935, the operation was turning over one and a quarter million pounds a year through annual sales of 80,000 sets.

After the war, Murphy Radio also sold television sets – and other new products like portable record players and tape recorders – to an increasingly-affluent British mass-market. Today, Murphy alas exists only as a brand-name for electronics imported from China.

During the mid-1930s, when Murphy was enjoying the fruits of his initial success, all broadcasting used amplitude-modulation (AM) on the long, medium and short-wave bands. But interesting things were happening...
A 1956 advertisement for the Murphy A272C, with period style!

across the Atlantic.

New York-born radio genius Major Edwin Armstrong – who had already invented amongst other things the clever selectivity-boosting ‘superheterodyne’ concept, to which Murphy Radio switched in 1932 with its A8 receiver – was experimenting with a new technique that would boast greater clarity and freedom from interference. This was ‘wideband frequency modulation’. Experimental transmissions from the RCA laboratory in the Empire State Building were followed, in 1938, by broadcasts from the New Jersey-based station W2XMN.

Back in the UK, the BBC was trialing Armstrong’s FM technology. On May 2nd 1955, FM broadcasting ‘officially’ began from the BBC’s Wrotham transmitter in Kent.

High fidelity from dedicated VHF/FM tuners, from Leak and Quad for example, was beginning to appeal to well-heeled enthusiasts. Murphy Radio naturally wanted a piece of the action. It offered compact FM-capable ‘table sets’ and, pitched at a price-point between these and embryonic ‘hi-fi’ gear, radiograms with FM reception.

As well of these, though, Murphy offered the six-valve A272C ‘baffle console’ set featured here – it was sold between 1956 and 1958, priced at £38.15s.0d (approximately £1,000 today). An FM development of previous A™-only Murphys like the AI46CM and A188C, the A272C still looks striking today with its side ‘wings’ and central speaker grille. The A272C will also receive AM services on the long-wave (LW) and medium-wave (MW) bands. In common with radio sets of yesteryear, facilities were provided for the crystal pickup of an external ‘gramophone’ (thereby converting your A272C into a radiogram) and an external speaker – a flimsy slide-switch on the rear panel switches between this and the internal one.

Life was simpler in those days. Four knobs cover tone (basically variable top-cut), volume, wavechange (gram, LW, MW and FM) and tuning. The only display this thing has – the warm glow of valves apart – is an adjacent pair of backlit tuning scales, the pointers of which move simultaneously.

As is usually the case with radios of this vintage, stations are listed on the dials. The right-hand one is reserved exclusively for the MW band, which was the predominant broadcast band and therefore somewhat crowded! In contrast, only three stations are shown on the FM band – Home Light and Third.

At this point, I should make it clear that the A272C – as with many British FM radios of its vintage – doesn’t cover the full 87.5-108MHz Band 2. Coverage goes no further than 100MHz, meaning that some stations – where I live (Southend), Classic FM and local station Radio Essex – are unavailable. All four national BBC services are within scope, though. 1950s listeners got a bit more choice via LW, judging by the eight European stations on the lower section of the dial.

The radio’s circuitry is basically of-its-time superhet stuff, but with additional complications introduced by its support for FM reception. An ECC85 double-triode, for example, handles RF amplification and frequency-changing (the IF here is 10.7MHz – much higher than the 470kHz of the AM section).
Murphy paid particular attention to the A272C’s final audio stage; a 6P1 beam tetrode drives a 10in. full-range drive unit with 4W of power. This speaker, allegedly supplied by Celestion, is bolted to the interior of the front panel that acts as a baffle.

My A272C managed to escape recycling, and after a visual check was gently powered up using a variable transformer (or ‘variac’). It worked, although the FM section proved to be rather insensitive. Matters improved slightly when the internal aerial — a dipole wrapped around the internal cabinetry — was replaced by a feed from an external one (a balun matching transformer was necessary). However, selectivity wasn’t particularly good. At the time of writing, a strong local pirate station at 92MHz made listenable reception of Radio 3 all but impossible.

Said pirate constantly pumped cut dance music and I was surprised at the quantity and depth of the bass that could be mustered. A medium-sized room could be filled with distortion-free sound. However, the sound distinctly lacks bite — it’s a pity that Murphy didn’t fit a tweeter, or at very least a driver with an additional central ‘whizzer’ cone for the treble. This impacts FM’s potential somewhat; the main improvement relative to AM stations is cleanliness.

There is a distinct lower-midrange ‘plumminess’ that’s evident with speech; other vintage radios have similar presentation. A decent external speaker can however show what the A272 is capable of.

So what place does the A272C have today? The lack of full Band 2 coverage restricts its usefulness, and when analogue broadcasting comes to an end you’ll need to apply audio from a digital tuner to its ‘gram’ socket (or use an external modulator) if listening is to continue.

Some of the Mazda valves specified by Murphy are difficult to get hold of nowadays, meaning that modification may be necessary. Some components — Hunts capacitors in the signal sections, for example — are prone to failure, and it’s difficult to get to these in the hard-wired chassis. I’m sure that replacing these

Hardboard backs, with cooling slots through which the reassuring glow of valves can be seen, were common practice in radio construction since the 1930s.

— if this hasn’t already been done — might improve the set’s performance.

The external speaker switch is also known to give problems, and so many owners bypass it.

The biggest problem is that the A272C is imposing in terms of physical form — it stands 80cm tall — and may not fit in with many home decor schemes. However, enthusiasts with the space to collect radios do prize the A272C, on account of its sound quality and the unique look of its glossily-finished hand-built cabinet. When they crop up on the second-hand market, these radios tend to fetch £50 or so. Listening to it, I can however imagine what a 1950s listener — hearing FM for the first time — would have liked about it.

Four knobs cover tone/power off, volume, wavechange/gram selection and tuning. The backlit side-by-side tuning scales are marked with stations. Right covers medium-wave, left covers VHF-FM and long-wave.

Separate aerial inputs are provided for AM (medium/long-wave) and VHF. A matching transformer, known as a ‘balun’, is necessary for an external rooftop VHF/FM aerial.
Hugo 2 has taken one giant leap: with a new addition of the 2go streamer/server device, which brings wireless and wired streaming, up to 4TB of storage, plus auto source-switching for seamless music playback between playback applications. Hugo 2 with 2go is now a DAC, preamp, headphone amp, streamer and digital music library, all in one class-leading British-built device.
True Blue

Martin Pipe checks out Tellurium Q’s upgrade of its Blue budget speaker cable.

Tellurium Q has been in business for just over a decade. From the beginning, founder Geoff Merrigan maintained that a product had to be of frequencies, through a timing shift”. Minimising this, it was claimed, will yield improvements in terms of clarity and transparency. To achieve their goal, TQ’s engineering team relied on embody the TQ philosophy were (and still are) divided into Blue, Black and Silver ranges, which are in turn subdivided into three levels — the result being, as Tellurium Q put it, a “3x3 colour/performance complex cable construction, using “multiple stranded conductors of slightly-differing materials, and various dielectric materials and geometries”. Considerable attention had to be paid to every part of the manufacturing process, to the extent of using “non-standard mixes” of solder.

The products that would “exceptional or it would not be released”. And yet Tellurium Q had to offer value for money; back in 2010 they claimed the company was offering, for £1,000, cables of a standard that the competition was selling for £6,000.

When TQ began operations its design focus was the reduction of phase distortion and its “smearing matrix” that allows customers to choose the optimal interconnects and speaker cables for their systems. Lower-priced Blue products are said to tend towards a ‘warmer and slightly richer’ presentation, while going towards Silver will allegedly give you a sound that is “more detailed, more revealing and with improved top-end”. A
The Blue II's ability to convey subtleties is excellent
WORLD STANDARDS

Your guide to the best products we’ve heard that are currently on sale in the UK...

TURNTABLES

AVIO INGENIUM £800
Great bass response and upper midrange detail to clarity makes this a must have at its price point.

CLEARAUDIO INNOVATION £6400
Expensive, but offers great results from a finely tuned and beautifully finished belt drive turntable; with servo control from the platter to keep a grip on tempo like few others. Can be fitted with a Clearaudio tangential arm, or any conventional design. Awesome.

INSPIRE MONARCH £4350
A reboot from the ground up. Technics Direct Drive, having blistering pace and dynamics allied with smoothness, sophistication and purity of tone. A true reference.

LNN LP12SE £3600
The UK’s most conc turntable, the legendary Sondek goes from strength to strength. New Keel sub chassis and Technics DC motor add precision and grip to one of the world’s most musical disc spinners. Expensive though.

MICHELL GYRO DEC £1700
Wonderful styling coupled with great build and finish make this turntable a delight for friends and family. It has an attractive clear acrylic dust cover and you can mount just about any arm. Acurrent design standard.

PROJECT ESSENTIAL DIGITAL £300
A budget turntable that turns in a great analogue performance, but also has a hi-res digital output. Send 24/192 across your lounge via optical cable to a DAC and get great audio quality. Or record LP to your laptop.

REGA RP3 £550
The first of the super-quality Regas, little compromised by price and featuring Rega’s outstanding RB303 tonearm, suitable for MM and MC cartridges. A standard at the price point.

TIMESTEP EVO £2100
The famous Technics SL-1210 Mk Direct Drive but with improved plinth, isolation, main bearing and power supply, plus an SME arm (add £1500) CB convenience, rock steady pitch and fat sound at a great price. Our in-house reference.

TONEARMS

ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER MK3C £1745
Origin Live combines carbon fibre and ebony to marvellous effect in its new 12-inch arm. Creamy and rich in presentation, the Encounter delivers deep into the mix for a satisfying listen.

HADCOCK GH-242 EXPORT £810
Consistently musical, lyrical sounding tonearm, but needs the right turntable.

ORIGIN LIVE OLYXX £450
Easy, smooth, creamy nature that reminds you why you’re listening to vinyl in the first place. Essential audition at the price.

CARTRIDGES

AUDIO TECHNICA AT-OC9 MLIII MC £420
A fine sounding MC with strong bass and super fine treble from a great stylus – yet inexpensive.

BBC HADCOCK £1103
A popular and much loved budget MC with big bass, smooth treble and deep sound stage. Fantastic value.

8000 SERIES £1000
A one piece tapered cast iron arm finished like a camera and slick to use. Superb SME quality and sound at affordable price.

SME 300 £1500
Offers rapid fire timing and a sense of precision, plus rock solid dynamics. Top dollar for deep pockets.

SME V £3000
A one-piece tapered fibre arm finished like a camera and slick to use. Superb SME quality and sound at affordable price.

AUSC DR1 £240
Offers rapid fire timing and a sense of precision, plus rock solid dynamics. Top dollar for deep pockets.

AUSC DR2 £3000
A one-piece tapered fibre arm finished like a camera and slick to use. Superb SME quality and sound at affordable price.

BENZ MICRO ACE SL MC £1103
A fine sounding MC with strong bass and super fine treble from a great stylus – yet inexpensive.

BENZ MICRO WOOD SL MC £945
Highly rejectable Swiss moving coil that plays music with riflebolt precision.

DENON DL-103 £180
A popular and much loved budget MC with big bass, smooth treble and deep sound stage. Fantastic value.
LYRA TITAN I MC £3,500
Breathtaking speed and dynamics from LP, helped by diamond coated, bonn rod cantilever.

ORTOFON 2M MONO SE MM £80
A mono cartridge purposed for The Beatles in Mono microgroove LPs. Fitted with a top quality Shibata tip. Fab for the four.

ORTOFON 2M BLACK MM £400
As good as it gets from MM. Fabulous detail and insight from a Shibata stylus, good bass and excellent tracking.

ORTOFON CADENZA BRONZE MC £1,400
A mid-price MC with a slightly heavier presentation than the super smooth Cadenza Black. High-end sound at midband price – great value.

ORTOFON CADENZA BLACK MC £1,800
Ultra smooth and dimensional moving coil with bass and punch aplenty Lowery stylus.

ORTOFON A95 MC £3,750
Fast and extremely detailed, this is an MC cartridge that sets standards.

REGA CARBON MM £35
Budget price for a competent cartridge with a fairly unflappable nature. Ideal for beginners.

GOLDRING 1012GX MM £250
A glorious sounding cartridge with solid bass and strong dynamic punch, plus excellent treble from its Fritz Geiger stylus. Fun and affordable.

SHURE M97XE £80
Big warm sound, but great tracking and detail. Good stylus protection from damaged guard. A survivor.

VAN DEN HUL DTT-II SPECIAL MC £995
Long-established cartridge from Holland with an open and dynamic sound.

PHONO PREAMPS
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 651P £200
Clean, concise sound from MM and MC cartridges at a very low price. A real bargain.

ICON AUDIO PS3 MKII £2,500
At valve MM phono stage with MC transformer option, graced by big, spacious and relaxed sound.

LUXMAN EQ-500 PHONO STAGE £4,495
A fully-equipped phono stage from Japanese manufacturer Luxman that offers comprehensive cartridge matching allied to superb sound.

LEEMA ACoustICS ELEMENTS ULTRA £1,199
Smooth and detailed sound with the ability to accommodate most modern cartridges. Exceptional value for money.

PRO-JECT TUBE BOX DS £425
Compact MM and MC phono stage with valve output circuit and a big sound.

QUAD Q24P £995
MM and MC, oodles of gain, a volume control and valves! Sounds superb and sounds even better. Smooth, atmospheric and big bass.

TIMESTEP T-01 MC £995
New, minimalist phono stage that sonically punch-es well above its weight.

PREAMPLIFIERS
ICON AUDIO LA-4 MKIII £1,400
Uses early 6SN7 tubes for liquid sound. Has plenty of gain and a remote control into the bargain.

MF AUDIO CLASSIC SILVER £4,500
One of the best preamplifiers we've heard at any price. This transformer-coupled marvel does very little wrong. It's powerful, clean and open, yet delicate. Its sound is unmatched at or near the price.

MING DA MD7-SE £1,520
A valve preamplifier with an oomph, effortless sound and a big soundstage. It has plenty of gain so will accept any source and drive any power amp. A real beauty.

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS
ARIAND PROBASSE £1,499
Pure single-ended valve magic. Low-powered but immediately gorgeous, easy going yet forcefully dynamic at the same time.

AUDIO RESEARCH VS150 £3,500
Power house sound with enormous pace and punch from traditional U.S. music master Audio Research. Breathtaking, but expensive.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AZUR 651A £250
Dual-mono construction and meaty toroidal power supply combine to produce a solid and sharp sound with sonics far beyond its price point.

CREEK EVOLUTION 100A £1,500
Superb build and smooth confident sound make this powerful amplifier a benchmark.

CYRUS 8DAC £1,400
Trademark shoebox-sized Cyrus integrated now offering 68Watts per channel, plus DAC. Swift delivery from a dinky case that fits in anywhere – and isn't Class D!

EXPOSURE 1010 £495
Entry-level integrated from Exposure has excellent upper mid-performance with an almost valve-like sound.
ICON AUDIO STEREO 60 MKIII £2,800
Excellent tube integrated with plenty of power and an expansive soundstage, plus KT150 tube option and bass meter for easy adjustment.

NAIM NAIT 55i £295
Naim’s fabulous entry-level integrated amplifier is updated to si status. Demos Naim’s superbly muscular sound at entry level.

SUDEEN A21SE £2,400
Class A amp with fantastic sound quality producing hard, sculpitoned images, deep detail and tight bass. Just don’t expect disco-like sound levels.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

AUDIO RESEARCH VS105 £7,498
Powerful, fast valve sound that makes everything else look weak at times. Needs careful matching but well worth the effort.

AUDIO RESEARCH VS115 £5,000
Gigote of power with enormous punch. Rafael Todes said it provided “shock and awe” while retaining incredible smoothness and texture.

ICON AUDIO MB845 MKI £7,600
With 120W from big 845 valves right down to low frequencies, this power amplifier has massive dynamics and bass swing, yet is easy on the ear.

ICON AUDIO MB81PP £15,000
Big Russian transmitter valves deliver 200W from these massive monoblock amplifiers. Frightening in every sense.

MCINTOSH MC-152 £4,995
Stunningly insightful sound with enormous bass punch from a uniquely designed transistor amp. Amazing audio, a league up, if expensive.

QUAD ELITE MONOBLOCKS £2,400 PR
The proverbial ‘rare fox’ in a rare deal. Plenty of power but culwed with an assured and confident nature. Smooth on top and easy on the ear. But can rack up when needed.

LOUDSPEAKER FLOORSTANDER

B&W 803 D3 £12,500
B&W’s updated statement floorstanders deliver depth and definition with breathtaking sound and authority, aided by a diamond coated tweeter. Expensive – but enormously impressive.

CASTLE AVON V £1,600
A big floorstander at a modest price that suits the average room. Refined ribbon treble and deep bass give it a great delivery.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY LFT-8B £2,500
Excellent U.S. planar-magnetic loudspeaker at bargain price. Utterly superb - a must hear.

Focal ARIA 906 £1,400
Simple, clean, neutral sound – easy going but well-engineered and affordable.

MARTIN LOGAN SUMMIT X £16,898
Matches Martin Logan’s XStat electrostatic panel to a powerful subwoofer to provide extended, powerful bass. Dramatic sonic purity. Awesome – all but unmatched.

MARTIN LOGAN ELECTROMOTION £2,580
Martin Logan’s budget baby XStat hybrid electrostatic. Fits into any lounge to give electrostatic levels of clarity and imaging.

QUADRAIR ORKAN VII £8,200
Active loudspeaker with tight, powerful bass, perfect accuracy and detailed treble from a ribbon tweeter.

Q ACOUSTICS 205Hi £480
A large floorstander at a budget price. Offers high sensitivity and big sound and has very few flaws for the price.

SPENDOR SP100 R2 £6,495
Retro looks but a sound that’s hard to match. Spendor’s 12” bass unit provides massive low-end grunt with a room-filling sound.

SPENDOR A3 £1,300
Fine little floorstander with a smooth, natural midband and even tonal balance. Ideal for smaller rooms.

TANNOW DEFINITION DC10 T1 £6,000
Enormous power with great projection. Glorious subsonics too. Need little power to go very loud and have superb finish into the bargain.

TANNOW KENSINGTON £9,950
Big but not overpowering. Punchy modern sound from classic cabinetry. Need little power to go very loud and suit a traditional home, or castle.

LOUDSPEAKERS STANDMOUNT

ACOUSTIC ENERGY NEO 1 V2 £225
Classified sounder speaker with fast and tuneful bass.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 CLASSIC £845
Brilliantly successful remake of an iconic design; not flawless, but surely one of the most musical loudspeakers ever made.
ELAC BS243 £1,000
More transparent and spacious than they’ve a right to be at this price, these refined mid-price standmounters represent top value.

WHARFEDALE DENTON £500
A beguiling mixture of retro looks with modern, high-technology drive units. The Denton has an easy-going, big-hearted sound with a touch of trad warmth that should appeal to many.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY LFT-16A £1,200
U.S. planar magnetic bookshelf loudspeaker with unrivalled mid-band and treble. Hear it before all else.

WHARFEDALE DIAMOND 220 £200
Builds on the success of previous Diamond ranges with better bass, more detail and a greater sense of scale.

KEF LS50 £800
Supremely musical mini-monitors which sound much bigger than they look.

MARTIN LOGAN MOTION 35 £1,300
Folded Air Motion tweeter gives a taste of Martin Logan’s electrostatic sound in a standmount. Different from the standard mini-monitor and all the better for it.

EPHANY EHP-02 £99
PP3 battery-powered portable gives great sound quality at an almost giveaway price. Happy with the output from an iPod or CD player; the little ephany is a true bargain.

ICON AUDIO HP6 MKII £650
The HP6 MKII valve-based headphone amplifier brings the spacious sound of valves to headphones. And it matches ‘em all.

FIDELITY AUDIO HPA 100 £350
Great little headphone amplifier with a lively yet surprisingly refined sound. Hard to better for a pair of starter loudspeakers.

Q ACOUSTICS 2020i £165
Great little bargain-priced stand-mounts with a friendly, far-out surprisingly refined sound. Hard to beat for a pair of starter loudspeakers.

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS

CREEK OBH11 £150
Designed specifically for low to medium impedance (8 Ohm – 300 Ohm) headphones the little Creek has a marvelously well-judged sound.

CHORD MOJO £399
Crisp leading portable DAC and headphone amp with ability beyond all other 3g, open-spacious sound.

CD PLAYERS

AMNOLAB 820CD £949
Inspired CD player and DAC with price-performance ratio like no other. Capable of matching designs costing much more.

CANOR CD2+ £3,100
Musically coherent and tuneful valve-driven CD player from Slovakia. Lovely liquid sound.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AZUR 651C £410
Snappy modern presentation from this budget CD player. Cracking audiophile entry point for any digital fan.

CHORD DAC REFERENCE MKIII £16,000
A unique and massive engineering exercise that could well be the best CD player available. Chord’s Pulse Array DAC technology produces a musical experience like few others. A true reference player.

ESOTERIC K-03 £9,495
Superb high-end silver disc spinner that is beyond criticism. Devoid of its own character but has a flawless presentation.

OPPO HA-2 £250
Remarkable performance and sound from ESS Sabre32 DAC in a slim portable package.

MUSIC FIRST PHONE BOX £276
Brings a big stage, plenty of detail and rich, deep colours to the sonic spectrum.

EXPOSURE 101 £395
Dedicated player with fine sense of timing should be an automatic entry on any demo list at this price.
**WORLD STANDARDS**

**ELECTROCOMPANIE T EMP-1/S** £4,650
Epic in scale, lavish in tone and exuberant in its musicality - this is a memorable SACD spinner. Quirky in operation and modest in finish, though.

**ON THE SHELF**

**OPPO BDP-105D** £1,050
Universal player and DAC that makes CD and Blu-ray (+DVD) sound deep, spacious and full bodied. Reference quality that's affordable.

**REGA APOLLO-R** £350
Rega comes up with a fine CD player again. Tremendous detail and an easy, unforced sound at all times. Few bells and whistles but made up for by its superb sonic ability.

**ROKSAN KANDY K2** £900
A charmingly musical performer at the price - this is a surprisingy sophisticated CD player for the money.

**TUNERS**

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AZUR 651T** £299
Value-packed AM/FM/DAB and DAB+ ready tuner. Precise and detailed with excellent resolution of spoken word.

**CREEK DESTINY 2** £350
Creek's tuner expertise shines through in the Destiny 2. This AM/FM receiver is wonderfully three-dimensional and smooth.

**MAGNUM DYNALAB MD-90T** £1,900
Exceptionally able, but commensurately priced, audiophile tuner that cannot fail to charm.

**DACs**

**AUDIOLAB M-DAC** £600
Excellent sound from ESS Sabre32 DAC and impressive flexibility with a unique range of filter options make this a stand-out product. Low price is the icing on the cake.

**AUDIOLAB D-DAC** £250
Stripped-down version of Audiolab's M-DAC loses some features but retains much of the sound, making it a veritable bargain.

**ANTELOPE ZODIAC GOLD/VOLTIKUS** £3,095
DAC/preamp/power supply combination majors on detail but has a remarkable un-digital sound. One of the best at its price.

**CHORD 2QUTE HD** £990
Superb build quality and exceptional sound from this compact unit. Boasts the ability to handle DSD direct via USB and has an exceptional soundstage. One of the best DACs you can buy.

**NORTHERN FIDELITY DAC** £650
Packed full of features, including Bluetooth and USB, this ESS Sabre32 equipped DAC offers crisp, insightful sound at low price.

**METRUM OCTAVE** £729
Unique two-box digital-to-analogue converter with great sound at a great price. Cuts upper treble, though.

**NAIM DAC** £2,400
Superb high-end digital converter with a probing, punchy and forensically-detailed sound.

**TEAC UD-501** £999
Feature-packed DAC with benefit of DSD playback. Superb sound means little to touch it at the price.

**RESONESENNCE INVICTA MIRUS** £4,499
One of the most highly spec'd DACs available, with a smooth yet enthralling presentation. Few approaches it.

**NETWORK PLAYERS**

**CHORD DSX100** £7,500
Chord's proprietary DAC circuit shines in their top-of-the-range streamer. Hear through clarity with a sound rich in detail, dynamics and soundstage.

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO NP30** £399
Budget offering from Cambridge offers a great introduction to network streaming.

**CYRUS STREAM X** £1,400
Gorgeous sound quality even from compressed digital music. New control app makes everyday operation a doddle.

**CONVERT TECHNOLOGIES PLATO** £2,999.00
A network player with amplifier that does it all, including turn LP to hi-resolution digital, and add cover artwork from the ‘net.

**NAIM NOX** £2,995
Clean, incisive and very detailed sound with Naim's traditional pace and timing make this one of the best network music players around.

**NAIM N30XS** £2,175
Great sound quality with traditional Naim heft. A wonderful DAC with full 24/192 handling. Only the display could be better.
NAIM NAC-N172 XS £1,650
A pre-amp/DAC/streamer package provides a
taught, rock-solid presentation with a lovely rich
midband and a superior sense of rhythm.

PORTABLE SPEAKERS

BAYAN SOUNDBOOK £149.99
Superb design and great sound make for one of
the best portable Bluetooth speaker/radios on
the market. Not the cheapest – but worth every
dime.

PROJECT STREAM BOX RS £1,095
Unusual valve-based streamer/preamp with
variety of inputs and a lovely liquid sound. Not
the most detailed but compensates with sheer
musical verve.

QUAD PLATINUM DMP £2,500
Combined CD/network player has all the usual
Quad elements but with added zest and detail
that brings life to everything you care to play.

DIGITAL SOURCES

ASTELL&KERN AK100 MKII £369
Portable high-definition digital player with superb
sound quality. Punchy and fast.

FID X3 £150
Fabulous value player with nice easy sound and
full range of abilities. Small and light. For
novices.

LOTTO PAM GOLD £1,500
Reference quality sound; it’s like carrying your
Hi-Fi in your pocket. Equivalent large too, but
stunning headphone quality.

NAIM HDX £4,405
Interesting one-box network-enabled hard-disk
music system that gives superb sonics together
with impressive ease of use.

NAIM UNITILITE £1,995
A 50W amplifier with traditional Naim hefty, a CD
player andFM radio, plus network input and
Bluetooth make this a great all-in-one.

HEADPHONES

AUDEZE LCD-3 £1,725
A planar magnetic ‘phone that offers monitor
quality. Strong sound with silky, dark quality that
others struggle to match.

Iriver BIA-50 £89
Big, warm sound with plenty of volume and clean
at high levels. Muscular sound compared to many
rivals.

JAYS V-JAYS £49
Wonderful little budget over-ear portable ‘phones
with a clean, clear sound to beat the best of the
rest at the price.

B&W P3 £170
Beautifully presented headphones from the
loudspeaker specialists. Feed them a good qual-
ity source signal and they reward with excellent
sound.

CABLES

BLACK RHODIUM TWIST £71/3M
Tapered to right off radio frequency, the Black
Rhodium speaker cable is easy on the ear with
a fine sense of clarity and focus. A remarkable
performer at the price.

Mains Cables RUS No.27 £95
Offers a sprightly pace with a precise nature. Fast
performance enhance frequencies and beautifully
detailed detail.

CHORD SIGNATURE REFERENCE £490
Majors on timing, detail and openness. Capable of
getting the best from most systems and a recom-
ended upgrade.

TELLURIUM Q BLACK 280/3M £290
A deep, dark, velvety performer that’s neverthe-
less highly musical, it represents excellent value
as mid-price cables go.

TELLURIUM Q SILVER DIAMOND £804/M
An open, natural and transparent sound that is
difficult to beat. From these great loudspeaker
cables.

TELLURIUM Q BLACK £150
Purposely for indoor monitoring yet light and
comfortable enough to be used on the move.
Excellent sound quality marked only by a slight
warming to vocals.

MUSIC REFERENCE 4 £1,725
An amazing looking amplifier with a sinister
presence. Not cheap but the results are super
impressive.

WORLD STANDARDS
Solid State Preamplifier
McIntosh C47
- 7 analogue & 5 digital inputs
- Decoding & playback high fidelity DSD files via USB
- Limited stock at this price

SAVE 40%
£19,995
£2,995

Integrated Turntable System
McIntosh MT100
- Turntable, vacuum tube preamplifier and amplifier all in one
- Includes Bluetooth and auxiliary inputs
- Just add speakers

£7,495
36 Months Warranty

Stereo Integrated Amplifier
McIntosh MA252
- 160 watts per channel
- Hybrid design: vacuum tube preamp and solid state power amp

£4,500
36 Months Warranty

Stereo Integrated Amplifier
McIntosh MA352
- 200 watts per channel
- Retro all analogue design
- 5 Band tone control
- Includes Sentry Monitor™

£8,495
36 Months Warranty

Solid State Preamplifier
McIntosh C53
- DA2 digital audio module
- Supports up to DSD512 files
- 8 band analog equalizer
- 9 analogue & 7 digital inputs

£9,995
36 Months Warranty

Monoblock Solid State Amplifier
McIntosh MC811
- 800 watt quad balanced
- Eco-friendly power management
- 2, 4 and 8 ohm outputs
- 55% increase in dynamic headroom compared to previous model

£19,995/pair
36 Months Warranty

SME Tonearms
Series 309
£2,450
Series V
£5,200
Series IV
£3,550
Series V-12
£7,550

Monoblock Vacuum Tube Amplifier
McIntosh MC2152
- Commemorative system marked with matching serial numbers
- 150 watts x 2 channels
- (8) KT88, (4) 12AX7A & (4) 12A7 vacuum tubes

£25,000
36 Months Warranty

2-Channel Vacuum Tube Preamplifier
McIntosh C70
- (5) 12AX7A and (1) 12A7 vacuum tubes
- MM & MC phono inputs
- All analog design and a retro look
- Standard editions also available

£70th Anniversary
Includes McIntosh History Book that contains a certificate of authentication

2-Channel Vacuum Tube Preamplifier
McIntosh MC2152
- Commemorative system marked with matching serial numbers
- 150 watts x 2 channels
- (8) KT88, (4) 12AX7A & (4) 12A7 vacuum tubes

£25,000
36 Months Warranty

2-Channel Vacuum Tube Preamplifier
McIntosh C70
- (5) 12AX7A and (1) 12A7 vacuum tubes
- MM & MC phono inputs
- All analog design and a retro look
- Standard editions also available

£70th Anniversary
Includes McIntosh History Book that contains a certificate of authentication

AT-6006R
- Automatically lifts tonearm before runout extending the life of your stylus
- Works on any turntable

£112.90
24 Months Warranty

AT-6006R
- Automatically lifts tonearm before runout extending the life of your stylus
- Works on any turntable

£112.90
24 Months Warranty

All orders are subject to availability & our Terms & Conditions which are available upon request. All photos are for illustrative purposes only. E&OE
**HTF Vinyl Recording Software**
- The fastest and most efficient way to digitise your vinyl
- Convert to WAV, MP3, WMA, AAC/MP4 simultaneously
- Enter track meta-data during recording, including album artwork
- Record a full side of an album unattended with auto track split
- 192khz 24 Bit
- Free training

**Technics Direct Drive Turntable**
- SL-1000R / SP-10R
  - Coreless direct drive
  - Separate control unit
  - Probably the best DD turntables in the world

**Slimline Direct Drive Turntable**
- SL-1200G / 1200GR / 1210GR
  - The legendary turntable reborn
  - Coreless direct drive
  - Free Ortofon 2M blue cartridge
  - 24 Months Warranty

**SME Turntable**
- Synergy + Series IV Arm
  - Built-in NAGRA phono stage
  - Ortofon’s ‘exclusive series’ MC Windfeld Ti cartridge
  - Internal crystal cables

**JBL Passive Loudspeakers**
- L100 Classic
  - Classic 70s look
  - Frequency response 40Hz – 40kHz
  - Vintage Quadrex foam grille
  - JBL JS-120 floor stands available at £325.00

**Avantgarde Speakers**
- UNO XD
  - 2-way hornsystem speakers
  - 18 Ohm high-impedance voice coil design, efficiency of 107 dB
  - Active crossover programmable by built-in DSP

**Audio-Technica Cartridges**
- AT-OC9X Series
  - Moving coil
  - 24 Months Warranty

**Phono Stage**
- PH-10
  - 2 separate inputs
  - 6 EQ curves
  - 4 GAIN options
  - For use with MM & MC cartridges

**Power Supply**
- PSU-10
  - Worldwide voltage
  - Optional external power supply for Gold Note PH-10

**Mytek Brooklyn Bridge**
- $2,595
  - Wi-Fi Streamer / DAC
  - Preamp all-in-one
  - Reference headphone & phono stage
  - Includes remote control

**Mytek Manhattan & Brooklyn DACs**
- In our opinion, the best digital-to-analogue converters on the market
- 24 Months Warranty
  - Monoblock DAC II
  - Brooklyn DAC+ II
  - Brooklyn DAC $1,599

**JBL Vintage Classic**
- Moving coil
- Separate Coreless Internal MC turntables
- SL-1000R
- LS-1000R
- SP-10R
- Windfeld Direct in the 70s
definition
- MC tonearm
- 100w RMS
- Various colour combinations available
- Why not book an in-store demo today?
Philips launch a new Fidelio headphone, the X3. Noel Keywood listens in.

I used a pair of Philips Fidelio X1s for a long time – until they expired. They were easy going, comfortable, and got it all right – without serious flaw. The new X3s I’m reviewing here continue the tradition. Price just £350, Philips describe the X3 as “audiophile” so their intention is good it seems.

Surprisingly, the finish has become more sombre, as our pictures show, the metal earpiece cradles now being anodised dark grey where before they were bright. Pared down construction has however reduced weight to 330gms on our scales (without cables) – and that is relatively light as over-the-ear phones go. The Philips brand name is barely visible as black lettering on the headband, reminding me of “black pack” cars (e.g. Land Rover) that are currently popular; the idea is to look mysterious I guess. The ear pieces don’t slide-adjust on the headband, instead there is an elasticated under-band that performs its function well and is comfortable.

Unlike the single input X1, the X3 has an input on each earpiece, allowing it
to be used in balanced mode. For some reason Philips have elected to use a 3.5mm stereo jack plug as a connector on each earpiece, instead of the more common mono jack, making the cable ‘handed’, with left and right jack plugs. The plugs are marked but not clearly, and the headphones are also correspondingly handed but unmarked: All a bit strange I feel – but simple to sort out in use as the phones will remain silent until the cable is plugged in the right way around – and yes it caught me out!

Philips supply two 4m long cables, one a conventional unbalanced terminated by a 3.5mm stereo jack plug, the other terminated with a balanced 2.5mm four-pole jack plug for portable players so fitted. Since a 2.5mm plug is difficult to wire and snaps easily they’re not universal by any means.

Using a common 3.5mm stereo jack on each ear piece allows a balanced cable to be soldered up to suit any player. It’s better to buy a pre-made cable, since to build your own you need an appropriately small soldering iron and work stand with clamps, lights and magnifying glass. But Philips use of commonly-found jack plugs makes the X3s easy to adapt – cable wise – to an increasing number of exotic balanced output plugs/sockets.

An adaptor is supplied to match 1/4in (6.3mm) jacks.

In use I appreciated the light weight of these ‘phones and their simplicity of use. No fooling around with earpiece adjustment: put ‘em on and position to fit: simples.

SOUND QUALITY
I ran the Fidelio X3s from an Audiolab M-DAC+ fed by an Audirvana Plus music player running on an all-solid-state MacMini (Mojave).

And straight away I was reminded of the X1s that I used for so long. Being open backed the X3s have a nice open sound – there are no cuffy reflections that you get with closed ‘phones. Philips retain a good sense of balance in the bass too, making no attempt to strengthen things up Beats style, yet they play a firm and fluid bass line that my son liked especially, saying they were “expressive and controlled” in the bass. He was impressed that they could manage this at the price, after using Klipsch HP-3s (£1300) and being a long term user of (my!) magnetic-planar Oppo PM1s (£1000), to get the X3s into price perspective.

I’d describe the X3s as on the lighter side of things, needing to produce a little bit more low end heft and power from Mick Fleetwood’s drum kit in Dreams (24/96) from Rumours for example – but there was speed, cleanliness and insight all the same. This propelled Safri Duo’s Samb Adagio alright: it had massive pace and there was plenty of low end punch to the repetitive synth kick drum, although the strong presence of higher frequency percussion tended to draw my attention away.

Although percussion and highs struck out hard there was at the same time a sense of softness in the midband that made for a smooth and apparently easy going presentation generally.

Yet high treble is strong and where it exists in a recording the X3s got a little forthright. There were times when the soaring voice of Johannaete Zomer singing Handel’s Lascia Ch’io Pianga (DSD) became hard for example, and Queen singing Killer Queen (24/88.2) carried obvious vocal sibilance.

Overall though, the X3s came across as balanced, if a tad soft in the mids. The sense of softness made for an easy, relaxing listen, which is important with headphones. Philips have succumbed to increasing treble to add apparent detail and at times this became intrusive I felt.

CONCLUSION
Philips Fidelio X3s are nice at the price. I would have liked a little more midband revelation and less high treble, but as they stand you do get a very listenable experience. This is an audiophile headphone – as they claim – light and comfortable to wear and enjoyable. Great at the price.

Each earpiece has its own 3.5mm three-pole (stereo) input jack socket. An unusual choice: this is usually a mono (two pole) socket. But the stereo jack is more widely available, making a balanced or specialist cable easier to construct or purchase.

Two long (4m/12ft) cables are supplied, one with a standard 3.5mm jack plug, the other with 2.5mm jack plug having four-poles for balanced operation. There’s also a 3.5mm-to-1/4in (6.3mm) adaptor.

PHILIPS FIDELIO X3 £350
EXCELLENT - extremely capable.
VALUE - keenly priced.
VERDICT
Lightweight and comfortable, with easy going sound. High quality at a relatively low price.
FOR
- warm-ish but amenable sound
- light weight
- balanced use possible
AGAINST
- dull appearance
- strong upper treble

Philips
+44 (0)1483 810039
www.philips.co.uk
THE FIVES are the first powered monitors on the market with HDMI-ARC to connect directly to a TV for high resolution, discrete 2-channel TV sound. Immensely improve your TV’s sound with THE FIVES - easy-to-use, powered, high def speakers that connect directly to your TV - and virtually anything
Ten Ten

Melco’s high-end N10 music server gets a rating of ten, Noel Keywood thinks.

Regular readers will likely know that contributor Jon Myles – now playing hi-fi in the sky we hope (he passed away early 2020) – was a Melco fan. Jon upgraded his high quality NAS drive to a Melco N100 (see review March 2019 issue) and came away mightily impressed. From that point on he used an N100 in the office to deliver digital files into hi-fi systems under review, being totally convinced the files were of immaculate quality.

Jon spent a lot of time playing digital from servers and had a keen understanding of the differences a good server could make. He would have liked the N10 I feel – reviewed here – which is a new and further up-market Melco server that comes with external linear power supply – cost a substantial £6750. Phew.

The N100 has an internal switch-mode power supply, likely necessary for small case size. The N10 is altogether different, even if it looks similar. The power supply has been extracted to sit in an external case and it is a traditional linear style supply.

Why do this? The technical reason is that linear supplies don’t generate high frequency noise able to interfere with digital. Devil be
The Melco Music HD iPad app control screen places artwork at left and a track list at right. Also, a variety of on-line services are available. Transport controls at bottom.

gone then. Not only has the power supply been completely removed, it has also been reverted to what, I sense, is becoming an electronic religious experience in Japan, where using a linear supply has become an act of faith meritig bestowment of honour.

I’m not being cynical here, since I think they’re right in that linear supplies consistently and almost super-naturally give best sound. Linear supplies are usually associated with analogue amplifiers though, not digital products; I was a little bemused about linear power delivery into a digital server but pondering on this I could see it has technical merits. Melco certainly seem to think so, placing a premium price tag upon the N10.

Both units are compact, measuring 215m wide. The main unit is 269mm deep and 61mm high, the power unit similar at 215mm wide, 61mm high but 273mm deep (quoted). However, taking into account plug protrusion allow 350mm. They can be stacked or run side by side, connected by a short 470mm long cable, but the large Neutrik multi-pin connectors used effectively reduce useful length to allow side-by-side operation only; doubtless a longer cable could be constructed.

Melco use steel and aluminium clad cases that are solid and weighty, the main (head) unit coming in at 3.3kg, the power supply a solid 5kg.

The N10 stores music files on a 3TB disc – massive capacity. It can also load or read from a flash drive (memory stick) inserted on the front panel, or an HDD drive. Similarly there are rear sockets for mass storage.

At rear lie an RJ45 ethernet connector for network connection (there’s no wi-fi) and my BT home router saw it as N10 on the client list straight away. There are two USB sockets at rear for connection of a USB DAC; there is no on-board DAC.

Operation is primarily from a Melco Music HD app available from Apple’s App store, but disappointingly this is for iPad only; it will not download to an iPhone. Mconnect can be used too, but again not from an iPhone I found.

Front panel controls are basic – no separate transport buttons to provide Stop, Start, Pause or Play. A basic music file list can be brought up here and Play/Pause invoked using a Select function but the screen displays just four tracks. The track played is relayed in large scrolling script visible from a distance but the system is awkward to use, best seen as a fall back should the iPad expire or get taken by someone else for something else! The app was however easy to use, finding the player straight away. It has an uncomplicated screen and logical layout, presenting songs in a scrolling track list.

SOUND QUALITY
I used the N10 reviewed here through a Chord Electronics Dave DAC in the office, connected to an Icon Audio Stereo 30SE single-
The linear power supply carries a large toroidal mains transformer, banks of smoothing capacitors and even a heatsink for what likely is a high current voltage regulator.

ended valve amplifier driving Martin Logan ESL-X hybrid electrostatic loudspeakers. I used it at home connected to an Audiolab M-DAC+ driving Oppo PM-1 magnetic planar headphones, as well Klipsch H-P.3s.

And what the N10 provides is deep and clean insight, with less glare than I am used to from some of our review tracks. Fleetwood Mac’s Dreams (24/96) is always a difficult and confusing one, often sounding coarse up top – but from the N10 it was easily clear, with sweet treble from cymbals and a firm bass line. Best of all it had a flowing, organic quality that usually eludes digital. It came obviously was digital, not at all like our LP tracks, yet at the same time it was sweet and almost ulying naturally.

Curious to say, but I was always aware that the N10 had almost analogue bass – and plenty of it. Perhaps this is because it clears highs of glare so they don’t dominate. Queen’s Radio GaGa (24/88.2) was thunderous and deeply detailed, yet wasn’t assaulted. The synth line was deep and fluid, the chorus we left separated.

Steely Dan’s Time Out of Mind was solid and hard in progress – as it is: a synthetic performance if there ever was one, but I found it relatively rich in texture.

That quality passed through better into Marianne Thorsen playing a Mozart Violin concerto backed by the Trondheim soloists (24/96) where her violin had what I can only describe as the sweetest tone, as if there were honey on the strings! And what a lovely violinist she is.

The screen is mono only, low resolution and with small display area.

Same with Benjamin Grosvenor playing Chopin’s Nocturne No 5, where his piano had a silky smooth quality and each key was beautifully identified. Fine decays to notes were made evident again bringing a naturalness to the sound; his gentle touch in a closing sequence was made obvious and compelling.

The N10 seems able to inject a pristine quality by dropping out hash and glare. It strips away nasties to leave something not only finely rendered in detail terms, but more euphonious than is usual. Sort of subtle, but quite compelling in its own way – hence Jon Myles’ insistence on using the Melco N10.

CONCLUSION

It’s a lot of money, the N10, and I can say nothing about value here – it is in the eye of the beholder, who’ll have a decent sized wallet methinks. But I have to admit that although adding a linear power supply to a digital product seemingly makes little sense it does work in practice. The N10 not only brought deep insight and cleanliness, best of all it was able to reduce nasties to produce a sound that was not just pristine, but sweet too – and that is not a term easily applied to digital. If you want a high-quality music storage source, as well as one that can download from the ‘net and read computer files, the N10 is top choice.

MELCO N10 £6750

OUTSTANDING - amongst the best.

VERDICT

A dedicated audiophile music server with fine sound quality. Expensive, but impressive.

FOR

- Sound quality
- Ease of installation
- Nice app

AGAINST

- iPad only
- Poor manual control
- Poor screen

www.melco-audio.com

At bottom the linear power supply with its multi-pin Neutrik power output socket. At top the N10 ‘head unit’ with USB sockets for mass storage and USB DAC connection. There’s an ethernet link to router and one direct to Player.
All the way from... Southend, this UK outfit leans heavily in the direction of punk and R&B. And when I say R&B, I don’t mean glossy soul-pop with the odd token rap to keep it ‘street’. Oh no. I mean the traditional, frantic, sweaty, spit-tle-spewing R&B that infused emotion into every crevice of a song. Funk too, especially in the pinched, primitive, stripped and direct delivery with a simplified instrumental backing.

The band offer the sort of songs that get to the point and then call a taxi. They say what they want to say — and then they leave the building.

There’s no dwelling on complex choruses, no long involved guitar solos, no snore-fest drum patterns — just a simple message. ‘Passive Aggressive’ is one delightful example, as is ‘You Wait’. The latter title being the principle lyrical content of the entire song. The latter is a song that keys into basic social interaction. It references slang terms. Moments in a conversation. It cherry picks familiar terms and links them together into an almost nervous, skittish, clipped series of disconnected language that is familiar enough to trigger a smile.

Then songs like ‘Letter’ and ‘Black Tide’ appear and the R&B term begins to rise in the consciousness. This is where the Dr Feelgood comparisons begin to make sense and possibly why the band toured with Wilko Johnson in 2013 and 2015. This album is full of brief thoughts, Post-it Note rock. PIN Rock, if you like. Is it moribund? Nostalgia for nostalgia sake? A nostalgic appeal to ageing punks and their larger spending power? Exploitative perhaps? I’d say not. In fact, if there was ever a time for punk and R&B to rise again, to shout out a chord of frustration and rage? It’s now.

Ace Frehley, co-founder of the same — and a guitarist man who has been looking back, for a second time it appears.

You can buy the release as a double-blue vinyl set but I looked at the CD for this review which arrives in a digipak. And one minor point of note which I’m not sure if I like or not. When you receive a new CD, especially of late, it will feature a sticker on the shrink-wrap noting the highlights within. So here, for example, you’ll read ‘I’ll Rock and Roll Classics’ with a sample track listing on the sticker itself. Other CDs have a similar marketing approach.

Here though, that sticker is on the actual cover sleeve, not the shrink wrap. I haven’t tried to remove it but it does spoil the lines of the artwork, which is certainly eye-catching.

Here, Frehley looks at his inspiration “I just thought about the songs that I used to play in clubs when I was doing other people’s material” he said. “I went through my album collection and thought about the songs that influenced me the most!”

And it’s a classic selection from Led Zeppelin’s ‘Good Times Bad Times’, Deep Purple’s ‘Space Truckin’ and The Kinks ‘Loa’, to Paul Revere and the Raiders’ ‘Kicks’ and The Beatles ‘I’m Down’. There’s even a Kiss outing on there, noted as a bonus track called ‘She’. Guest artists include Lisa Ford and Cheap Trick’s Robin Zander.

I like the mastering on this one. It offers plenty of space for power chords to grand stand, for percussion to dominate and for vocals to drift across the soundstage with added reverb while bass is foundational in its solidity. A fun album, you’ll have a whale of a time with this one.
Well, I use the 'Live' title as quoted but see that as a generalisation of what's to follow here because we have a grand total of five live albums from the group.

But first, for those unsure of the group, Colosseum emerged in the UK during 1968 from a bunch of ex-John Mayall and Graham Bond chums, you might say. They included Dick Heckstall-Smith on sax with bassist Tony Reeves and Jon Hiseman, who perched on the drum stool.

This first iteration of the band also included the weighty talents of Dave Greenslade on keyboards and Jim Roche on guitar. When Roche exited, stage left, the vocalist James Litherland took over that instrument.

1970 saw ructions when Litherland and Tony Reeves left but guitarist Dave Clempson, Mark Clarke on bass and the one and only Chris Farlowe took over the vocal duties.

I dwell on the minutiae of each line up because the five albums included here span both, focusing on the periods 1969, 1970 and 1971 for their live works.

These albums are: ‘Live at the Piper Club, Rome, Italy 1971’; ‘Live at Rusrock Festival, Turku, Finland 1970’; ‘Live ’71’; ‘Live at Montreux International Jazz Festival ’69’ and ‘Live at The Boston Tea Party’. The latter took part in 1969 during their first American tour and saw them paired with the Byrds.

In sonic terms, there’s the compromise of sound quality that is so familiar in live albums – but live affairs are more about the occasion than the sound quality which remains good throughout these recordings. The balance between the group and audience is good too. That is, the audience don’t dominate but their energy and enthusiasm is apparent. Again, that is essential. You want your heroes to be bothered. And this lot certainly are!

It’s an odd thing. When a group grows and moves forward in terms of its development and creativity and the lead vocalist, the totem as far as much of the fanbase and audience would see it, does not. Then, in effect, the group evolve and out-grow the lead singer. That’s what happened here when Brian Poole left ‘Brian Poole And The Tremeloes’ in 1966.

Don’t forget how big the band were before then. Don’t forget that this was the outfit that Decca chose, in preference to The Beatles. Dumping a lead singer who had led them to eight Top 40 singles to that point was brave.

And yet it was the right thing to do.

Rick West on guitar, Alan Blakley on rhythm guitar, Dave Munden on drums and bassist Alan Howard said hello to new lead singer Len ‘Chip’ Hawkes.

From that point on, they could do no wrong. Out-selling even The Beatles in the UK as the top British band and tying only third in overall sales behind US outfits The Supremes and The Monkees, totalling 131 weeks in the UK charts, racking up six Top 10 singles plus the classic ‘Silence Is Golden’.

This lovely box set documents this later period and does so by including all of the mono and stereo mixes of their recordings plus the hits, the B-sides, live cuts and even foreign language releases, plus alternative song versions and studio outtakes. Oh and there’s a glossy, image-packed booklet full of informative liner notes. Phew!

Mastering has been carefully exercised. Yes, there are compressive elements here, no doubt from the original sources, but the label has infused it with air to soften edges while retaining both the natural energy and bounce of the original music.
The Cadenza Series of high-end Moving Coil (MC) cartridges allow you to get the most from your vinyl records. By carefully implementing cobalt-iron pole pieces, using new improved winding processes on the armature, and employing an extruded aluminium housing - amongst other changes - the Cadenza Series is able to out-perform all those that came before it.

The name Cadenza comes from the Italian word for cadence, which refers to a soloist during an orchestra performance where they play alone in an elaborate manner. It therefore seemed fitting that such a capable and nuanced cartridge series should use the same name.

Like other modern ranges, the Cadenza Series is structured in Ortofon’s preferred colour-tier nomenclature; so there are Red, Blue, Bronze, and Black variants available to suit varying budgets and tastes.

**Red**
The MC cartridge and introduction to the series features a Nude Fine Line stylus which delivers open, dynamic sound with a touch of warmth.

**Blue**
Featuring much greater dynamics and resolution, the sound is more open and reproduces more accurate details thanks to the Nude FG 70 stylus.

**Bronze**
A step up in the range, this cartridge boasts a Replicant 100 stylus to produce stereo imaging capabilities that illuminate the farthest corners of the soundstage.

**Black**
Flagship of the range, the Cadenza Black is simply the best and features a Nude Shibata stylus which guarantees amazing tonal neutrality, dynamics and purity of sound.
power - what a word. And we all seem to want it. Power in our cars and power in our hi-fi of course. But power corrupts John Dalberg-Acton tells us (I had to look that one up) and I think I see corrosive influence of a perceived need for power in hi-fi.

What on earth do we think this spec means and why is it used to define ability? Drop the drive for power and things could change for the better. In particular, products could become smaller, cheaper, longer lasting and more recyclable.

Power has little meaning in hi-fi even though it is touted as a defining property.Why little meaning when it dominates specs? Because it's used as a yardstick for how loud a system will go and how good it will sound. on the basis that high power amplifiers sound better. As Francis Pryor would say (did not have to look him up) on text book views of British history "utter rubbish".

Two simple facts. Very little power is needed to produce high volume in the home. And the perceived need for power undermines the design and supply of low power amplifiers that don't need massive casework, don't require large aluminium heatsinks and cooling fans, do not consume current from the mains and therefore are not wasteful in the broadest sense of the word.

A modern floor standing loudspeaker goes very loud from one Watt of power, smaller book shelves go loud - if not very loud - from the same amount. Still loud enough to annoy the household when they are watching Netflix downstairs :-) or provoke dark remarks from the neighbours.

I have measured power output against sound level and can assure you that much more than 20 Watts on peaks is going to sound very loud. An amplifier of 40 Watts is fine for most of us. Yamaha's A-S2200 amplifier I review this month re-inforced the point: with its meters set to read peaks it was difficult to get past the 50 Watt mark. Cranking up volume just a tad more took me to 100 Watts on occasional short term peaks - but too loud.

Here's the techy green bit that I will keep simple. Once you restrict an amplifier to 40 Watts the whole design/idiom changes. They can be shrunk down, the power supplies to them become unstressed and more reliable in the long term, so fewer failures and electronic junk as a result.

I've been forced to design high power amplifiers in the past and much of the effort goes into thermal management, meaning big, expensive aluminium heatsinks, often aided by cooling fans (and their noise) to keep the little transistors cool. Mechanical strength is needed to restrain a heavy mains transformer that will punch its way out when the box is thrown from the back of a lorry during transit. I'm talking about material strength here, not money spent on good components for best sound quality. That's where the build budget goes for a powerful amp: into power, not quality.

We do not need high power amplifiers and if we can abandon this idea - possibly by mandate - it would result in significant improvement. The large cases you see with high power amplifiers would become unnecessary. Every amp would become small, even miniature with Class D operation and switch-mode power supply.

There's plenty of leeway for specialist and repairable / recyclable designs such as the Icon Audio Stereo 30 SE valve amplifier (30 Watts) I choose to use. Superficially a large object compared with a small circuit board offering same power - but working into the future, easy and cheap to repair if need be. I'll also give a call to the Quad Vena II, just 45 Watts. Lovely sound.

Sadly, power is with us as an all encompassing term for strength and goodness. Power in our cars even though we will never use it, mostly to just drag weight around. A pointless exercise that populates the streets with excessively large power consuming vehicles - internal population, one tiny person. Their power specs are a pull - but why? What is it in the word "power" that consumes us?

We do not need power at any significant level in everyday life. Our large machines, aircraft and - in-extremis - rockets able to leave earth's gravitational pull have emotional impact I guess. I'm a sucker for a space launch like that of Space X's Falcon Heavy - or Apollo 13 of course - but back on earth and in simple everyday life a few Watts or a few bhp will generally do. To wrt those sassy little electric scooters now becoming part of the cityscape - as they whizz past silently I chuckle. Very little power but great pace - and with some grace methinks.

A thousand Watt amplifier? No loudspeaker can handle 1000 Watts without burning up. What Watts can they handle? One hundred Watts pushed into a loudspeaker on a continuous basis will destroy most of them. This is another issue in power madness that never gets coverage. It's unusable - bit like a 150mph car.

I'm coming to believe we should mandate against absurd power specifications or they will forever be used to (mis)sell product. And the great bit about this is that it benefits everyone, including manufacturers and the planet. Fewer raw materials, less transportation weight, potentially lower cost. And most importantly - better sound quality.

Noel Keywood

"What is it in the word 'power' that consumes us?"
THE VINYL REVOLUTION

The EVO and the new EVOke Now you have a choice of any SL-1200!
The new EVOke has world beating performance figures that are comparable with the world’s most expensive turntables. The ability to fit any arm or cartridge to any SL-1200 new or old, means you can now have the EVO that you want at the price you want.

Hi-Fi World said:
This is a spinner of vinyl for the serious, where you just want to punch a button and get on with it. It offers a degree of unarguable perfection for professional studios and anyone working with vinyl. If you want such unerring focus on the basics of playing LP it’s time to check the piggy bank.

Hi-Fi News said:
Any great turntable gives you a certain frisson when you hear it. It’s that old shivers down the spine feeling, a sense of being let into a world to which you had previously not been privy. This is a remarkable turntable, and arguably the apex of vinyl playback. It’s difficult to see how the SP-10R motor unit can be improved upon. It is a definitive statement of engineering prowess, and marks the return of direct drive to the top tier of turntables.

Hi-Fi World said:
This is a spinner of vinyl for the serious, where you just want to punch a button and get on with it. It offers a degree of unarguable perfection for professional studios and anyone working with vinyl. If you want such unerring focus on the basics of playing LP it’s time to check the piggy bank.

Hi-Fi News said:
Any great turntable gives you a certain frisson when you hear it. It’s that old shivers down the spine feeling, a sense of being let into a world to which you had previously not been privy. This is a remarkable turntable, and arguably the apex of vinyl playback. It’s difficult to see how the SP-10R motor unit can be improved upon. It is a definitive statement of engineering prowess, and marks the return of direct drive to the top tier of turntables.

Transform your system with a Music First Audio Preamplifier

CALL TODAY 01424 858260
www.mfaudio.co.uk info@mfaudio.co.uk
"In my world vinyl has to pass through a ritual akin to joining the Masons"

When you switch on your hi-fi. From that point. How long does it take until you’re actually sitting down, listening to music? A couple of minutes? Fifteen? More?

Me! Just over three hours. Let me explain – and expound too. Because many of you won’t agree or smile at all benevolently at my methods or even my reasoning. Some of you will laugh, shake your head and even advise a quick visit to Boots for a rushed prescription. There will be others who will doubt my sanity. Certain individuals, even those who might agree with what I’m about to say, will declare that life is too short to bother with all of my self-inflicted shenanigans. So what’s all this about “three hours” then?

When a piece of vinyl enters into my life, it has to earn its place within my collection. Especially if it wants to stay there. I can’t just swan in, kick off its shoes, put its feet on the table and airily wave its hand in the air and demand a beer. You know, it has to work for a place on my shelves.

In my world, vinyl has to pass through a ritual akin to joining the Masons. New or old, looked after or not, bought from a record shop or car boot, in the ultrasonic cleaner it goes.

Only an ultrasonic cleaner provides a cleaning action efficient enough to remove muck and grime, that has been stuck and caked onto grooves. More than that, only an ultrasonic cleaner has the attribution ability to actually remove the hardened oils naturally leached from within the vinyl during pressing.

It’s the attribution that makes the difference of an ultrasonic cleaner. No other vinyl cleaner on the market offers attrition as part of its cleaning make up. Ironically, the only other cleaner that comes vaguely close is the Disco Anistat (£46.50 from Amazon)

It’s hardened oils that do more sonic damage than any dust and any grime you might care to mention. Manual cleaners have trouble with it, RCMs (record cleaning machines) are hopeless.

Ever seen an archaeologist working on a partially exposed piece of pottery, for example? Ever seen them reveal some detail by dusting first? Then they have to tackle the harder soil around it? RCMs are good at removing the dust. They can’t remove the soil. An ultrasonic cleaner can do both.

One of my ultrasonic cleaning cycles lasts for fifteen minutes, on average. Why fifteen? Because you need to apply a surfactant directly to its surface and then make sure it gets into the grooves. That takes time and effort. Then you need to run the ultrasonic machine for its maximum cycle length. On average! Fifteen minutes.

Then you have to repeat. Six cycles in all. That’s an hour and a half per record. Now that gives my vinyl record a ticket to my collection. It’s a one-off thing, just a one hit. Once I’ve completed an intensive clean, I only need to give my vinyl album a quick ultrasonic clean every what, ten plays or so? That will take a couple of minutes.

So, as you can see. The three hours I mention above is hardly consistent to every listening session.

And why do I do the above? Why do I put myself through it? Because it produces sonic improvements. I know, I’ve spent years testing each and every stage. Don’t believe me? Fine. I’m not here to change your mind. Thing is, now I know the difference all of that makes, I can’t go back.

So that’s the cleaning.

Then there’s the warming up. Now my hi-fi is beset with valves. So I give everything an hour to warm. I switch on, then walk away and do other things and let everything stretch and yarn.

Oh – one critical warming-up note. Warm up the cartridge before you play. Let it run for one side of a vinyl LP before you settle to listen. It completely changes the character of the sound for the better.

Finished? No. There’s more. I place my vinyl LP on a Furutech Demag. I have the older Mk.I version. I press the Demagnetise button once then I flip the LP and repeat for the other side to lower the noise floor.

Onto the turntable goes the vinyl. Then I take my Furutech Destat III to remove static. The Mity ZeroStat reduces static. The Destat III actually removes it. All of it. That improves sound by also lowering the noise floor.

There are static hotspots on a belt-driven turntable: the pulley, outside of the platter where the belt moves and the spindle. Give each area a blast. If you use valves like me, give the output valves in particular a blast too. That means each of my valve monoblocks and my phono amp.

Then put a noise-lowering Gravity One from Origin Live on the spindle (there to lower noise again: its not a stabiliser or a clamp), check that the stylus is clean, grab a coffee and you’re good to go. Listen and enjoy.
DEBUT CARBON EVO

IT’S TIME FOR EVOLUTION.
OUR MOST BELOVED TURNTABLE DESIGN.
REFINED IN EVERY ASPECT.

Through the years we have constantly kept improving the Debut formula, moving with technologies and fashion trends to ensure it was always the best option for its price. With Debut Carbon Evo we have created a superior sounding classic product, evolved to meet the modern era’s expectations.
"Longer broadcasts gave the GPO time to track and shut down the transmitters"

I recently came across another clutch of reel-to-reel tapes, containing London radio broadcasts from the late 1970s. On the whole pop music was poorly-served by FM radio back then. As a result FM pirates mushroomed in the big cities. In London alone, we saw the emergence of stations catering for different communities (e.g. Loncon Greek Radio), soul music (Invicta), cance (Kiss), reggae (DBC) and rock (Thameside).

One of my old tapes contained a broadcast from the latter. Surprised at how good it sounded, I decided to find out more.

And the Thameside story is an interesting one. The station went on-air in November 1977 with a mere 50 Watts of RF power feeding an aerial atop the Trellick Tower in Kensal Town (north London). In its early days, broadcasts only ran for an hour.

Early programmes featured album tracks and singles from Pink Floyd, 10cc, Queen, the Beatles, Joe Walsh and ELO. Music was interspersed with the usual DJ patter – but there were also jingles, news bulletins and pastiches of ads and TV programmes.

These creative and zany sketches, produced on negligible budgets by Thameside presenter ‘The Birdman’, would have given Kenny Everett a run for his money.

Other than adverts for car stickers and BBC-like reception advice, which were sent out free on receipt of a self-addressed envelope, there was no advertising of paid products...at least until Thameside T-shirts were introduced.

The lack of funding was reflected in the station’s regular phone-in and postcard competitions that could win you a packet of Spangles!

Doing so presumably allowed Thameside to spend what little money it did have on getting the music and sound-quality right; remember that in 1977 most stations playing its mix of pop and rock broadcast mostly on lo-fi medium-wave.

Limited resources certainly didn’t stifle technical innovation. Thameside’s solid-state FM transmitter design, the circuit of which leaked out, was clever and stable. Indeed, it was copied by the burgeoning number of FM pirates. And for a while, Thameside broadcast with Dolby FM encoding from consumer Dolby B encoders, alongside other equipment including, budget Garrard turntables, domestic Akai reel-to-reel decks, a custom mixer, Lafayette mike and self-built ‘cart machines’.

As time went by, Thameside’s broadcasting hours were extended – while a new transmitter design of increased power (200W) gave the station a wider range; in one of the recorded shows I heard, a Watford-based contestant was competing for said Spangles.

Musical tastes were changing too. In late 1979, a listener by the name of Dennis Leigh sent in a demo tape under his pseudonym John Foxx. The DJ, maybe unaware that Foxx happened to be then-cult band Ultravox’s ex-vocalist, wasn’t enthusiastic: "No-One Driving! No-One Singing, more like!"

Foxx’s first solo album Metamatic, released the following year and featuring a finished version of the song, is today considered a classic (it’s one of my all-time faves).

In another show, the same presenter was heard making unfairly-disparaging comments about Elvis Costello after a play of his High Fidelity single. In time Thameside did however accept the ‘new wave’, devoting increasing airtime to the likes of Martha and the Muffins, Depeche Mode, Squeeze and even the Dead Kennedys.

The station also arranged some quite ambitious outside-broadcasts, some shows even originating from the homes of listeners.

On top of such innovative activity were parties and meet-ups. Among these were regular fast-food reviews, Circle Line picnics and a birthday event that took place on a Thames cruiser!

But Thameside, which allegedly attracted 20,000 listeners on a good day, was being noticed by the authorities. Longer broadcasts gave the GPO more time to track and shut down the transmitters, which they did at an increasing rate despite a clever system that switched the high-VHF ‘link’ signal from the Thameside studio (in a secret location) to different transmitters.

When ‘Buzzy’ was a bit too close for comfort, that transmitter went off-air and a more distant transmitter was turned on.

And clearly, the occupants of Broadcasting House were also aware of the situation. Thameside may have had a loyal core of listeners, but its audience was impacted greatly in 1982. That December, Anne Nightingale’s Radio 1 show, which broadcast similar music, but in stereo – began to occupy the Sunday 7pm slot that was Thameside’s original USP.

Following a raid in May 1983 Thameside disappeared entirely, resurfacing briefly in 1984 as a pirate TV station that attracted serious coverage in the Daily Mail!

All ancient analogue history today – when music is mere ‘content’, soullessly-streamed to ‘consumers’ by ‘service-providers’ – but I found it fascinating. I hope you do too.
SOUND WITH STYLE

CHROMIUM STYLE

CHROMIUM STYLE unites form and function into an incredibly convincing sound experience. The elegant cabinet fulfils highest design standards and their rounded sides reduce sound divergence through the sound conduction.

"the cost of renovating these speakers was less than £60 of parts"
**CLASSICS**

We do not sell these products. It is for your information only.

**WORLD CLASSICS**

Here is our list of the great and good from audio’s glorious past, products that have earned their place in hi-fi history. You’ll also see some oddities which aren’t classic as such, but are great used buys. The year of introduction is given, alongside the original UK launch price.

**TURNTABLES**

**EAT FORTE**  
2009 £12,500  
Lavishly finished two box, two motor turntable with gorgeous ikeda 407 tonearm bundled. Exceptionally stable and unfussy performer with a relaxed but highly enjoyable gut

**FUNK FIRM VECTOR II**  
2009 £600  
Innovative engineering gives a nimbly, pacy and musical sound that’s one of the best at the price.

**REGA P2**  
2008 £300  
Excellent value for money engineering, easy set up and fine sound.

**MCINTOSH MT10**  
2008 £8,995  
Big, expensive, controversally styled and grows more than some might consider necessary, but an astonishingly good performer.

**REGA P3-24**  
2008 £405  
Great value, affordable audio-visual deck with fine bundled tonearm. Tweakable, and really sings with optional £150 outboard power supply.

**ACUSTIC SOLIDO ONE**  
2007 £4,050  
Huge turntable, both in terms of sheer mass and sonic dynamics. Fit up to three arms and enjoy, just don’t damage your back moving it.

**AVIO VOLVERE SEQUEL**  
2007 £4,600  
Stylish high end vinyl spinner with industrial strength build quality and a sound to match. Sound is edge-of-the-seat stuff.

**MICHELL ORIBE**  
1995 £2,500  
The top Michell disc spinner remains a superbly capable all rounder with powerful, spacious sound that’s delicate and beguiling.

**SME MODEL 10A**  
1995 £4,700  
Exquisitely engineered deck and SME V tonearm combo that’s an extremely accomplished performer with classical music.

**LINN AXIS**  
1987 £253  
Cut-price version of the Sondek with LUX arm and elegant and recently performing package. Later version with Akito tonearm better.

**ROKSAN XERIES**  
1984 £550  
Super tight and clean sound, with excellent transients. Less musical than the Sondek, but more neutral. Slapping plinth top plates make them a dubious used buy.

**MICHELL GYRODEC**  
1981 £599  
Thanks to its stunning visuals, this bold design wasn’t accorded the respect it deserved. Clean, solid and architectural sound.

**TOWNSEND ROCK**  
1979 £2,590  
Novel machine has extremely clean and fluid sound. Subsequently modified through the years and capable of superb results even today.

**MARANTZ TT1000**  
1978 £2,992  
Beautiful seventies high end belt drive with sweet and clean sound. Rare in Europe, but big in Japan.

**REGA PLANAR 3**  
1978 £79  
Brilliantly simple but clean and musical performer, complete with Ace-derived S-shaped tonearm. 1890 saw the arrival of the REGA, which added detail at the expense of warmth. Superb budget buy.

**SONY PS-880**  
1978 £800  
First outing for Sony’s impressive ‘Biotracer’ electronic tonearm. But like a tank with a clean and tidy sound, a bit lacking in movement. Scary complicated and without spare support - buy with caution.

**TRU LD-7D**  
1978 £800  
The best ‘all-in-one’ turntable package ever made. Clean, powerful and three-dimensional sound, ultimately limited by the tonearm.

**ADC ACCUTRAC 4000**  
1976 £300  
Bonkers 1970s direct drive that uses an infra-red beam to allow track selection and programming. More of a visual and operational delight than a sonic stunner.

**PIONEER PL-590**  
1976 £600  
Sturdy and competent motor unit that performs well with a wide range of tonearms. Check very thoroughly before buying due to electronic complexity and use of some now-obsolescent ICs.

**PIONEER PL-12D**  
1973 £36  
When vinyl was the leading source, this bought new standards of noise performance and stability to the class, plus a low friction S-shaped tonearm. Later PL-112D was off the pace compared to rivals.

**TECHNICS SP10**  
1973 £400  
Seminal Japanese engineering. Sonics depend on plinths, but a well-mounted SP10 will give any modern a hard time, especially in respect of bass power and midband accuracy.

**LINN SONDEK LP12**  
1973 £86  
For many, the £15 superdeck; constant mods meant that early ones sound warmer and more rich than modern versions. Recent SE mods have brought it into the 21st century, at a better price.

**ARISTON RD11S**  
1972 £94  
Modern evolution of Thorens original belt drive paradigm, Scotland’s original super-deck was warm and musical, albeit soft. Still capable of fine results today.

**GOLDERING Lenco GL75**  
1970 £15.65  
Simple, well-engineered motor unit with soft, sweet sound and reasonable tonearm. Good spares and servicing support even today.

**CARRARD 301/401**  
1953 £19  
Tremendously strong and articulate with a very treble to let it down.

**THORENS TD124**  
1959 £99  
The template for virtually every 1970s ‘superdeck’, this iconic design was the only real competitor for Garrard’s 301. It was sweeter and more lyrical, yet lighter and less impactful in the bass.
TONEARMS

REGA RB251 2008 £136
Capable way past its price point, the new 3 point mount version of the classic RB250 serves up a taut and detailed sound. A little lean for some tastes, but responds well to re-wiring and counter-weight modification.

HEIRS OMEGA 2008 £1,595
Stylish and solid lump of arm with fabulous build quality, that turns in a dynamic and weighty performance.

AUDIO ORIGAMI P17 2007 £1,300
The classic Sympo PLG updated to spectacular effect. Hand made to order, with any mass, length and colour you care for. Fit, finish and sound truly impressive.

GRAHAM PHANTOM 2006 £3,160
Sonically stunning arm with magnificent bass ceterity and soundstaging. Build quality up to SME standards, which is really saying something.

TRI-PLANAR PRECISION 2006 £3,600
Immaculate build, exquisite design and one of the most naturally musical and lucid sounds around.

MICHELL TECNOARM A 2003 £442
Clever reworking of the Rega theme, using blasting, culling and re-wiring.

SME 309 1989 £875
Mid-price SME comes complete with cost-cut aluminium armature and detachable headshell. Tight, neutral sound with good bass, but lacks the VR pace and precision.

NAIM ARO 1987 £1,425
Charismatic unipivot is poor at frequency extremes but sublime in the midband; truly emotive and insightful.

SME SERIES V 1987 £2,980
Very nice bass with incredible weight, ultra clear midband and treble astound, although some don’t like its matter of factness!

NAIM ARD 1986 £875
Truly mesmerizing and charismatic performer – wondrously engaging mid band makes up for softened frequency extremes.

TECHNICS EPA-501 1979 £ N/A
Roller pan for late seventies Technics motor units. Nice build and titanium knife tube can’t compensate for middling sound.

LINN ITTOK VII 1978 £253
Japanese design to linn specs made for a musical, rhythmic sound with real dynamics. The final VII version worth seeking out.

AUDIO TECHNICA AT 1120 1978 £75
Fine finish can’t compensate for this ultra low mass arm – limited sound. A good starter arm if you’ve only got a few quid to spend.

HAYDON GH228 1976 £46
Evergreen unipivot with lovely sweet, fluid sound. Excellent service backup.

ACCS LUSTRE GST-1 1975 £46
The archetypal S-shaped seventy arm, good, propulsive and involving sound in its day, but ragged and undynamic now.

SME 3009 1959 £18
Once state of the art, but long since bettered. Musica-eai, but weak at frequency extremes and veiled in the midband. Legendary servicerability and stunning build has made it a cult, used prices unjustifiably high.

PHONO STAGES

CREEK CD8–8 SF 1996 £180
Punchy, rhythmic character with codes of detail makes this a great budget audophile classic. Partner with a Goldring G1042 for an unbeatable budget combination.

MICHEL ISO 1988 £ N/A
This Tom Evans designed black box started the trend for high performance offboard phono stages. Charismatic, musical and punchy - a killer in finestes.

LIND NINJA 1984 £149
NaHm-designed MC stage built to partner the original Naim NAIT - yet, really! Fine sound, although off the pace these days.

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS

NAIM NAIT XS 2008 £1,250
With much of the sound of the Supernait at half the price, this is powerful, articulate and smooth beyond class expectations.

MUSICAL FIDELITY PRIMO 2008 £7,900
Seriously expensive, but one listen explains why. Wonderful everquaded sound that can only come from a top quality tube design.

SUGDEN A21A G3 2008 £1,469
Crystaline clarity, dizzying speed and forensic detailing. Power limited so needs sensitive speakers.

CREEK CD8–22 2008 £350
Brilliant value budget passive, with remote control, mute and input switching, plus an easy, neutral sound.

CAMBRIDGE 840A V2 2007 £750
Version 2 addresses version 1’s weaknesses to turn in a mightily accomplished performance, offering power, finesse and detail.

SUDDEN IA4 2007 £3,650
Popular amount of Class-A power, very claply and a breathtakingly fast, musical sound make this one of the very best super integrators.

NUFORCE P-9 2007 £2,200
Impressive two box preamp with superb resolution and an engaging sound.

MELODY PURE BLACK 101D 2007 £3,295
The clarity and openness of valves plus firm grip and fine detail make this a preamplifier masterclass.

AUDIOLAB 8000S 2006 £400
In another life, this sold for three times the price, making it a stand out bargain now. Very clean, powerful and tidy sound.

MCINTOSH MA6800 1995 £375
Effortlessly sweet, and powerful with semial styling to match.

DEITEC 1987 £1600
Fast, dry and with excellent transients, this first EPA integrated is the real deal for eighties obsessives. Ridiculously punchy 60W per channel from a tiny, half-size box. Rad-cal, cool and more than a little strange.

EXPOSURE VI-VIII 1985 £625
Sensational pre-power, offering most of what hifi amps did with just that little bit extra smoothness. Lean, punchy and musical.

AUDIOLAB 8000A 1985 £495
Smooth integrated with clean MM/MC phono stage and huge feature count. Extremely reliable, too. Post ’93 versions a top used buy.

VTL MINIMAL/50W MONOBLOCK 1985 £1,300
Rugged, professional build and finish allied to a lively and punchy sound (albeit with limited power) make them an excellent used buy.

MUSICAL FIDELITY A1 1985 £350
Regaling Class A integrated with exquisite styling. Questionable reliability.

MISSION CYRUS 2 1984 £290
Classic 1600/mini combinationadreasing styling with clean, open, lively sound. Further upgradeable with PSX power supply.

ALPHASON HR1005 1981 £150
First class arm. Practically up to present-day standards. Buy carefully, though, as there is no service available now. Tantalisingly under priced when new, exceptional.

SME SERIES III 1978 £113
Clever variable mass design complete with titanium nitride tube tried to be all things to all men, and failed. Charming nonetheless, with a warm and rotlessive sound.
ROTEL RA-620BX 1983 £139  
Lively and clean budget integrated that arguably started the move to minimalism.

NAD 3020 1979 £99  
Brilliantly smooth, sweet and punchy at the price and even has a better phone stage than you’d expect. The archetypal budget super-amp.

ROGERS A75 1978 £220  
Lots of sensible facilities, a goodly power output and nice sound in one box. The later A75i and A100 versions offered improved sonics and were seriously sweet.

A&R A60 1977 £115  
Sweet and musical feature-packed; the Audiolab 8000A remains a classic.

SUGDEN C51/P51 1976 £130  
Soft sounding early Sugden combo with a plethora of facilities and filters. A sweet and endearing performer but lacking in power and poor load driving ability.

SUGDEN A21 1969 £ N/A  
Class A transistor integrated with an emanently likeable smoothness and musicality. Limited inputs via DIN sockets.

ROGERS CADET III 1965 £34  
Sweet sounding valve integrated, uses ECL86 output valves, even has a half useable phone stage. Sweet warm a good introduction to valves.

CHAPMAN 305 1960 £40  
Smooth pre/power combo with a sweet and open sound. Not quite up to Leak/Quad standards but considerably cheaper secondhand.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

ELECTROCOMPANET NEMO 2009 £4,995 (EACH)  
Norwegian power station as cool as a cucumber today, yet impresses with sheer physicality and feet-ness of foot. 600W per channel.

NUFORCE REFERENCE SGE V2 2006 £1,750  
Brilliant value for money monoblocks with massive power and super clean three dimensional sound.

QUAD II-80 2005 £6,000 PER PAIR  
Quad’s best ever power amplifier. Dramatic performer with silky but dark tonality, bordering dynamics, serious power and compellingly musical sound.

QUAD 999 2001 £900  
Current-dumper has a smooth and expansive character with enough wallop to drive most loads. Not the most musical but superb value at the same.

NAIM NAP 500 2000 £17,950  
Flagship amplifier will drive just about any speaker with ease. Factor in the company’s trademark pace, rhythm and timing and it all adds up to one effortlessly musical package.

MUSICAL FIDELITY XA200 1996 £1,000  
200W of sweet smooth transistor stomp in a grooved tube! Under-rated sadly.

PIONEER M-73 1988 £1,200  
Monster dump from this seminal Japanese power amplifier, complete with switchable Class A and Class B operation. Clean, open and assured sounding, albeit a tad behind the pace on high手续ed dance mix. Rosewood side cheeks and black brushed aluminium completes the experience.

KRELL KMA100 II 1987 £5,750  
Monoblock version of the giant KSA-100 is one of the seminal 80s transistor power amplifiers. Massive wallop aided to clean and open Class A sound makes this one of the best amplifiers of its type.

RADFORD STA25 RENAISSANCE 1986 £977  
This reworking of Radford’s original late 60s design was possessed of a wonderfully rich, old school valve sound with enough power (25W) and lots of subtlety.

QUAD 405 1978 £115  
The first of the current dumpers is a capable design with smooth, effortless power and a decently musical sound. 606 and 707 continue the theme with greater detail and incision.

HH ELECTRONICS TPA-50D AMPLIFIERS 1973 £110  
Simple design with easily available components, solid build quality and free sound made for a surprisingly overlooked bargain.

LESCON AP1 1973 £ N/A  
Macap cylindrical styling allied to its “tower of power” pretensions but it wasn’t a Poor build but decently clean sounding when working.

QUAD 303 1968 £35  
Bullet proof build, but woolly sound. Off the pace, but enduring nonetheless. Some pipe smoking bigger wearers swear by them!

LEAK STEREO 20 1958 £31  
Excellent workaday classic valve amplifier with decent power and drive. Surprisingly modern sounding if rebuilt sympathetically. Impressively musical and fluid.

LEAK STEREO 60 1958 £ N/A  
Leak’s biggest valve power amp offers 35 Watts per channel and more low end welly than the smaller Stereo 20. Despite concerns over reliability, rarity value means high price.

QUAD II 1952 £22  
The all-time classic valve amplifier with a delicately fluid and lyrical voice. In other respects though it sounds hopelessly dated. Low power and hard to partner properly.

LEAK POINT ONE, TL10, TL12, TL12 PLUS 1949 £28  
Early classics that are getting expensive. Overhauling is a do re me before use oring original parts if possible. Surprisingly crisp and musical. Deeply impressive in fine letter.

PRE AMPLIFIERS

AUDIOLAB 8000C 1991 £499  
Totally grey but fine phone input and great facilities make it an excellent general purpose tool.

CROFT MICRO 1996 £150  
Budget valve pre amp with exceptionally transparent perform.

CONRAD JOHNSON MOTIV MC-8 1996 £2,500  
Minimalist FET-based preampifier is brilliantly neutral and smooth with a very light balance in the mould of Sugden. Something of a curio, but worthwhile nonetheless.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8 1982 £1,400  
Beautifully designed and built huge tube pre-amplifier with deliciously sweet and smooth sound. Not the last word in incision or grip.

LINN LK-1 1986 £499  
A brave attempt to bring remote controlled turntable friendly to the hi-fi floor. Didn’t quite work, but not bad for under £100.

NAIM NAC 32.5 1978 £ N/A  
Classic high end pre. Brilliantly fast and incisive sound that’s a joy with vinyl but a tad forward for digital.

LESCON AC-1 1973 £ N/A  
Amazing styling courtesy of Alan Boothroyd can’t disguise its rather cloudy sound, but a design classic nonetheless.

QUAD 33 1968 £43  
Better than the 22, but Quad’s first tranny isn’t outstanding. Responds well to tweaking/ rebuilding though.

LEAK STEREO 20 1958 £ N/A  
Good for their time, but way off the pace these days. Use of EF66 pentode valve for high gain rules out all performance. Not the highest at.

QUAD 22 1958 £25  
The partner to the much vaunted Quad 11 monoblocks - closely and vague sound means it is for anachronies only.
LOUDSPEAKERS

YAMAHA NSAVO 1.1 2009 £3,000
Musical, transparent with impressive dynamics and coherency. Excellent build and finish.

USHER BE-10 2009 £10,500
Clever high end moving coil design with immense scale and dexterity. F1+CD! Needs the best ancillaries to fly, though...

SPENDOR A5 2009 £1,695
Multi-talented floorstanders with generous scale and punch. Spender's classic mid-range detail. Deliver a sound that thoroughly engages whatever you care to play.

MONITOR AUDIO PL100 2008 £2,300
The flagship 'Platinum' series standmounter has a lovely warm and delicate sound with superlative treble.

MARTIN LOGAN SOURCE 2008 £1,600
Brilliant entry level electrostatics, giving a taste of loudspeaker excellence for the price of most moving coil boxes. Tremendous clarity, evenness and delicacy, although not the world's most powerful sound.

PMC CB1 2008 £2,950
Cleverly updated floorstanders give scale and so-delicacy in spades and well finished package.

ISOPHON GALILEO 2007 £2,100
Big standmounters that really grip the music and offer quite startling dynamics and grip.

ONE THING AUDIO ESL7 2007 £1,450
One Thing Audio's modifications keep the good old ESL57 at the very top of the game.

MOWGAN AUDIO MACON 2007 £3,995
Massively capable loudspeakers that offer dynamics, scale and clarity in an elegantly simple package. Wide range of finishes, too.

B&W 686 2007 £2,999
Beautifully balanced and mature performance that achieves both dimensions and price tag.

B&O BEOLAB 9 2007 £5,000
Technically impressive and visually striking loudspeakers with sound quality that more than matches their looks.

ISOPHON CASSIANO 2007 £12,900
Drive units featuring exotic materials and technology that result in an immensely capable loudspeaker. Not an easy load to drive, however.

QUAD ESL-2905 2006 £3,995
The ESL-989 with all the bugs taken out, this gives a brilliantly neutral and open sound quality that is not natural. No doubt about it.

USHER BE-718 2007 £1,600
Beryllium tweeters work superbly, aided by a fast and punchy bass driver. The result: smooth and emotive.

USHER S-520 2006 £350
Astonishingly capacious budget standmounters that offer detail and dynamics well beyond their price and dimensions.

REVOLVER CYONIS 2006 £3,999
Revolver pull out all the stops and show what they can do with this magnificent flagship loudspeaker. A superb monitor that is like a mini B&W 801D.

B&W 801D 2006 £10,500
In many respects, the ultimate studio monitor, dazzling clarity and speed with commanding scale and dynamics.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 CLASSIC 2006 £845
Brilliantly successful remake of an iconic design, not flawless, but surely one of the most musical loudspeakers ever made.

MISSION X-SPACE 1999 £499
The first mass production sub and satellite system with excelsior quality finish and value.

MISSION 770 1995 £1,695
Cracking Henry Atkinson-designed standmounters combined HDA drive units and metal dome tweeters with surprising performance. Benign load characteristics make them great for waders.

TANNAY WESTMINSTER 1985 £4500
Folded horn monoblocks which sound good if you have the space. Not the last word in bassiness but can drive large rooms and image like few others.

CELESTION S6L 1984 £350
Smallish two way design complete with aluminum dome tweeter and plastic mid-bass unit set the blueprint for many designers. Impressive open and clean sound, albeit course at high frequencies and limp in the bass. Speakers would never be the same again...

HEYBROOK HB1 1982 £130
Peter Comeau-designed standmounters with an amazing price tag of £130. Good enough to partner with very high end accessories, yet very good value.

QUAD ESL63 1980 £1200
An update of the ESL57, with stiffer cabinets. Until the ESL989, the best of the quad electrostatics.

MISSION 770 1980 £375
Back in the day, it was an innovative product and one of the first of the polycarbonate designs to offer warm, smooth, clean and powerful sound.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR18S 1978 £125
Yanks designed, British built loudspeakers became a budget staple for many rock fans, thanks to the great sound of the paper drivers, although the bass was definitely not their forte.

YAMAHA NS1000 1977 £532
High tech beryllium mid and tweeter domes and brutish 12" woofers in massive sealed mirror image cabinets offering transients, speed and wallop allied to superb transparency and ultra low distortion. Parker carefully!

JR 149 1977 £120
Cylindrical speaker was ignored for decades but now back in fashion. Based on classic KEF T27/110 combo as seen in the BBC LS3/5. Doesn't play loud, needs a powerful transistor amplifier, but has clarity and imaging.

KEF R105 1977 £785
Three way midbass floorstander gave a truly wideband listen and massive (500W) power handling. A very neutral, spacious and polite sounding design, but richly detailed and well off the pace.

IMF TLS80 1976 £550
Warm and powerful 1970s behemoth with transmission loading and a mixture of KEF and Celestion drive units. Impeccably physical wideband sound but rhythms not a forte.
SPENDOR BC1 1976 £240
Cression HF12300 tweeter meets bespoke Spendor Baketene mid-bass unit. The result is a beautifully warm yet focussed sound. A little bass bloom necessitates careful low-stall mounting.

SHANLING MC-30 2007 £650
Quite possibly the cuttest all-in-one around with fine performance from the CD player, tuner and MP3 player input. Very low power, though.

QUAD FM4 1963 £240
Supreme ergonomics allied to a pleasingly lyrical sound with plenty of sweetness and detail made this one of the best tuners around upon its launch.

NAO 4040 1979 £79
Tremendously smooth and natural sound allied to low prices and good availability make this budget analogue excellence.

MARANTZ ST-8 1978 £353
Marantz’s finest radio moment. Warm, organic sound plus an oscilloscope for checking the signal strength and multipath.

YAMAHA CT7000 1977 £444
Contains sleek ergonomics, high sensitivity and an explicit, declarative sound.

SONY ST-5950 1977 £222
One of the first Dolby FM-equipped tuners, a format that came to nothing. Still, it was Sony’s most expensive tuner to date, and boasted good sound quality with brilliant ergonomics.

ROGERS T7 1977 £125
Super-size mid-price British audiofile design, complete with understated back fascia. Smooth and sweet with fine dimensionality.

SANJU TU-9900 1976 £300
A flagship Japanese tuner. It boasts superlative RF performance and an extremely smooth and laid-back sound.

TECHNICS ST-8080 1976 £180
Super-FM stage makes for a clean and smooth listen.

REVOS B760 1975 £520
The Revos offers signature measured performance although the sound isn’t quite as staggering as the numbers. Fine nonetheless, and surely the most durable tuner here?

SEQUIN NARROW 1973 £1300
Possibly the ultimate FM tuner. Massive in terms of technology, size and features dedicated to extracting every ounce of performance from radio, including impressive multi-purpose oscilloscope display.

LEAK TROUBLELINE 1956 £25
Series 3 an interesting ornament but limited to 86-1000Hz only. ll and III are arguably the best-sounding tuners ever. Adaptation for stereo easy via phone multiplex socket. Deviously laid with true dimensionality.

HH ELECTRONICS TPA-500 AMPLIFIERS 1973 £110
Simple design with easily available components, solid build quality and fine sound make for a surprisingly overlooked bargain. Not exactly stylish, however.

BBC LS3/5A 1972 £88
Extremely low colouration design is amazing in some respects – articulation, stage depth, clarity – and useless in others (both frequency extremes). Came in wide variety of gruses from various manufacturers building it under licence.

AURA NOTE PREMIER 2007 £1,500
Lovely shiny CD/tuner/amplifier with fine sound quality and dynamic abilities

LEAK SANDWICH 1961 £39
Warm sounding infinite baffle that, with a reasonably powerful amplifier can sound quite satisfying.

QUAD ESL57 1956 £45
Wonderfully open and neutral sound puts box loudspeakers to shame. Properly serviced they give superb mid-band performance, although frequency extremes less impressive. Ideally, use in stacked cans or with subwoofers and superwoofers.

ARCAM SOLO NEO 2006 £1,100
Excellent all-in-one system, with a warm, smooth and balanced sound to match the features and style.

PEACHTREE AUDIO IODECO £1,000
Excellent sounding iPod dock, impressive DAC and fine amplifier section make this an excellent one box style system.

ARCAM FMJ T32 2009 £600
Excellent hybrid FM/DAB+ tuner with a smooth, engaging sound factor in its fine build and it’s a super value package.

NAIM UNITIQUE 2010 £995
Great little half width one-box system with truly impressive sound a led to a wealth of source options

ARCAM SOLO MINI 2008 £650
Half the size and twice the price of a full-sized Solo, the Mini gives very little away in terms of performance to it bigger brother.

MERIDIAN F80 2007 £1,500
Fantastic built and versatile DVD/CD/DAB/FM/AM unit, designed in conjunction with Ferrara, ignore nay-sayers who sneer that it isn’t a ‘proper’ hi-fi product. Just listen.

MARANTZ ‘LEGEND’ 2007 £22,000
The combination of SA-751 disc player, SC-752 preamp and MA-952 monoblocks delivers jaw-dropping performance.

NAD 4040 1979 £79
Tremendously smooth and natural sound allied to low prices and good availability make this budget analogue excellence.

MARANTZ ST-8 1978 £353
Marantz’s finest radio moment. Warm, organic sound plus an oscilloscope for checking the signal strength and multipath.

YAMAHA CT7000 1977 £444
Contains sleek ergonomics, high sensitivity and an explicit, declarative sound.

SONY ST-5950 1977 £222
One of the first Dolby FM-equipped tuners, a format that came to nothing. Still, it was Sony’s most expensive tuner to date, and boasted good sound quality with brilliant ergonomics.

ROGERS T7 1977 £125
Super-size mid-price British audiofile design, complete with understated back fascia. Smooth and sweet with fine dimensionality.

SANJU TU-9900 1976 £300
A flagship Japanese tuner. It boasts superlative RF performance and an extremely smooth and laid-back sound.

TECHNICS ST-8080 1976 £180
Super-FM stage makes for a clean and smooth listen.

REVOS B760 1975 £520
The Revos offers signature measured performance although the sound isn’t quite as staggering as the numbers. Fine nonetheless, and surely the most durable tuner here?

SEQUIN NARROW 1973 £1300
Possibly the ultimate FM tuner. Massive in terms of technology, size and features dedicated to extracting every ounce of performance from radio, including impressive multi-purpose oscilloscope display.

LEAK TROUBLELINE 1956 £25
Series 3 an interesting ornament but limited to 86-1000Hz only. ll and III are arguably the best-sounding tuners ever. Adaptation for stereo easy via phone multiplex socket. Deviously laid with true dimensionality.
HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS
GRAHAM SLEE NOVO 2009 £255
Dynamic headphone amplifier with a great sense of timing. Crisp, clear treble and warm midrange gives an involving sound.

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-CAN V8 2008 £350
Open and explicitly detailed sound plus serious bass wallops. A great partner for most mid to high end headphones.

CD PLAYER/RECORDERS
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRIVISTA 2002 £4000
When playing SACDs, the sweetest, most lucid and lyrical digital spinner we’ve heard. Old school stereo, pure OS digital control. CD sound is up in the £1000 class, too! Future class c.

MARantz DR-17 1998 £1100
Probably the best sounding CD recorder made, built like a brick with a true audiophile sound and HDD compatibility.

SONY MDS-JE555ES 2000 £900
The best sounding MD deck ever, thanks to awesome build and heroic ATAC DSP Type R coding.

PIONEER PDR-555RW 1999 £480
For a moment, this was the CD recorder to have. Clean and detailed.

MARantz CD-73 1983 £700
A not of gold brushed aluminium and LDs, this distinctive machine squeezed every last ounce from its 16x4 DAC super musical.

MERIDIAN 207 1988 £995
Beautifully built two-box with pre-amp stage. Very musical although not as refined as modern `brick and mortar’ models.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD1 1996 £1500
Inspired Stan Curtis redesign of Philips CD104, complete with switchable digital filter. Lean but tight and musical performer.

MERIDIAN MCD 1984 £600
The first British ‘audiophile’ machine was a sweeter, more detailed Philips CD100. 16x4 never sounded so good, until the MCD Pro arrived a year later.

SONY CDP-701ES 1984 £900
Sony’s first bespoke audiophile machine used a 16x2 DAC to provide an incisively sonic, supreme build quality allied to the pure unadulterated luxury of a paperback sized remote control.

YAMAHA CD-X1 1983 £340
Nicely built 16x2 machine with a very sharp and detailed sound, sometimes too much so. Excelent ergonomics, unlike almost every other rival of the time.

SONY CDP-101 1982 £800
The first Japanese CD spinner was powerful and two-winged. Brilliant transport more than compensated for its 16x2 DAC, and you even got remote control.

SONY MD-100 1990 £900
One of the best MD players on the market, with a clean, crisp, detailed sound and excellent ergonomics.

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-CAN V8 2008 £350
Open and explicitly detailed sound plus serious bass wallops. A great partner for most mid to high end headphones.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD4SE 1998 £220
A touch soft in the treble and tonally light, but outstanding in every other respect.

SONY TCD-8 DATMAN 1996 £996
Super clean sound makes this an amazing portable but fragile.

LINN KARiK III 1995 £1775
The final KariK was a gem. Superb transport gives a tri-flavoured balance, classy dynamc layout, which is a big plus.

NAIM CDS 1990 £880
Class c Philips 16x4 ch panel with serious attention to power supplies equals a grim inducing sonic.

TECHNICS SL-P1200 1987 £800
CD version of the Technics SL-1200 turntable. Massively built to withstand the rigours of ‘pr’ use and laden with facilities - a great eighties con.

SONY CDP-R1/DAS-R1 1987 £3000
Sony’s first two box was right first time. Tonally lean, but probably the most detailed and architectural sounding machine of the eighties.

ANALOGUE RECORDERS
AIWA X-4009 1989 £600
Awa’s Nak Ambe didn’t, but it wasn’t half bad nonetheless. Massive spec even included a 16x4 DAC.

NAKAMICHI CR-7E 1987 £1000
The very best sounding Nakamichi ever, but lacks the visual drama of a Brion.

SONY WM-DDC 1985 £290
Single cd player/recorder on a par with a Swiss watch, single rec/repaly head better than most Nak. Result: sublime.

PIioneer CT-950 1978 £400
A nice to modern standards sonically, but a great symbol of the cassette deck art nonetheless.

YAMAHA TC-800GL 1978 £179
Early classic with slip-slope styling. Modding sonic by modern standards, but cool nonetheless.

SONY TC-377 1972 £200
A competitor to the Aiwa 4000 open reel machine, the Sony offered better sound quality and is still no touch by modern standards.

REVOX A77 1968 £145
The first domestic open reel that the pros used at home. Superbly made, but somehow off the pace these days.

COMPACT DISC TRANSPORTS
ESOTERIC P0 1997 £8,000
The best CD drive bar none. Brilliantly incise, ridiculously over engineered.

TEAC VRDS-T1 1994 £600
Warm and expansive sound made this a mid price hit. Well built, with a stick mech.

KENWOOD 9100 1986 £800
The first discrete Jap transport was beautifully done and responds well to re-clocking.

DACS
DCS ELGAR 1997 £8500
Extremely open and natural performer, albeit extremely pricey. superb.

OPA LITTLE BIT 3 1996 £290
Rich, clean, rhythmic and punchy sound transforms budget CD players.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAC MAGIC 1995 £95
Good value upgrade for budget CD players with extensive facilities and detailed sonic.

PINK TANGLE DACAPO 1993 £130
Exquisite, the warmest and most lyrical 16bit digital audio we have ever heard.

OED DIGIT 1991 £90
Budget bitstream performer with tweaks aplenty. Positional PSU upgrade makes it smooth, but now past it.

CABLES
MISSING LINK CRYO REFERENCE 2008 £495/0.5M
High end’ interconnects, with delicately smooth, open and subtle sound without a hint of edgie.

TECHLINK WIRES XS 2007 £20
Highly accomplished interconnects at an absurdly low price. Stunning value for money.

VON ULTIMATE THE FIRST 2004 £250
Carbon interconnects that help you forget the electronics and concentrate on the music. Miraculous transparency. Tight and tuneful bass mixed with air and space.

WIREFORLD OASIS S 2003 £99/4M
Excellent mid-price design with a very neutral, silky and self-effacing sound. Superb value for money.

TCI CONSTRUCTOR 13A-6 BLOCK 2003 £120
Top quality ‘affordable’ mains outlet block, with fine build and good sound. Well worth the extra over standard high street specials, which sound coarse and two-dimensional by comparison.
ROCK FROM THE BEAR

From Germany's Bear Family, a quartet of limited-edition, coloured vinyl, 10" LPs for you featuring classic artists and classic music, beautifully presented and nicely mastered. Billy Fury's 'The Sound Of Fury' is based on the UK sleeve and features two bonus tracks: 'Wondrous Place' and 'Gonna Type A Letter'.

'The Mystery Of Dennis Herrold' features the rockability artist whose appearance on the scene was relatively brief. This new reissue contains the five tracks Dennis Herrold recorded for Imperial plus rarities.

Eddie Cochran's 'Dark Lonely Street' includes hit tracks and rarities covering 12 tracks on the vinyl plus 28 tracks on the included bonus CD.

Gene Vincent's 'Sounds Like' was never released in the USA as a 10" LP but only as a regular LP with more tracks. This one is based on the Japanese issue.

PATTERN-SEEKING ANIMALS

For this new release, 'Prehensile Tales' (Inside Out), think prog band, Spock's Beard. Why? Because everyone involved in this band has been or is involved in Spock's Beard.

The programming of the album sees a more poppy approach to begin with, while the more searching and complex arrangements enter the fray later across this double album.

DEMON

From the UK outfit comes a couple of extras from the Average White Band. 'Cupid's In Fashion' (1982) was not a great release. One for the fans but it represents a creative dip.

'On The Strip: The Sunset Sessions' is a "reconfigured" 2LP version of 1980's 'Shine', "as they had originally intended". Thus four ejected tracks are back in, while two further tracks that were unable to be included on the album and remained unreleased until this century are here too.

Also look out for Leo Sayer's 'Living in a Fantasy' (1980), an excellent release, stripped back from the usual glossy production values.

Finally, 'Easy Street' is a 2LP dance compilation, derived from New York cuts from the likes of Hardhouse, Adeva, De'Lacy and Mnyaka.

SHEILA & B.DEVOTION

'King of the World' (Warner Music) offers many funky/disco highlights but includes the single that has a hook so large, Blue Whales were known to run in fright when it entered the charts. Spacer is that track, spawned by Chic's Bernard Edwards and Nile Rodgers. A hidden gem.
THIRD MAN
A gamut of new releases from this U.S.-based outfit includes Bonny Doon. Third Man is known for its direct recording facilities and this is what’s going on here as the lo-fi, laid-back, quirky Americana of ‘Blue Stage Sessions’ LP was recorded direct to an acetate to retain the energy and immediacy of the performance.

L Seven, the Detroit post-punk band, initially formed in 1980, offers ‘Unreleased Studio and Live’, including a bonus 4-song 7” containing three studio tracks and one live outing.

‘Totally Crushed Out’ from That Dog is an indie rock release of melodic noise featuring quality songs and an attractive presentation. Rocking out with harmonious control! What’s not to like? Oh, it’s also enjoying its 25th anniversary. Also look for the band’s ‘Retreat From the Sun’, first time on vinyl since its 1997 release.

Two now from Redd Kross of the early 80s, with a mixture of punk and bubblegum pop. They stayed firm members of the loud and proud school of rock music with ‘Phaseshifter’ and ‘Show World’.

Also watch out for Tejano pioneer, Martin Solid & Los Primos offering Tex-Mex music, unreleased from 1958-1989 – plus Raconteurs man, Brendon Benson’s ‘Dear Life’, a new album full of treated vocals and synths signalling an intriguing musical departure.

WOLFGANG MUTHSPIEL/SCOTT COLLEY/BRIAN BLADE
For their album, ‘Angular Blues’ (ECM), the trio offer jazz – yes – but it’s restrained and delicate and slightly introspective and contemplative.

Muthspiel sports an acoustic guitar you see, which sets the finger-picking tone. One of quiet thought, one of musing and of drift.

...AND FINALLY
Girls In Synthesis offer ‘Now Here’s An Echo From Your Future’ (Harbinger). The presentation is certainly urgent, noisy, energetic and discordant.

The Grahams ‘Kids Like Us’ (3 Sirens) offer a nostalgia-fest of classic 60s pop with 70s rock overtones.

From The Grateful Dead comes ‘Workingman’s Dead’ (Warner Music) as a limited-edition picture disc. Pretty but don’t expect great sound.

Proud Mary’s ‘Songs From Catalina’ sees the UK outfit offer an Americana blues element infused with atmosphere that reminds me of The Band. A sort of stripped, country-fied, folksy, tales of the backwater kind. It’s rather ‘me too’, though. Originality is AWOL.

From Yair Elazar Glotman & Mats Erdlandsson comes ‘Emanate’ (130701), a modern experimental, analogue and electronic music LP. Drone-based, soundscape music that is determined to take its time.

B.B. KING & ERIC CLAPTON
On ‘Riding With The King’ (Reprise) there’s plenty of King-esque songs here such as ‘Days of Old’ and ‘Three O’Clock Blues’. The result is a very good album indeed but not a great one. The players never really relax or really enter the zone.
Black Rhodium 99

New speaker cable or interconnect? 99 by Black Rhodium is right for you.

Great sound, just at a low price, a new option for buying cables.

By using top quality parts, you enjoy great sound - yet with simple construction, we keep the price low.

Black and White loudspeaker cable 3M pair only £99
Black and White stereo RCA interconnect 1M pair only £99

Buy RISK FREE with full refund if you wish to return.
Buy POST FREE - no carriage charges to U.K customers.
Buy NOW online from:

www.BlackRhodium.co.uk
Carbon Clear

Pro-Ject’s new Debut Carbon Evo budget turntable gets a spin by Noel Keywood.

Called Debut because this turntable is a starter package, it’s simple in outline, harking back to earlier times in some areas, yet with modern updates to wring the best from LP at a price of just £450. What you get here is a three-speed turntable, that switches from 33rpm to 45rpm with no need to belt-change. It will spin old 78rpm shellacs, but this does require a belt-change. As an all-in-one package it comes with a budget Ortofon 2M Red moving-magnet (MM) cartridge fitted, there’s an elegant hinged clear acrylic dust cover and a wrapped carbon fibre tonearm – very modern. However, whilst the arm avoids using a traditional aluminium tube,
"Tellurium Q’s Ultra Black II’s can be seen as one of the best loudspeaker cables on the market at their price"

-John Moyles, HiFi World

"Tellurium Q Ultra Black II is a remarkably coherent and “well-timed” cable"

-Jason Kennedy, HiFi Plus

"The differences were stunning.....What I can state is that the Ultra Black II cables are currently the best I have heard in my system"

-Ian Ringstead, HiFi Pig

"I have yet to hear a speaker cable which delivers timing like this one"

-Chris Kelly, The Ear

Tellurium Q

Preserving relative phase relationships in a signal is our focus

Winner of the Queen’s Award for Enterprise

telluriumq.com  facebook.com/telluriumq  +44 (0) 1458 251 997
to eliminate tuning-fork style tube resonance, it is trad. in other ways to keep construction simple and inexpensive. That means a bag of bits and a small set up procedure, but no big problem here for most users I feel. The drive system, like the arm, is also a hybrid of old and new. There’s tried and trusted belt drive from an a.c. motor to the platter hub, but the motor is fed by an internal electronic power supply to avoid mains fluctuations. Nowadays a common idea and one that works well, since the internal power supply is fed low voltage (15V) d.c. from a small external wall-wart power supply unit, switch-mode of course. This means the turntable is not mains earth connected, point being the possibility of hum from an earth loop is eliminated. There are no high voltages in the turntable either: put it in a tub of water and you won’t get a shock – to illustrate a point!

Slightly irritating here was the very short (120cm) power lead of the supply that will demand an extension lead in many systems I suspect.

Whilst a measly short power cable might seem like penny-pinching, Pro-ject still manage to supply an attractive vacuum formed clear acrylic dust cover, that moves on friction hinges. It can be slipped off the hinges if preferred, as can be necessary in a shelf system where space between shelves is limited. The simple MDF plinth also has three height-adjustable feet so it can be perfectly levelled, as a turntable needs to be if the arm is to perform as expected.

The power rocker-switch is hidden underneath the platter at front left and is easy to get at. A small d.c. power inlet hides underneath and the signal cable outlets are easily accessible at rear, together with an earth terminal that must be used, not for safety but to earth internal metal parts to avoid hum pickup from possible induction into them. All standard practice nowadays and a very good methodology too.

Weighing a relatively light 5.6kg and measuring 415mm wide, 320mm deep and 118mm high with dust cover closed, and 365mm with it open, plus 405mm deep to accommodate rear overhang of the cover, the Debut Carbon Evo is about as small as they come. A pair of signal leads with earth are supplied, measuring 1m long – setting maximum distance to an amplifier unless a longer lead is purchased separately.

Set up is mostly done at the factory, where the cartridge is installed and overhang adjusted for minimum tracking error. The counter-weight that sets tracking force – 1.8g for the 2M Red cartridge fitted – comes unattached. However, it is calibrated, so is simply screwed onto the rear of the arm, set to zero when the arm is in balance, then

**The arm has a damped cue platform with lever, a calibrated rear counterweight and simple weight-end-thread bias that passes over a wire support.**

*This is the 78rpm belt set up for spinning old shellacs. The large motor pulley diameter is profiled to accept a rubber O ring style belt.*

*Vinyl Section*

![A sub-platter is driven by a precision flat belt for 33rpm and 45rpm speeds, switch selectable at front – beneath the plinth. A simpler O ring belt (left) must be fitted to spin 78s.](image-url)
### Criterion Audio

Criterion Audio is a premium hi-fi dealer in Cambridge. From vinyl and valves to the latest in streaming and headphones, we can help you find the perfect audio system to suit your budget and needs. Call us on 01223 233730 to arrange a demo.

Criterion House, Oakington Road, Cambridge CB3 0QH
www.criterionaudio.com  info@criterionaudio.com
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### Hana ML & MH

**Hana ML & MH**

- **Hana ML & MH**
  - **Hana EL & EH**
    - Low (EL) and High (EH) output Moving Coil models
  - **Hana SL & SH**
    - Low (SL) and High (SH) output Moving Coil models

‘The Hana ML in particular and the MH trailing close behind are every inch high end super cartridges, only without the high prices. As it stands, this is the best £3,000-£4,000 cartridge you can buy... for £995.00p’

Hi-Fi+ ISSUE 172 REVIEW, HANA ML/MH

(AlRaudio)  Telephone: 01491 629 629 or for dealer list, visit: www.airaudio.co.uk/dealers/

---

### Catalogue Page

**GOODS. ACCESSORIES**

- **Tonearms**
  - AMC, Cartridge Man, Graham, Haddock, Helios, Michell, Morgen, Moth, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pro-Ject, Reed, Roksan, Sumiko

- **Cartridges**
  - Air Tight, Benz Micro, Cartridge Man, Decca Lebron, EMT, Grado, Hana, IREDA, My Sonic Lab, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Sumiko, Van den Hul, ZYX

- **Phono Stages**
  - Ear Yoshino, Graham Slee, Icon Audio, Lehmanna, Musical Surroundings, Parasound, Pro-Ject, Pure Sound, Quad, Rothwell, Tom Evans, Trichord, West Audio

- **Speakers**
  - Acapella, Cabasse, Eps, Harbeth, Icon Audio, Opera Audio, O. Acoustics, Quad, Taylor Acoustics, Tannoy, Tone Arms Design

- **CD Players**
  - Creek, Ear Yoshino, Icon Audio, Quad, Sugden

- **Phono Stages**
  - Ear Yoshino, Graham Slee, Icon Audio, Lehmanna, Musical Surroundings, Parasound, Pro-Ject, Pure Sound, Quad, Rothwell, Tom Evans, Trichord, West Audio

- **Cables**
  - Black Rhodium, Dots, Kulala-Sosna, Peerless, Pro-Ject, QED, Supra, Wireworld, Zensati

- **Recording Cleaning**
  - Project, Motu, Wireless, Bluesound

- **Headphones**
  - Audio, Beyerdynamic, Erodo, Grado, Sennheiser, Ultrasone

- **CD Players**
  - Creek, Ear Yoshino, Icon Audio, Quad, Sugden

- **Phono Stages**
  - Ear Yoshino, Graham Slee, Icon Audio, Lehmanna, Musical Surroundings, Parasound, Pro-Ject, Pure Sound, Quad, Rothwell, Tom Evans, Trichord, West Audio

- **Cables**
  - Black Rhodium, Dots, Kulala-Sosna, Peerless, Pro-Ject, QED, Supra, Wireworld, Zensati

- **Recording Cleaning**
  - Project, Motu, Wireless, Bluesound

- **Headphones**
  - Audio, Beyerdynamic, Erodo, Grado, Sennheiser, Ultrasone

## Digital Stylus Gauges, Record Cleaning Machines, Cleaners, Audio Cassettes

*Phone for terms. Please phone to confirm price & availability prior to ordering. All goods are brand new & boxed with full U.K. guarantees. No ex. dem or ex display goods. No grey imports. Goods are not supplied on approval. Sorry, no general catalogues. Please phone or write for specific reviews, brochures or prices. Supplier of Hi-Fi products & accessories since 1966. Order only from: Ian Harrison, 7 Mill Hill, Repton, Derby, DE6 6GQ. TEL: 01283 702875. 9am - 9pm including Sundays.*
The headshell is integral to the arm, making cartridge changing difficult. The finger lift is flat and slippery – not ideal for those that manually cue.

screwed forward to the 1.8gm mark; I used 2gm, the upper limit. Not that the 2M Red is a bad tracker, so much as the sense of security that comes from highest force when playing hot (loud) cuts.

The final touch is to fish out the bias weight and thread from its bag, carefully thread the loop over a small rear rod and settle it into one of the three grooves; I used the furthest groove from arm pivot to apply maximum bias. as tracking tests show this is necessary for best performance when things get difficult. Pro-Ject recommend the middle groove. Music LPs are usually cut well below that of test discs in terms of level, so no big issue here, more a matter of assurance.

The arm is entirely manual, so it must be cued down using the damped platform then cued up at the end of a side. Manual cueing using the finger lift is not easy because it is flat, slippery and close to the LP surface on this arm.

I should mention that a heavy 1.7kg pressed steel platter, with thermostatic elastomer damping pad around its internal periphery, must be placed onto the hub and there’s meant to a felt mat it seems, but ours was missing – perhaps moths got there first!

Pro-Ject say the Ortofon 2M Red cartridge fitted has “a slight touch of warmth”. Hmmm. Back in our March 2015 issue review of the RPM 1 Carbon turntable similarly fitted I said “The Ortofon 2M Red MM cartridge we first measured and reviewed back in 2007. Its stand-out feature is a flat frequency response with small treble lift, so it doesn’t sound warm like MMs of yore”. I have good memory of the 2M Red as such, so I wondered whether the 2020 unit in this turntable had been softened up a tad from its predecessors – going back 13 years no less. More about this in Sound Quality and Measured Performance.

SOUND QUALITY
I connected the Debut Carbon Evo to our Icon Audio PS3 MkII valve phono stage that in turn fed a Creek Evolution 100A amplifier driving Martin Logan ESL-X hybrid electrostatic loudspeakers through Chord Company Signature Reference cables. Chord Company Epic interconnects were used between phono stage and amplifier.

The short power cord barely made it to the floor and one of the phono plugs in the signal cable was loose, intermittent and tripped the amps protection circuits a few times before I taped it in place.

Dropping arm onto my preferred starter LP for reviewing, Two Countries, One Heart, that is well balanced and cleanly (recently) recorded, the Debut Carbon got off to a great start. With Fanfare for the Common Man, kettle drum strikes were firm and clear and as the track played it was apparent that the 2M
WE URGENTLY REQUIRE YOUR SURPLUS HI-FI!! VINTAGE OR MODERN PLEASE PHONE GEORGE ON 07860-511111

AMPLIFIERS
ROGUE AUDIO CHROMOS MAGNUM I WITH CASE NEW/NEW ONE OWNER M/N/BOXED £1850
MICHELL ELEKTRO MONOBLOCK C/OE OWNER EXCL £1450
KRELL KSA-50 (PROBABLY THE BEST AMP THEY MADE) EXCL £1350
CR/MUSIC 4 BOX COMBO 630 MONO/PH/PSU ONE OWNER EXCL/EXCL/EXCL £1350
CRAAF 135 BP AMP ONE OWNER EXCL £1695
MONC 1 INTEGRATED C/E OWNER M/N/BOXED £995
SONEX S 230 (MC VERSION) ONE OWNER M/N/BOXED £725
MUSICAL FIDELITY I E-100 & E-500 ONE OWNER EXCL £475
MARANTZ FM 5505CD INTEGRATED C/E OWNER EXCL £275
ROGUE AUDIO PHANX SILVER ONE OWNER M/N/BOXED £765
ROGUE AUDIO PHANX BLACK EX DEM EXCL £850
WORLD AUDIO DESIGN WD PRE 3WD PHONIC 3S/WD4/DS W/D PRE £850
WD P3S/DW KT8 POWER AMP VERY LOW HOURS USE ONE OWNER M/N/BOXED £2250
AUDIOL IT/ONE INTEGRATED NEW/NEW ONE OWNER EXCL £875
SOLOST BELLES DCM 200 POWER AMP VGC £495
ROGUE AUDIO APOLO II DARK MONO'S FEW HOURS DEM USE (£16K) M/N/BOXED £1640
NEW AUDIO FRONTIERS 3000PSI SUPREME POWER AMP ONE OWNER (13K NEW) ONE OWNER LOW HOURS FANTASTIC AMP (£13K) M/N/BOXED £4965
MATTISSE REFERENCE 2 BOX PRE (64 STERAT) ONE OWNER EXIT £3450
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS AG-8 845 MONOBLOCKS EX/D/E/M £2750
ROGUE AUDIO HP-5 FEW HOURS DEM USE M/N/BOXED £2400
ROGUE AUDIO HYDRA FEW HOURS DEM USE M/N/BOXED £2100
LINK STRATOSphere AMP & $200'S ONE OWNER FROM NEW NEW £950
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE CONTROL PR EX DEM £895
JOLDA J001TA KT6J Ct/E OWNER FROM NEW VGC/BOXED £650
PRAMERE 121 INTEGRATED ONE OWNER FROM NEW M/N/BOXED £595
MERIDIAN 501 PRE AMP/REMOTE EXIT £885
Tri- C 05 MONOBLOCKS (RARE) EX/D/E/M £3400
SENY A 220 POWER AMP EXIT £240
DENON AN-11 SR (GEO) ONE OWNER FROM NEW EXCL/EXCL/EXCL £240

LOUDSPEAKERS
EGGELSTON WORKS EMMA PIANO BLACK ONE OWNER M/N/EXCL/EXCL/EXCL/EXCL £1895
HARPA QUADRIED VERY RARE (£4000000 DEM £1450
QUAD ESL 6 NCE PAIR MATCHING NUMBER ETC RING £550
HALES TRANCE/ENCE 5 VGC/BOXED £1650
MISS/ON CYRUS CLS-70 & MATCHING DEDICATED STANDS EXCL £495
T/CLASSIC CTS EXCL £475
CHAR/ACADEMY ONE'S (SUPERB) EXCL £775
CURA CA 30 FLOORSTANDER'S EYES ONE OWNER EXCL £995
WLS/MIOW PRESTIGE FAC. BUILT GRANITE PLINTHERS 1 OWNER £1750
SONICS AMENDING BY JOACHIM GERHARD (AUDIOPHILE) (£5000) DEM/BOXED £1850
TAY ABOO TAP 1'S FAIRY ROSSO CONSORT FANTASTIC BOXED £4500
BOLTAND VILET LTD RV300 3 8VUB FANTASTIC BOXED £2450
ART AUDIO PRECISION MONITOR (PHONO BLACK 6+) DEM+ £1250
MARTIN LOGAN DECENT SWINGWOOFER GC £1150
POLK RI 1 STANDMOUNTER ONE OWNER FEW USES M/N/BOXED £2490
HMT 1.5 STANDMOUNTERS EXCL/EXCL/EXCL/EXCL £3250
ALT/ORDIAN CLASSIC 2 (BIRCH VENERE EB0 £3475
NEW/BOXED £3475
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS (£3250) DEM £250
MONITOR AUDIO BRONZE 8W SWINGWOOFER 1 OWNER EXCL/EXCL £225
MONITOR AUDIO STUD/12 ROSENWOOD GC £350
TRIANGLE ELOIS FLOORSTANDERS GC £375
REL SPACE (1) GC £196

TUNERS/POTTERY CORDS/STANDS MISC.
"THE POWER PLUS" MAINS FILTER (3 OUTPUTS) NEW/NEW OLD STOCK M/N/BOXED £575
"SOXS CONNNECT" PR AMP ONE OWNER FROM NEW EXIT £175
MONO OPTIONAL HEAVY METAL REMOTE (644C) OWNER M/N/EXCL/EXCL/EXCL £125
PIONER D-355 TUNER ONE OWNER EXIT £75
ROTEL RD 965 CASSETTE TIMEWARP 1 OWNER M/N/BOXED £149
YAMAMURA POWER CORD VGC £285
GARRICK 5S/0 MARBELSTONE 4" STANDS STUNNING EXCL £240
THE CHORD CO POWER CHORD 1.5 M NEW OLD STOCK £240
THE CHORD CO POWER CHORD 1.5 M NEW OLD STOCK £195
THE CHORD CO POWER 4 5 M NEW OLD STOCK EXCL £295
OKKI NOKKI RECORD CLEANING MACHINE 1 OWNER BOXED £249
MUSICAL FIDELITY X CAN X2S M/N/BOXED £175
BLACK RHODIUM 1.2 METRE POWER CORDS NO £125
TEAC V-5050 REMOTE CARCASS 1 BOX OWNER £3450
CREEK OB1 215E HEADPHONE AMP EXIT £149
PARTINGTON SPEAKER STANDS EXIT £125
SOUNDSTYLE/PEKEN STANDS EXIT £89
OPTIMUM PREMIUM 6 SHELF GIGLASS STAND EXIT £198

INTERCONNECT
TOWNSEND DCT RCA 1 METER PAIR DISM/DEM £195
ABBEY ROAD REFERENCE 1 5 METRE ELMICHUM PLUGS DEM £295
ABBEY ROAD REFERENCE 1 5 METRE ELMICHUM PLUGS DISM £295
ABBREY ROAD REFERENCE 1 METER PAIR DEM £75
ABBREY ROAD INTERCONNECT 1 METRE RCA PAIR DISM £195
MADRAGEL CZ GEI 1 METER XLR PAIR DEM £249
CHORD INNOKE 1 METER X LCA PAIRS UNUSED EACH £295
CHORD CHORUS 4 1/2 METRE LEATH DEM USE DEM £385
TC CUBA 1 X LRA PARIS DISM £195
TC CUBA 1 X LRA PARIS DISM £195
CHORD CS. 1 METER BNC 2 OFF UNUSED EACH £175
GUIWIRE BASIC INTERCONNECT 2 METRES RCA FEW HOURS USE M/N/BOXED £295
cogan HALL INTERCONNECT (SEVERAL) GC £285
NORDIST RED DAM 1 METER XLR PAIR EXCL £190
NORDIST BLUE HEAVEN 0.9M RCA PAIR EXCL £125
Cogan HALL INTERCONNECTS VARIABLES GC £285

LOWPOWER CABLE
"HARDY" 2.5 2.5 METRE PAIR M/N £200
MOVING AIRE ABBA ROAD REFERENCE 5 METRE PAIR DISM £695
HICHLAND NINE LINE 2.5 METRE B/B WIRE PAIR DISM £350
GOERTZ M12 VERACITY SILVER SPades 7.5 METRE PAIR BOXED VGC £695
TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE B/B WIRE 7.5 PAIR DISM £1195
MIT MH-750 8 METRE PAIR DISM £1195
SORDAMANT PLATEAU 4 METRE PAIR VERY RARE £695
TC KING CUBA STEREO BIAMP 4 METRE PAIR DEM £785
TC PYTHON 4 METRE PAIR DEM £195
CHORD CO ODYSSEY 4 3MM PAR INTERMEDIATED DEM £275
CHORD CO ODYSSEY 1.6M PAR TERMINATED DEM £149
The arm is a one-piece wrapped carbon fibre tube with integral headshell – for lightness and strength. This construction reduces the vibrational modes of a traditional aluminium tube.

“lovely resonant overhang, superb straight away – and immediately musically engaging”

Red cartridge is now more svelte than in the past. Gone is its slightly sharp top end, but at the same time this is not a warm sounding cartridge. It is as academically flat as CD and there was a sense of perfect balance to the sound.

What I loved straight away however was the detail in and the separation between the trumpets: we’re talking high quality analogue here. Also, I could hear right into the character of the kettle drum, enjoying its lovely resonant overhang. Superb straight away – and immediately musically engaging. No digital simulacrum here, instead believable musical instruments.

Two Countries One Heart also has a great end-of-side ‘test track’ where Rosella Caporale gloriously sings Time To Say Goodbye (I love the weepies) and again the Debut showed it could deliver this track beautifully in true and best analogue fashion. Her soaring crescendo in the last grooves held steady and was brightly clear, but not sharp and edgy. There was a little glare and lack of solidity perhaps, but heavens this is a seriously budget turntable. In my head I am comparing it with our SME309 arm fitted with an Ortofon Cadenza Bronze MC cartridge, a quality standard imprinted into my brain.

The Debut with 2M Red cartridge came over generally as nont-warm, strong mid-band insight pushing out vocals and instruments vividly. The penalty here is that old or damaged LPs can sound harsh or noisy, because the turntable reveals LP problems rather than ameliorating them. Best to have at least one or two audiophile LPs available with a critical turntable like this to know how good it can sound when fed decent material. I span a few older faves like Blues Breakers (Decca, 1966) and as expected the 2M Red revealed iffy recording quality (a hollow metallic sound) and Clapton’s guitar solos were in my face from the 2M Red. No spit from groove noise though.

Switching speed to 45rpm for Mobile Fidelity’s cut of Dire Straits Love Over Gold again showed a forthright sound lacking warmth, but one clear and concise. With Walk of Life kick drum at start was firm and with powerful presence, ride cymbals cut cut sharply. I was expecting this LP to sound a tad warm – as I know it – but not so. The 2M Red is more revealing than romantic.

CONCLUSION

Pro-ject’s Debut Carbon Evo turntable is a fine starter package, with assured performance. By this I mean no weak spots, such as unstable speed. The Ortofon 2M Red cartridge fitted technically works well, but it lacks warmth and ‘the vinyl sound’. Great with modern, high quality LPs but not alluring with older stuff. All the same, this accepted, the Debut Carbon Evo package is a good one and right up there at the top.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The Pro-ject Debut Carbon Evo was both speed accurate and speed stable under test. The 3150Hz test tone of our DIN 45 452 test disc changed little, from 3152Hz to 3155Hz – negligible speed error and very little speed wander as belt drives go, in fact close to Direct Drive. As a result there was little Wow, just 0.13% (DIN unwld). Notes will stay stable and there will be no waveriness of pitch that comes from a wandering turntable.

Our analysis shows some flutter components, measuring 0.07% – a bit above the usual 0.04% but difficult to say how or even if this will affect the sound. The Ortofon 2M Red cartridge fitted to our review sample had a flat response and this will give it a tonally neutral balance with good delivery of detail. Treble now falls slowly above 8kHz our analysis shows (JVC TRS-1007 test disc), avoiding sharp treble. The elliptical stylus inevitably exhibits tracing loss on inner grooves (short mechanical wavelengths) as the red trace in our analysis shows, but not enough to sound dull at end-of-side. The 2M Red tracks very well – no problems here.

The Pro-ject Debut Carbon Evo turntable measured well, its electronically controlled a.c. motor being speed accurate and stable. The fitted Ortofon 2M Red cartridge gives a modern forthright sound balance, rather than a trad. warm one. NK

**Frequency Response**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Response (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20Hz</td>
<td>-0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1kHz</td>
<td>-0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8kHz</td>
<td>-0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20kHz</td>
<td>-0.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Speed Stability**

- Speed variations: ±0.00%
- Rotation rate: ±0.00%
An Original Television Soundtrack — in case you might have missed the televisual feat — this variant of Dracula is from the same team who created the BBC’s ‘Sherlock’.

The aim here was to merge both the traditional, in orchestral terms, with musique concrete and the use of samples and sound design.

Arnold commented “We created a bunch of quite awful sounds that were musical, one of which was actual real blood in a glass, with the finger run round the top of the rim... we created percussion things with coffins”.

So you might get the gist of the direction of this double album — then featuring principles such as Cello soloists Tim Gill and Caroline Dale and Electric Cello from Peter Gregson. Classical soprano Grace Davidson and jazz singer Sumudu Jayatilaka are also featured on this release.

The album has been pressed on — well, what else? — red vinyl, snuggled into a gatefold sleeve packed with images from the TV series plus notes on the storyline and credits, while the gatefold is held together with a paper obi-type strip instead of shrink wrap. Silva Screen is nothing if not eco friendly.

The music itself offers a mixture of power and fragility. When looking to force the issue, the arrangement can be almost alien in nature, certainly foreign. That is ‘other’. Music from the outside, as it were. Invasive, music to tweak the attention, possibly attractive and exciting but also hiding an edge in the shadows that can be insinuated, if not seen. Even the soft and delicate moments are dragged by the hair to the harsh reality of the dark.

Collectors of horror soundtracks and Drac fans per se should grab this one pronto. Me? I have an urgent appointment behind the sofa.

Back in the fifties and sixties, this pianist from New Orleans was a major R&B figure, hitting the bass notes with a rabid left hand that forged his style and helped infuse his music with gospel overtones while his inventive approach to music added an unpredictability to his presentations.

He could sing too with a light, thin yet mobile delivery that had a funky twist.

From this ‘Doing the Hambone’ in 1953 to his organ instrumental chart hit ‘Gonzo’ in 1960, Booker would record and play with major artists like Ringo Starr, the Doobie Brothers and B.B. King.

Drug offences cramped his style a tad. Prison was a particular cramp, it has to be said. During the seventies he was back on the career trail appearing in the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festivals with a flamboyant image to boot.

This blues outing from 1982 was one of the best of its kind from that decade and it’s a tragedy that the man would die a year later at a young 43.

Booker was accompanied by Alvin “Red” Tyler on tenor sax, James Singleton on bass and John Vidacovich on drums.

Reportedly, the sessions were not easy and Booker’s behaviour was erratic because of his continuing drug use, but culminated a series of stylish recordings that were apparently made right at the end of the scheduled session time.

What you have here is a remaster that has also been remixed and then pressed on black vinyl at the Memphis Pressing Plant. The music is contained in and around the stereo image which tends to focus the ear upon a single area but it also concentrates the Booker energy as if you’re gazing at the band through a window, enjoying a private show which, actually, you are.
From Poland, the Marcin Wasilewski Trio comprises Marcin Wasilewski on piano, Slawomir Kurkiewicz on double bass, with drums from Michal Miskiewicz. The trio are no strangers to ECM, having first recorded for the label as members of Tomasz Stanko’s quartet on the album ‘Soul of Things’ in 2001. Meanwhile, Lovano, who first recorded for ECM way back in 1981, is a tenor sax chappie from the USA.

This is the coupling’s first recorded output and sees four new tunes by Wasilewski and one by Lovano. Thrown into the mix is a dirty from Carla Bley. Fans will be familiar with her ‘Vashkar’. In fact, the combo liked the tune so much, they play it twice here, one spanning 4:38 and the other spanning 5:56.

The style from this LP ranges in extremes, on occasion. For example, let’s whisk over to side four of this double album set where Lovano’s ‘On the Other Side’ is an avant garde piece, a lucky bag of notes that each group member picks up and processes as thoughts and feelings dart in and out of the presentation with dizzying rapidity.

The next track is Marcin Wasilewski’s ‘Old Hat’ which knocks back and flows like a creamy, sleepy river on a summer’s day. The Lovano sax drifting like a trailing hand in the water, tracing the path of the attendant boat as it meanders.

Mastering is excellent, as is the pressing with a broad and spacious master allowing delicate details to roar around the stereo image and off from there. Hence, this music feels natural, there’s never any hint of constricted and reverb is on call when required.

This is an album offering a balanced master, varying tempos, textures and tones but the players are always in control and always offering a fascinating narrative.

An exclusive release for Record Store Day 2020, this LP is of particular note to hi-fi fans because it is the complete original soundtrack to Brian Eno’s score for ‘Rams’, Gary Hustwit’s 2018 documentary portrait of legendary German industrial designer, Dieter Rams.

You can see the man himself on this vinyl sleeve. Rams fans can even study the rear of the great man’s head on the rear sleeve! For a moment I erroneously thought it was Eno himself: “My how he’s changed!” thought I. Then I realised, “Ah, hair”.

Rams designed a host of technologies for the original Braun company, including the LE1 electrostatic loudspeaker in 1960, the L45 speaker and TG60 tape recorder plus Audio 1 radio and record player in 1962 and Studio 1000 hi-fi system in 1965. You can still find Rams’ designer hi-fi for sale on the likes of eBay for around £200-£500 per item. I saw a series of turntables for sale as I was writing this review. For a hi-fi connoisseur, they remain the ultimate in designer chic.

This Record Store Day exclusive comes with full colour inner and outer sleeves, contains 11 unreleased instrumentals and is pressed on white vinyl with download code.

Coming off a neutral master, the electronica within this piece is suitably infused with electricity. That is, in tonal terms, there is a real static-encrusted sparkle of electric life running through that dares you to approach it.

It’s music of power and edges then falls away to reveal tones and space. A contrasting, more contemplative and music ambience. Still bold but there are gaps and pauses here that remind you that Rams also designed simple structures. Furniture of sparse lines.

This is music by design... of design.

BRIAN ENO

Rams: Original Soundtrack
Album
Opal
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divine audio
AnalogueWorks
Creek Audio
Croft Acoustics
Graham Audio
Jelco Tonearms
Neat Acoustics
Omega Loudspeakers
Rogue Audio
Supra Cables

07918 728860  tim@divineaudio.co.uk
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01865 790 879 www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford, OX1 1JD

9 High Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT1 4DA
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0208 943 3530

Infidelity
MUSIC & CINEMA SYSTEMS

NAIM, LINN, REGA, ARCAM, B&W 800 SERIES, PMC, FOCAL, DYNAGECTOR, KUDOS, VELODYNE, STAX, LYRA, OPPO, TANGERINE AUDIO, TELLURISM Q.

SEE AND HEAR THE VERY BEST

CEDIA MEMBER

iBasso Audio
DX220

5.0 inch 1080P Sharp Full Screen/Dual ES9028PRO/On Cell Touch Panel/Octa Core CPU/Android 8.1 OS/MQA/XMOS USB-DAC/Femtoaecond Oscillators/Quick Charge/Replaceable AMP Card

Available to order from AMP3. Hi-Fi World readers: 5% off the DX220 using voucher code HIFIDX220 at amp3.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE HERE PLEASE CALL ROSE WILLIAMS ON +44 (0) 7956 885 189 OR EMAIL: rose@hi-fiworld.co.uk
Quick Buzz

A short children's book about hi-fi and cable buzz catches the attention of Paul Rigby.

THE BUZZ TROLLS
Author: Andreas & Emma Svalander
Publisher: Emmagjort
Price: £10.95

It could very well be the oddest book I've ever reviewed in this magazine. Why? Because it's a children's book. Except that it will probably be read by more adults than children.

Behind the project are Swedish husband and wife hi-fi retailers and authors. They run Svalander Audio AB, a retail business that serves the audiophile community in Västerås, a town approximately 70 miles west of Stockholm.

And the book is all about hi-fi. It runs for 34 pages. It's a hardback. It is also packed with high-quality children's book-standard illustrations.

This is because Emma Svalander is an illustrator, film maker and photographer. And the idea was her own.

It also caught the attention of UK hi-fi stalwarts, Russ Andrews, who have decided to make the book available to buy in the UK from its own website.

John Armer, managing director of Russ Andrews commented “Andreas sent us a copy of his book to read and we were rolling around when we read it. In an industry that can sometimes take itself a little too seriously, it is a refreshing change to see something like this book emerge from the imagination of someone right at the heart of the business we are part of”.

Subtitled ‘A little book about hi-fi’ you can see why an adult would be drawn towards the book and why smiles will pop out of each and every page because it begins from the point of view of a little girl, cuddly toy to hand, hair in bunches, big eyes looking up towards her father and exclaiming in innocence “My dad has a nice big hi-fi in our sitting room. Dad and I both love to listen to music”.

“Why are we listening to the same song over and over again?” she asks.

“I want to see if the sound gets better or worse when I change the settings of the RIAA-phono stage” Dad replies.

“You know, I’ve looked and searched but I can’t seem to find a similar technological reference in my large collection of Enid Blytons here.” Not once does Noddy ever comment “Lollo knows that no one under the age of 20 is allowed to touch the record player or my MC cartridge” as Dad says to his friends in this book. Which did make me smile.

Then we get to know that all is not well with Dad’s hi-fi. There’s some noise emanating from it and the blame is swiftly laid at the door of the dreaded Buzz Trolls. You can see a picture of one of these nasty beasts about to sink its fangs into a hi-fi cable (I wonder if cable munching is covered in Kimber’s cable warranty?).

The book continues on the quest to trap and remove the little critters.

Now, I’m not saying the children won’t be interested in this book. Of course they will! I just wonder how many adult hi-fi fans might find this little book in their stocking, come Christmas.

Armer added a more sombre yet, nevertheless, apt note when he said “I think the timing of this is perfect. In this period of upheaval and disruption, which is putting great stress on many people’s mental health, music can be a real tonic. And while the hi-fi industry can’t cure the world’s ills, it can at least bring a little bit of relief through music”.

It’s a lovely little book and well worth reading over a coffee. And don’t forget, As advised, remember to keep anyone aged under 20 away from your MC cart and you’ll be fine. Give them this book instead.

‘The Buzz Trolls’ is available now direct from www.russandrews.com/the-buzz-trolls/

To view more of Emma Svalander’s illustrations, visit www.kreativamma.se.
WOKT88 32 watts per channel ultralinear push pull stereo amplifier. Single input power amp or integrated with multi-input relay switching.

WOKEL84 15 watts per channel ultralinear push pull stereo amplifier. Single input power amp or integrated with multi-input relay switching.

WOPhono3 All triode passive equalization valve phono stage. Dual input option MC step-up transformers available. Requires WPDU9 high performance power supply.

WOPv3 Transformer coupled single ended valve pre-amplifier. Low output impedance. Multi-inputs utilizing relay switching. Requires WPDU9 power supply.

WOPSU3 High performance choke power supply.

WOHD35 Transformer coupled single ended valve headphone amplifier. Multiple settings for headphone impedance matching.

Kits and Components for the Audiophile Community
07972 055492 sales@world-designs.co.uk

www.world-designs.co.uk

WORLD DESIGNS
hear the music ... not the equipment
**AIWA AP2600 CD turntable. £220. Denon PM-200AE amplifier, remote, £70. £1.000wpc, £200. Beecroft 7000, remote, music centre may need minor attention, boxed. Offers. Tel: 01708 457 69**

**NAIM NAT02. Excellent working condition. Unmarked casework. Owned from new. With box and leads £475 Tel: 0162 415 435 or 07817 365 393 (Lecce)**

**COLD NOTE integrated amp 1000 + CD 1000. Audio Analogue Puccin Anv. integrated amp. CD Paganini Mkl + II. Revox Cassette B215 + Hi. Ayre PSX3 phone amp. Dynaudio Focus 140 + stands. Reasonable offers please. Tel: 01474 326 220 (Kent)**

**LINN SONDEK LP12 clear perspex lid. Brand new immaculate. Box and cloth bag. £75. Ono. Buyer collects or arranges courier collection. Romsey, Hampshire. Email: jeremystrawell@gmail.com**

**TRICHORD RESEARCH D400 Monoblock amplifiers. 400wpc Trichord upgraded 2017 Cost £2995 par £1650 Ono. Original Musical Fidelity Trivest/2 DAC Trichord upgrade, spare set of valves £765 ono. Kevin 07796021637 or Email: kevingig@binternet.com**

**NAIM NAT02. HT. Tuner £750 Naim NAC62 Preamp Amplifier £250 Naim NAP90 Power Amplifier £250 All olive green in style immaculate condition and boxed. Buyer collects. Newcastle area. Email: naturalis4uzoho@gmail.com**

**NEAT IOTA ALPHA loudspeakers £925 Walnut finish in superb condition. Three years old. Lightly used. Buyer collects or £30 postage. Tel: 01768 428916. Email: clincloinder.@aol.com. (Penrith, Cumbria)**

**MUSICAL FIDELITY M6 Dac £800.00 mint condition. Firestone 5v power supply FREE also matching Firestone Aragone to Digital day £45. Meridian rare black 101b pre, 104 tuner, 105 (2xmono amps each with power supply) so stacked 3 high in pairs £995. Tel: 07968769595 (Southport)**

**NAIM NAIT XS3 amp, mint condition. Original box, all paperwork and remote. Cash on collection. £2000 ono. Tel: 07505583615 (Nottingham)**

**VAN DEN HUL The Wind speaker cable. 2 metres both sides of positive and negative. Outstanding sound, clarity and bass. £100. Tel: 00353 2104422**

**TISBURY PASSIVE preamp, 4 inputs 2 outputs, RRP £160 Better than new as it has been run in for 6 months‘ Looking for £95, will post for this price, no offers. Ring Tim on 01332 665059**

**WILSON AUDIO Sasha II. Desert silver, excellent condition and less than 180 hours use from new. All boxes, accessories and manuals. Pic and demonstration on request. £1,6995 ono. Contact Neil on 07516 506639 or nelipage37@yahoo.com**

**GROUHM HYDRA Power Cable three way version. Cables 1 m long. Royal Mail insured, delivery Hampshire. West Sussex or collection. £60 or offer. Call 01771 415251.**

**YAMAHA MXD 793 MinDisc. £35. New, unused MinDiscs. offers. Carbon Fibre record brush, sealed packet, £7. Targett Amp100 amplifier, £35. Thorens TD168 Mk2 record deck, £95. Buyer collect only Tel: 01708 457 691.**

**RUSSELL ANDREWS Powerkords, UK plug, I m long. Wattgate IEC sockets. Quantity three. Well split. Royal Mail insured, delivery Hampshire. West Sussex or collection. £30 each. Ono. Call 07711 415251.**

**MERIDIAN RARE black 101b pre, 104 tuner, 105 (2xmono amps each with power supply) so stacked 3 high in pairs £625 Tel: 07104 828968 or 07968769595 (Southport)**


**MARANTZ PM6006UK CD. black, £230. Yamaha R-S202D amp, black, £150 Audio Technica AT-LP10XUSB, black, £130 Jel QQ10G speakers, black, £330 As new boxed. Buyer collects. Tel: 01298 812 070 (Derbyshire)**

**BRINKMANN-EMT-i-moving coil cartridge. Excellent condition. Fully serviced by Northwest Analogue. Asking price £995. Tel: 01584 819995 or Email: pat.tranter@yahoo.co.uk**

**KENWOOD KX9010 three head cassette deck, £150. Aiwa AP2600 Direct Drive turntable, £200. Target two shelf turntable stand, £50. QED DiscMaster phono stage, battery/mains, £40 Tel: 01708 457 691.**

**OPPO 205 with Fidelity Audio linear power supply £300. Ram LS3/5a’s £800. Collect from Oxford or may deliver. Tel: 07948275212.**

**QUAD 2 valve tuner in fair condition. £80 Tel: 01584 819995 or Email pat.tranter@yahoo.co.uk**

**DENON DL110, £130 Original Audio Technica AT95E (30 years in a drawer). £25 Set (4) £100/ pair cash £95. Audionote Japan Kondo Silver interconnect. £430. Cogan Hall interconnect, £495. Tel: 0113 2579 043.**

**GARRARD STYLUS balance, boxed, complete, £25. Denon DRR M30 Mdi cassette deck, auto reverse, £40. Sony PVM 9220 ME, 8 inch TV monitor. Offers. Nakasuki one metre interconnect, gold plated, £30. Tel: 01708 457 691.**

**THE MISSING Link Cryo Reference interconnects. Half metre pair with pure silver Eichmann bullets. With Certificate of Authentication. £180 Tel: 07835 902 176 (Oldham)**

**ARIAND VJ348 valve integrated amplifier with pre-in, mint, £395. £350. Epic 5 floorstanding loudspeakers, mint condition, cherry finish, £395. All boxed. Sale due to upgrades. Tel: 07743380637, or Email hifi@rothethebaldforce9.co.uk.**

**WANTED: TOP quality Hi Fi separates and complete systems, Naim, Linn, Cyrus, PMC, Audio Research etc., fast, friendly response and willing to travel/pay cash. Please call me on 0781 5892458 or email at pogsonp@aol.com.**

**PINK TRIANGLE LPTGT1 with Roksan Tabrizzi arm and ATOC5 MC. Exposure VX amp MC board (all Farlowe) low serial number. Marantz CD63MK2 KI. Mission 782 Rosewood floor standing speakers. All owned from new and still used daily. Sensible offers please. Tel: 07810311268 or Email hollingberys@gmail.com.**

---
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PRIMALUNA EVO 400 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

Powerful valve amplifiers can be — er — a little large. And often frightening in complexity. With their new Evo 400 amplifier PrimaLuna have come up with a 70 Watt per channel power house that fits a standard rack. It also accepts a wide range of valves, from standard to highest quality; this is an amp that can be tuned. Don’t miss our in-depth review of its sound and all its options next month, in our December 2020 issue.

Also, we hope to bring you —

MUSICAL FIDELITY M8XI INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
IFI ZEN PHONOSTAGE
SONUS FABER LUMINA III SPEAKERS
ELIPSON CHROMA 400 RIAA BT TURNTABLE
...and much more.

This is a selection of what we hope to bring you, not a complete list. We regret that due to a wide range of issues, we cannot guarantee that all products listed above will appear.
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You see, Fleetwood Mac hasn’t all been about the late Peter Green or, on the other extreme, Lindsey Buckingham and Stevie Nicks. There was a bit in the middle. A bit that many people either ignore or know nothing about. And that’s not fair. Not fair on both Bob Welch and Christine McVie to name but two. In fact, McVie was a busy bee in Fleetwood Mac way before Buckingham and Nicks turned up on the scene.

By the time of ‘Mystery to Me’ (which you can now find within the new vinyl and CD box sets, ‘Fleetwood Mac 1969-1974’ via Rhino) this album hit the streets in 1973, the band had gone through a swathe of change.

By 1973, Peter Green was already gone, felled by mental illness and drug abuse, Jeremy Spencer had run off to join a religious cult and the alcoholic mood swings from Danny Kirwan triggered his firing from the band.

You couldn’t have written these events for a movie plot. They would have seemed a tad over the top. Fleetwood Mac, as a creative entity, was the essence of the ‘over the top’.

In came guitarist Bob Weston and Bob Welch. Dave Walker also arrived to provide vocals. You can hear him on the band’s previous record ‘Penguin’. An album that was also released in 1973. Back then, there was less angst and the wringing of hands. Back then, groups churned out the things.

For this album, Walker had already hailed a taxi. He was told that his voice “didn’t fit”. Walker was once asked to describe his contribution to Mac and replied with a one-word answer “Minimal”.

So Welch took over the vocal duties alongside McVie. The band were a touch incongruous in the UK, though. This was a land of T.Rex, Yes and Genesis. The British public were more a tune to The Sweet’s Blockbuster instead of Fleetwood Mac’s cultured lead guitar, smooth presentation and vocal style of ‘Emerald Eyes’.

Hence, in contrast to the UK contingent, Fleetwood Mac sounded more like a West Coast U.S. outfit. And that’s where the group’s success started to build because ‘Penguin’ found the U.S. charts and people found the band.

McVie commented “I didn’t want to go to America – I’m a real Anglophile, I adore England – but the rest of the band promised me: we’ll go for three months, because we had no career over there, nobody wanted to book us, and then we’ll come back. Twenty eight years later I got to move back to England again”.

And it worked. The quality of the songwriting on this album was and remains excellent. McVie, with a folk-ish delivery, arguably offered her finest outings on this LP via the magnificent ‘Keep on Going’.

It’s also arguable that Welch, his smooth and somewhat dreamy delivery – a sort of cuddly Chris Rea, less grit, more Tarmac – provided his best work here. Even his later solo career releases never really matched his songs heard on this LP.

Because the band sounded more West Coast than ‘Top of the Pops’, U.S.-based radio stations came a-knockin. ‘Mystery to Me’ found a place in the U.S. Top 70 and eventually went gold.

This period of creative calm wasn’t to last, though. Mainly because Bob Weston’s raging hormones and Mick Fleetwood’s wife wouldn’t allow it. The affair cost Weston his job.

The album remains a top quality outing, all the same. Full of highlights including the above-mentioned ‘Emerald Eyes’ plus ‘Hypnotized’.

Speaking personally? This album reignited my interest in the band after becoming fed up to the back teeth with ‘Rumours’. I bought the latter in my early teens and was completely Rumoured out, as it where. So hurray for ‘Mystery to Me’.

But look, at least the band had gone through all of that hassle, all of the heart-ache, the trials and tribulations and the goings and comings. At least after all of the above, they produced great music and then they could look forward to their mega-hit album release, ‘Rumours’ and a life of calm, at last.

At least, after all of the disorder, they knew that there was light at the end of the tunnel and all would be well. A life of success and tranquility, in fact.

“Rumours was the beginning of a lot of trouble and emotional turmoil within the band”, said Mick Fleetwood.

Err, right. Well, maybe not then.
Hi-Res.grade Network Audio Components

The ultimate in audio quality, from a brand that lives up to the meaning of its name: “reliability”

Today’s high-resolution audio files deliver quality that approaches that of master recordings by incorporating an enormous amount of data. With the debut of network audio, consumers quickly have become familiar with the immersive experience made possible by that level of quality. Introducing fidata, a family of network audio components that lives up to the meaning of its name: “reliability.”

Welcome to the world of ultimate sound.
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exquisite audio products
“Setting a new standard for tube amplification.”

Jeff Borger - Tidal Audio
EVO 400 Tube Preamplifier & EVO 400 Tube Power amplifier

“Tube Magic.”

Vasa Forrester - The Absolute Sound
EVO 100 Tube Digital Analogue Converter

“It is in combination that the PrimaLuna Evo 300 duo shine. This isn’t magic synergy or tweaking the response of one to suit the other.”

Aaron Siecom - Hifi Plus
EVO 300 Tube Preamplifier & EVO 300 Tube Power amplifier

“ The PrimaLuna EVO 400 Integrated surpasses its predecessor, the DiaLogue Premium HP Integrated, thereby inheriting the throne of the best integrated tube amplifier in the world”

Max Halsson - Music Lovers Magazine
EVO 400 Tube Integrated Amplifier